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Abstract
OFSET_mine : An Integrated Framework for Cardiovascular Diseases Risk

Prediction based on Retinal Vascular Function
by Karma Mohamed Gaber FATHALLA

As cardiovascular disease (CVD) represents a spectrum of disorders that often man-
ifest for the first time through an acute life-threatening event, early identification of
seemingly healthy subjects with various degrees of risk is a priority.

More recently, traditional scores used for early identification of CVD risk are
slowly being replaced by more sensitive biomarkers that assess individual, rather
than population risks for CVD. Among these, retinal vascular function, as assessed
by the retinal vessel analysis method (RVA), has been proven as an accurate reflec-
tion of subclinical CVD in groups of participants without overt disease but with
certain inherited or acquired risk factors. Furthermore, in order to correctly detect
individual risk at an early stage, specialized machine learning methods and feature
selection techniques that can cope with the characteristics of the data need to be
devised.

The main contribution of this thesis is an integrated framework, OFSET_mine, that com-
bines novel machine learning methods to produce a bespoke solution for Cardiovascular Risk
Prediction based on RVA data that is also applicable to other medical datasets with similar
characteristics. The three identified essential characteristics are 1) imbalanced dataset,
2) high dimensionality and 3) overlapping feature ranges with the possibility of ac-
quiring new samples. The thesis proposes FiltADASYN as an oversampling method
that deals with imbalance, DD_Rank as a feature selection method that handles high
dimensionality, and GCO_mine as a method for individual-based classification, all
three integrated within the OFSET_mine framework.

The new oversampling method FiltADASYN extends Adaptive Synthetic Over-
sampling (ADASYN) with an additional step to filter the generated samples and
improve the reliability of the resultant sample set. The feature selection method
DD_Rank is based on Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) and ranks features ac-
cording to their stability and discrimination power. GCO_mine is a lazy learning
method based on Graph Cut Optimization (GCO), which considers both the local
arrangements and the global structure of the data.

OFSET_mine compares favourably to well established composite techniques. It
exhibits high classification performance when applied to a wide range of benchmark
medical datasets with variable sample size, dimensionality and imbalance ratios.
When applying OFSET _mine on our RVA data, an accuracy of 99.52% is achieved.
In addition, using OFSET, the hybrid solution of FiltADASYN and DD_Rank, with
Random Forest on our RVA data produces risk group classifications with accuracy
99.68%. This not only reflects the success of the framework but also establishes RVA
as a valuable cardiovascular risk predictor.

Keywords: Cardiovascular disease, Retinal Vessel Analysis, feature selection, over-
sampling, lazy classification.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) can be defined as a group of disorders of the heart
and blood vessels [207]. CVDs often manifest for the first time as acute life threaten-
ing events (heart attacks and strokes). CVDs related deaths accounted for 31% of the
total global deaths in 2016 [207], where 85% of these were due to heart attacks and
strokes. In Europe (2017), CVDs related deaths represented 45% of the total deaths
(37% of which are in the EU) [203]. As for the UK in 2018, one death every three
minutes can be attributed to CVD [35].

Besides, CVDs are one of the leading diseases in creating burden on populations.
The burden is quantified using Disability-Adjusted Life Year (DALY) metric, where
DALY is defined as the sum of years of potential life lost due to premature mortality
and the years of productive life lost due to disability. CVDs account for the loss
of more than 64 million DALYs in Europe (23% of all DALYs lost) and 26 million
DALYs in the EU (19%) [203].

According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) [206, 207], 80% of prema-
ture heart disease and stroke is preventable through early detection and effective
management. The development of most cardiovascular diseases can be stopped by
altering some modifiable risk factors related to life style. These factors include to-
bacco use, unhealthy diet, physical inactivity and excessive use of alcohol. Hence,
early prediction of cardiovascular risk is needed due to its anticipated individual
and population benefits. An example of these benefits can be seen where population
wide interventions in several countries have led to considerable reduction in CVD
related deaths [206].

1.1 Cardiovascular Disease Risk Prediction

Several CVD risk prediction models [43, 49, 87] were developed to predict risk. Al-
though these models are useful in estimating long term risk, the learned models are
not readily transferable from one population to another. They tend to overestimate
or underestimate the risk when applied to a population different than the original
population used in constructing the model [12] due to differences in influential fac-
tors such as ethnicity and socioeconomic factors.
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Cardiovascular risk prediction receives substantial attention [9, 108, 152, 159]
due to the threats imposed by cardiovascular diseases on human life [142]. Despite
the dedicated efforts, a need still exists for establishing new individual based risk
markers to more accurately predict cardiovascular risk in an early stage. New risk
markers that directly relate to and convey vascular health are required. In addition,
the acquisition of the new risk markers would preferably be non-invasive to encour-
age individuals to undergo the examinations needed for early CVD risk prediction.

According to Hlatky et al [88], the phases of establishing a novel marker for car-
diovascular risk prediction can be summarised as: a) Test whether it can separate
risk groups; b) Validate that it predicts the development of hard outcomes; c) Assess
its incremental predictive value over the established risk markers; d) Assess its clini-
cal utility; e) Evaluate whether its use in individuals’ management improves clinical
outcomes.

In this study, we investigate the prospect of a relatively new technique namely
Retinal Vessel Analysis (RVA) in separating cardiovascular risk groups. Hence, this
study can serve in the first phase of establishing RVA as a new risk marker, through
a cross sectional investigation on apparently healthy subjects applying predictive
data mining. In cross section investigations, observational data are analysed from a
representative sample of a population at a specific point.

1.1.1 Retinal Vessel Analysis for Cardiovascular Risk Prediction

RVA assesses the function of retinal vessels based on changes in diameter measure-
ments when the retina is subjected to flickering light. The RVA [169] is a relatively
new technique compared to static retinal image analysis. It gives a clearer picture
of the dynamics of the vessels wall (dilation and constriction) when challenged by
varying external conditions (flickering light). The RVA provides automated, objec-
tive, and continuous recording of the diameter of a retinal vessel. Accordingly, it
enables the observation and subsequent evaluation of local (segmental) fluctuations
of the vessel diameter and small periodic changes (e.g., pulse waves).

The justification behind investigating the RVA for cardiovascular risk prediction
stems from the following:

1. RVA directly relates to the definition of CVDs (as vessels-related diseases),
since it assesses the behaviour of the vessels and subsequently reveals vascular
health status. Therefore, RVA can be regarded as a low cost non-invasive method,
which could be superior to some established risk markers such as Body Mass Index
and smoking status that indicate general health status.

2. RVA captures the dynamic functional behaviour of retinal vessels , which
provides a deeper insight into the vessels’ health status compared to static retinal
vessels analysis.

3. Several techniques, for example retinal fundus examination, for visualising
the vessels are already included in primary health care venues. The techniques are
provided as part of the routine care given to patients suffering from other diseases
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such as diabetics [68], who top the list of high risk groups to cardiovascular diseases.
Hence, RVA can be readily incorporated as an additional screening tool for various
health conditions.

1.2 Predictive Data Mining for Cardiovascular Risk Predic-
tion

Prediction of CVD risk is a critical task [176]. The successful early risk prediction is
directly related to the reduction of complications and increase in probability of sur-
vival. Automated prediction and diagnosis systems can aggregate knowledge and
expertise of physicians in various sub-specialties creating a comprehensive system.
In addition, automated systems can be used in some cases to compensate for limi-
tation in human resources [156]. Successful diagnosis and risk prediction through
machine learning approaches is highly anticipated.

Machine Learning (ML) and data mining methods are able to discover unknown
(hidden) multi-factorial associations [11] and to produce reliable individual judg-
ments. This property makes ML methods particularly suitable for exploratory cross
sectional investigations, where the capability of the new marker to differentiate be-
tween risk groups still needs to be ascertained. Cross sectional studies present a fun-
damental initial stage in the process of establishing a new risk marker [88]. However,
the data collected through these studies is often imperfect. Thus, the application of
additional ML methods could be needed to enable the construction of reliable pre-
diction models.

Risk prediction models estimate the risk level of developing an outcome using a
set of predictors (characteristics) of the subjects [149]. The models comprise a set of
techniques to process the data and remedy the data imperfections. These techniques
include methods for prediction, missing values handling, dimension reduction,etc.

ML and predictive data mining methods have been applied for cardiovascular
risk prediction, however, the acceptance of clinical experts to adopt these methods
is influenced by various factors. Obviously, the accuracy of the produced predic-
tions would significantly impact their willingness to use the methods. Health care
specialists target high accuracy models that can correctly identify a subject’s risk
level. Another important factor that influence their acceptance to adopt these meth-
ods is whether they can understand how the predictions have been generated by the
prediction model. The ability to provide a human interpretable explanation for the
prediction (classification) decision increases the experts confidence in the resulting
judgments [119].

Various factors can contribute to the accuracy of the model. A primary factor is
the characteristics (profile) of the data used for model construction. The RVA data
available in our study manifest characteristics that hinder the success of standard
ML solutions. Thus, specialised ML solutions are required to successfully handle
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RVA data properties. Different ML techniques can be applied and adapted to handle
the various characteristics of the problem under study, leading to better prediction.

In the next section, we will provide a summary of the available RVA data char-
acteristics that mandate ML handling together with the main limitations of existing
techniques.

1.3 Thesis Motivation

The RVA data profile is the main drive for developing our ML framework called
Oversampling Feature SElecTion to mine data (OFSET_mine) for processing the RVA
data and generating the risk predictions.

1.3.1 RVA Data Characteristics Description

The study includes 236 participants, who were divided based on an existing risk
score into three groups of low, medium and high risk of sizes 212, 14 and 10 respec-
tively. For each participant in our study, a set of 104 features were generated from
the collected RVA data. In addition to the RVA data, a set of measures for systolic
blood pressure, total cholesterol and hdl-cholesterol were measured. Age, gender,
ethnicity, whether smoker or not and family history of cardiovascular disease were
also recorded. The collected data and the labeling process will be described in detail
in Chapter 3 section 3.2.

The application of data mining techniques on the available RVA data is of special
nature [98] due to the following factors:

1. The availability of relatively large number of features generated based on RVA
subjects response. The generation of a large number of features is common practice
when new markers for disease risk stratification are being investigated. The fea-
tures are generated to explore their association with the disease, which may lead to
overloading with possibly irrelevant features. In addition, the generated features
are interdependent and involved in numerous interactions. Hence, an approach is
needed to reduce the dimension of the data while keeping the most informative fea-
tures and providing an explanation for the determined features relative importance.

2. The limited sample size, mainly due to the fact that only a small number
of participants meet the study’s inclusion criteria. Another reason for the limited
sample size, is that the cost effectiveness together with the motivation of the subjects
and subsequently their willingness to participate are not high. This is due that the
benefit of the exploratory study of RVA as a prospective risk marker is still to be
affirmed.

3. The presence of imbalanced classes. The skewed distribution of the examined
disease risk among participants further exacerbate the limited sample size. The im-
balance degrades the performance of standard classifiers that assume similar class
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sizes. Both characteristics of limited sample size and class imbalance need inter-
vention to compensate for them, while at the same time maintaining the representa-
tivenss of the data.

4. The presence of severe class overlap that hinders the effective separation of
risk groups [71, 182], which is a prevalent problem in medical data.

5. The expectation to acquire new data during the course of the study as the data
will remain to be collected, which means the model needs to be easily updated. This
encourages the use of an easily adaptive model capable of generating individual-
based judgments.

Straightforward application of established classification techniques on such data
can be ineffective, thus combined approaches are needed.

1.3.2 Current Methods and Associated Limitations

Various ML methods can be applied to handle the available RVA data and improve
predictions accuracy.

For dimensionality reduction, feature selection can be applied for choosing the
most relevant features to increase the accuracy and simplify the model. However,
the existing feature selection algorithms anticipate the relevance of the predictors
(measures/features) either through theoretical measures or based on the perfor-
mance of a specific classifier. Thus, the features may not have high predictive perfor-
mance or have low generalisation with other classifiers and the target concept to be
learned. In addition, a characteristic that undermines the suitability of some existing
methods for clinical use is that they do not provide an explanation for the relative
importance of the features, which lead to their selection.

For handling small sample size and imbalance, oversampling can offer a solution
through generating synthetic samples of the small (minority) classes. A concern that
rises when oversampling medical data is whether the synthesised samples are true
representatives of the generating classes. This can achieved by verifying the validity
of the synthesised samples after oversampling. However, current approaches do not
address post oversampling validation satisfactorily.

For handling class overlap and augmenting dataset, lazy (distance-based) learn-
ing is considered the most appropriate approach [209]. Nevertheless, the purely
local approaches adopted in the available lazy methods make them vulnerable to
noise and outliers and inadequately handle border samples.

The RVA characteristics together with the limitations of the existing methods mo-
tivate the development of a framework of ML methods adapted to the characteristics
of the collected RVA data to effectively handle them.

1.4 Thesis Objectives and Contribution

This study has two main objectives. The first objective is to investigate the prospect
of using RVA for determining the cardiovascular risk group for different subjects.
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The second objective is to select and apply ML techniques effectively to handle the
characteristics of the available data and increase the reliability of risk level predic-
tion.

Therefore, the main contribution of this thesis is an integrated framework, OFSET_mine,
that through combination of ML methods remedies previous methods’ shortcomings to pro-
duce a bespoke solution for Cardiovascular Risk Prediction based on RVA data, that is also
applicable to other medical datasets with similar characteristics. The four identified es-
sential characteristics are (1) imbalanced dataset (2) high dimensionality of data (3)
interleaving feature ranges and (4) possibly expanding dataset to increase the sam-
ple size.

The framework comprises FiltADASYN for oversampling, to deal with imbal-
ance, DD_Rank for feature selection, to deal with high dimensionality, and GCO_mine
an easily adaptive learning method for individual-based classification, all integrated
within the OFSET_mine framework. FiltADASYN improves an existing oversam-
pling method through adding a filtering step to verify the representativeness of the
generated samples. DD_Rank assigns a selection score to features combining both
plausible aspects of predictive performance and the features co-occurrences with the
classes. GCO_mine is a distance-based learner that merges the concepts of locality
and global decision making to improve the performance of existing lazy methods.

The framework is a multi stage approach which includes independent methods,
that can be applied or removed from the framework according to the characteristics
of the collected data. In the future, when substantially more data are collected, the
oversampling stage can be omitted and the proposed GCO_mine can adapt to the
newly acquired samples

1.5 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organised as follows:
In Chapter 2, traditional cardiovascular risk prediction models using machine

learning techniques are discussed. Also, the association of cardiovascular risk with
altered retinal vascular function is presented to provide the motivation behind in-
vestigating RVA for risk prediction.

Chapter 3 includes the problem statement together with the specific characteris-
tics of RVA data that drive the choice of ML solution.

Chapter 4 reviews several recent approaches in the field of predictive data min-
ing. First, we briefly review the common predictive data mining approaches to
tackle the problems of missing data, data imbalance, small sample size and high
dimensionality, all identified characteristics of RVA data. The design requirements
and the suitability criteria for assessing candidate methods are introduced next. A
set of selected approaches are then described in detail and evaluated against the
suitability criteria.
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Chapter 5 first verifies the practical suitability of ML approaches for cardiovas-
cular risk prediction using our data. Then, an outline of the proposed framework
OFSET_mine and a summary of each of the proposed methods is provided. We de-
scribe the additional medical datasets used to validate the general applicability of
the proposed techniques.

Chapters 6, 7 and 8 explain in detail the proposed techniques within the OF-
SET _mine framework along with an individual evaluation of the proposed methods
performance. All these chapters comprise a description of the experimental study
including the experiments objectives, used data, evaluation metrics.

Chapter 6 presents the proposed oversampling method FiltADASYN in detail to-
gether with its evaluation against one of the state of the art methods namely ADASYN.

Chapter 7 describes Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) as they present the
foundation for the developed feature selection method DD_Rank. The method is
then detailed and compared against two of the well established feature selection
algorithms ReliefF and Correlation Coefficient (CorrCoeff).

Chapter 8 portrays the proposed lazy classification method GCO_mine where its
performance is verified against a set of eager and lazy classification methods.

Chapter 9 presents the overall performance of the hybrid approach combining
Oversampling and Feature SElecTion in OFSET and OFSET_mine for cardiovascu-
lar risk prediction using RVA-based measures and on other selected benchmark
datasets.

Chapter 10 summarises the main results and findings of the study, provides an
evaluation of the clinical utility of the proposed methods and presents the suggested
future work directions.

Ethical approval for the study was received from Aston’s University Ethics Com-
mittee. Written informed consent was received from all participants prior to study
enrolment and all study procedures were designed and conducted in accordance
with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
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Chapter 2

Cardiovascular Risk Prediction
State of the Art

Cardiovascular diseases represent one of the main causes of human morbidity with
rising trends in large areas of the world [142]. For many patients, the first sign of
cardiovascular disease is a severe event that is often fatal. The early identification of
seemingly healthy subjects at risk through non-invasive methodologies is a priority.

Extensive studies have revealed an association between several factors and in-
creased risk of cardiovascular diseases. The identified risk factors [66] can be cat-
egorised based on whether a factor is modifiable or not. Modifiable risk factors
include smoking, alcohol consumption, stress, high cholesterol diet, psychological
factors and obesity. The alteration of modifiable factors may help decrease the re-
lated risk, thus such categorisation is crucial. Age, gender, menopausal state for
women and personality type are examples of non modifiable risk factors. New com-
puting and sensor technologies enabled the collection of huge amounts of cardio-
vascular related data in a non-invasive manner. Recently, extracting knowledge and
insight from this huge volume of data and building efficient decision support sys-
tems through data mining became necessary.

Existing studies that perform cardiovascular risk prediction are reviewed and the
need for further studies is justified. Also, studies that associate changes in retinal cal-
ibres to cardiovascular risk are described to provide justification for the investigation
of RVA for CVD risk prediction.

2.1 Traditional Models

Large efforts have been dedicated to the study of several risk factors and the asso-
ciated cardiovascular risk. The Framingham heart study is an ongoing longitudinal
cohort study since 1948. The study’s aim is to build risk models for predicting 10
year risk of developing cardiovascular diseases. It is considered one of the most
well established studies [139]. The Framingham Heart Study started with 5,209
adults from the city of Framingham, Massachusetts. Since then, several versions
for risk score calculation were constructed. Originally, the Framingham Risk Score
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(FRS) was developed to estimate the 10-year risk of developing coronary heart dis-
ease only. In a later version of FRS score calculation developed by D’Agostino et al.
[49], cerebrovascular events, peripheral artery disease and heart failure were subse-
quently added as disease outcomes together with coronary heart disease. The more
recent risk model by D’Agostino et al. presents a single sex-specific multivariable
risk function that predicts risk of developing CVD and all of its constituents, unlike
other function that predict single specific events. The derived model by D’Agostino
et al. applied Cox proportional-hazards regression on 8491 Framingham study par-
ticipants between 30 and 74 years of age (mean age, 49 years; 4522 women), who at-
tended a routine examination and were free of CVD. The developed "general CVD"
risk function incorporated age, total and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, sys-
tolic blood pressure, treatment for hypertension, smoking, and diabetes status. Cox
proportional-hazards regression [47] was used to build the models and evaluate the
risk of developing a first CVD event.

Over 12 years of follow-up, 1174 participants (456 women) developed a first CVD
event. The general CVD algorithm demonstrated good discrimination (C statistic,
0.763 [men] and 0.793 [women]) and calibration. Framingham Risk (FRS) calcula-
tors exhibit limitations [12, 34, 46, 89] in terms of transportability to different pop-
ulations , where re-calibration of the algorithms would be needed. Moreover, they
tend to overestimate or underestimate the risk. In addition, the acquisition of some
of the FRS measures is invasive, such as blood analysis for total and high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol determination, which may lead to the reluctance of subjects
to undergo the examination [210]. Also, the limited resources of some developing
countries may hinder performing blood tests for screening [24]. Hence, the explo-
ration of non-invasive alternative risk markers is justifiable.

Hippisley-Cox et al. [87] conducted a prospective cohort study for 15 years using
data of 2.3 million patients aged 35-74, collected from general practice records. The
aim was to construct a risk model (QRisk) that estimates cardiovascular risk in pa-
tients from different ethnic groups in England and Wales. Cox hazard proportional
regression was applied to build the model. The same measures as for Framingham
Risk were used. In addition, other measures such as body mass index and ethnicity
were included in the QRisk score calculation with the aim of increasing the accuracy
of the model relative to Framingham Risk model. Hippisley-Cox et al. concluded the
extra measures into the QRisk algorithm provides better calibration and discrimina-
tion compared to FRS in a nationally representative population. Despite this relative
advantage, the QRisk shares with FRS the same limitations of transportability to dif-
ferent populations and invasive examination. Also, in the early generations of the
QRisk study both the derivation and validation populations were the same, which
implies that further studies are still required to increase the reliability of the risk
score calculator.

Other example studies are reviewed next, which study the association of rela-
tively novel risk factors with cardiovascular risk either directly or indirectly. Some
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of these studies consider features such as arterial stiffness and inter-ventricular sep-
tum thickness as indirect assessment of cardiovascular risk. The studies are chosen
because they are either cross sectional with similar sample size to our study or most
importantly apply machine learning methods for prediction.

C4.5 decision tree was utilised to develop a system to assess the ability of several
risk factors for predicting Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) in the study of Karaolis
et al. [108]. The examined risk factors include non modifiable factors: age, gen-
der, family history, and a group of modifiable factors such as smoking, diabetes,
hypertension treatment, blood pressure and lipids. Karaolis et al. [108] tackled the
issue of splitting criteria effect on decision trees performance. Five splitting crite-
ria were examined in building the decision trees namely: information gain [128],
Gini index [62], likelihood ratio chi-squared statistics [73], gain ratio, and distance
measure. The generated models were investigated accordingly including, event and
non-event subjects. Data collection, cleaning and missing values filling were per-
formed.

The experiments included the records of 528 cases in which the before-event
and after-event risk factors were registered. The available cases were categorised
as medium risk and high risk groups using FRS and thresholding leading to group
sizes of 35 and 493 respectively. Wilcoxon rank sum test [202] 1 was applied to dif-
ferentiate between the splitting criteria in terms of statistical significance. After tree
construction, a set of rules are extracted. In the experimental analysis, all the ap-
plied splitting criteria were found to have comparable results. Finally, the presented
results were compared to the results of the European Action on Secondary and Pri-
mary Prevention by Intervention to Reduce Events (EUROASPIRE) [120] study. Sim-
ilar findings regarding the most important risk factors namely: sex, age, smoking,
blood pressure, and cholesterol were reached by both studies. Also, similar findings
on the percentages of the participants having high blood pressure, high cholestrol
low density lipoprotein and smoking after an event. The investigated five split-
ting criteria were not independent but relying on each other. For example infor-
mation gain, likelihood ratio chi-squared and gain ratio include information gain in
their computation while distance measure is calculated based on Gini index. This
may explain the comparable performance with an average classification accuracy of
72%. Therefore, investigating further splitting criteria maybe a path worth follow-
ing. Also, the methods that were used for filling missing values, selecting features
and rules were not described, although they may have greatly influenced the perfor-
mance.

Alty et al. [9] studied the problem of arterial stiffness prediction, as an indi-
cator of CVD risk, from digital volume pulse waveform (DVP). DVP is used as
an approximation measure for pulse wave velocity (PWV) since the acquisition of
PWV is more complex and invasive. The study compared SVM-based classification

1Wilcoxon rank test: a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test used to compare two related sam-
ples to assess whether their population mean ranks differ. It can be used to determine whether two
dependent samples were selected from populations having the same distribution.
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[188], SVM-based Regression [188] and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [78] per-
formances (to be described in Chapter 4. The study included 461 subjects with PWV
and DVP measured for each subject. The subjects were categorised into low (PWV
< 9 m/s) and high stiffness (PWV > 11m/s) subjects, eliminating subjects with in-
termediate stiffness. Two types of feature extraction methods were applied namely
physiologically motivated feature extraction and signal subspace-based feature ex-
traction. While physiologically motivated features are parameters associated with
the physiological properties of the aorta and arterial characteristics in general such
as peak to peak time, crest time and stiffness index, signal subspace-based features
are extracted applying information theoretic approaches. The applied approaches
for signal subspace feature extraction included kernel principal component analysis,
wavelet packet decomposition, and signal subspace analysis. The extracted features
were fed into the prediction algorithms. SVM–based techniques outperformed ANN
approaches reaching 87.6% correct PWV prediction rate employing a combination
of features from both applied methods. The study showed that the prediction rate
largely depends on the feature extraction methods, either physiologically motivated
or signal subspace-based method, applied. DVP is also used to predict PWV status
and accordingly indicate CVD risk. The direct relation between DVP and CVD risk
prediction still needs to be established through further analysis.

Ramirez-Villegas et al.[100] investigated the application of ANN and SVM on
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) series in the prediction of cardiovascular risk in gen-
eral, not related to any specific cardiac disease. The study analysed 90 HRV records
only: 45 of healthy subjects and 45 of known cardiovascular risk patients. The HRV
series were analysed by statistical, spectral, multi resolution and non-linear methods
generating 52 features in the feature extraction stage. After feature extraction, two
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)–test 2 [141] was employed for feature selection .
The KS-test selected five, 10 and 15 features to be used in the experiments. The se-
lected features were fed into prediction algorithms, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
network, Radial Basis Function (RBF) network (to be described in Chapter 4) and
SVM [188] were utilised in the experiments.

First, the performance of the predictors was assessed given different feature sub-
set sizes to determine the best feature subset size. MLP achieved the highest accu-
racy of 96.6% when applied on the top five selected features by KS-Test. The sec-
ond experiment involved testing the performance using all the generated features
with the classifiers to evaluate the significance of feature selection, here SVM out-
performed ANNs. The authors argue that this is due to the overfitting of ANN with
high dimensional data. Despite that SVM outperformed ANN with the complete
feature set; MLP with top five features selected by KS test retained the best over-
all performance. The top five features ultimately selected were not reported which
makes the reproduction and the interpretation of the work impossible.

2KS-test is a non-parametric test that uses cumulative distribution function to test whether two
samples share the same distribution.
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Pfaff et al. [152] investigated the application of Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) cluster-
ing [23] to the problem of inter-ventricular septum thickness (IVS), considered as a
quantitative cardiovascular risk factor, prediction in haemodialysis patients. Since
clustering only groups data based on a measure of similarity, a rule extraction algo-
rithm is needed to assist in the prediction process and create rules with a specific
target variable. The experiments studied long term follow up records of 63 patients
for four years with known and unknown IVS thickness. Year 1 and Year 4 records
were used in the study and 42 preselected variables for each year per patient includ-
ing patient data, anamnesis and diagnosis data, laboratory and medication data.
Two target clusters were generated for large and small IVS thicknesses. Unicondi-
tional rules were generated and rated by Normalised Empirical Rating (NER) [72]
and Confident Hit Rate (CHR) [99]. Three rule bases were formulated using the top
10 rated rules from NER, CHR and NER/CHR rating. In the prediction stage, the
NER rulebase combined with the FCM clusterbase had the best results. The results
of the patients with unknown IVS thickness were medically validated. The paper
suggested a solution for the problem of unknown target value prediction that can be
applied in comparable cases, but limited results interpretation for this investigation
was provided and no clarification for the medical validation procedure was given. It
also utilised a well known clustering algorithm and rule rating measures, these can
be used with similar data sets. Preprocessing and preselection of the variables were
mentioned briefly without specifying the used techniques although these would be
significant steps. The small size of the test set should have been compensated in the
evaluation stage.

Other examples of cardiovascular risk prediction applying machine learning tech-
niques on larger cross sectional datasets can be found in [104, 115]. Juarez-Orozco
et al. [104] use simple available predictors from 1,241 participants with no previous
myocardial infarction or revascularisation to predict PET-measured hampered my-
ocardial perfusion reserve (MPR), which conveys a significant risk for adverse car-
diovascular outcomes. Demographic, clinical and complementary diagnostic data
were collected for each participant. MLP Network and ensemble boosting of the
ANN were employed with the partitioned data. These lead to accuracies of 74%
(AUC =0.77) and 85%, respectively.

Kim et al. [115] used Deep Belief Networks [95] (DBN) and statistical feature
selection to predict cardiovascular risk level (low or high) from the sixth Korea Na-
tional Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (KHANES-VI) data set. The dataset
was split into 70% for training and 30% for testing. The study included 4,244 par-
ticipants, for whom eight primary care features were recorded. Statistical feature
selection (Mann-Whitney U-test 3 and Chi-square 4) was applied and six features
were used for learning. The performance of statistical DBNs was compared to Naïve

3Mann-Whitney U-test: Examines two groups samples means to check whether they are coming
from the same population. It can be used when the normal distribution assumption is not met.

4Chi-square: a statistical measure that quantifies the independence between variables (e.g.predictor
and class). The higher the value of Chi-square the more useful the feature is considered.
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Bayes, logistics regression, back propagation network, support vector machine, ran-
dom forest and DBN with the full feature set. Statistical DBNs attained the highest
accuracy (83.9%), sensitivity (87.6%) and ROC curve (0.79 ± 0.016) performance,
while SVM scored 100% specificity indicating that SVM could separate low risk sub-
jects particularly well. The labeling procedure of the participants was rather opaque
and the adoption of two well separated (low and high risk) classes is likely to have
produced optimistic results.

Weng et al. [201] conducted an extensive prospective cohort study using routine
clinical data of 378,256 patients from UK family practices. The study’s objective was
to investigate the prospect of machine learning methods against an established al-
gorithm by the American College of Cardiology (ACC) guidelines in predicting first
cardiovascular events in 10 years. Four machine-learning algorithms were used:
random forest, logistic regression, neural networks (described in detail in Chapter
4) and gradient boosting 5. The study comprised eight features used in ACC risk
model calculations and 22 variables that had the potential of being associated to
cardiovascular risk from other studies. Predictive accuracy was assessed by area
under the receiver operating curve (AUC), and sensitivity, specificity, positive pre-
dictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV) to predict cardiovascular risk.
All applied machine learning methods showed performance improvement over the
ACC algorithm. Neural Networks achieved the highest accuracy improvement of
3.6%. The study stipulated on the ability of machine learning algorithms to improve
cardiovascular risk prediction through capturing complex interactions between risk
factors and expanding current risk models by exploring a wider range of risk indi-
cators.

The presented studies attempt to address the problem of cardiovascular risk pre-
diction using various approaches. Overall, they provide variable quality solutions
that tackle the problem from different perspectives. The studies prove the suitabil-
ity of different machine learning approaches in CVD risk prediction. Despite the
value of the presented studies, they manifest some shortcomings. An example of
these shortcomings is that some of the studies provide further validation for already
known risk factors [104, 108, 201]. This further validation of known risk factors is
useful, but it does not take advantage of one of the principle capabilities of data
mining which is detecting hidden (unknown) relationships within data. Another
shortcoming of some of the reviewed models is that they predict outcomes (related
to CVD risk) as indirect indicators of CVD risk (no direct prediction) [9, 104, 152].
Also, some studies predict the risk for clearly separated groups where one of the
groups is already known to be of high risk (e.g: previously diagnosed vs control
subjects , suffered from cardiac events vs cardiac events free subjects, etc) [9, 108,
115, 152, 159]. The utilisation of clearly separated groups with previously known
risk and lack of the examination of variability in apparently healthy groups does not

5Gradient boosting is an ensemble learning algorithm which combines the predictions of a group
of weak learners to optimise a differentiable loss function.
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serve early CVD risk detection. Early detection can help reduce the threat of death
dramatically and ML methods can help advance the state of the art in this direction.
In addition, the study of Ramirez-Villegas et al. [159] and Pfaff et al. [152] had a
small sample size of 90 and 63 records respectively which limits the validity of the
produced models.

The success of ML for CVD risk prediction, together with the limitations of ex-
isting studies established foundations for further work in the field of early cardio-
vascular risk prediction using machine learning. In this study, we aim to examine
(a) the use of a relatively new technique namely Retinal Vessel Analysis (RVA) as a
potential risk marker (b) to separate seemingly healthy participants into risk groups
through an individual based model.

2.2 Retinal Vascular Function

Investigating the use of RVA for CVD risk prediction is justified by the fact that the
retina offers an easily accessible site to the evaluation of ocular microcirculation.
The coexistence of ocular microvascular and systemic macrovascular abnormalities
in early stage of many morbid conditions has been recently studied [97, 111, 117,
146, 148]. Subtle changes in the retinal vasculature is assumed to carry information
useful for predicting cardiovascular risk [64, 183, 192] independent of traditional
risk factors.

The diameter of a vessel is an important quantitative parameter for describing
it. Originally, the vessel diameter was measured semi-automatically in single static
images. The association of differences in retinal vascular calibres to cardiovascular
risk in still fundus images, which picture the center and peripheral retina and its
vessels, has been explored in the past decade [168, 181, 195].

In the following subsection, we will review studies that associate variations in
retinal vessels calibres from static images to CVD risk, using population-based co-
hort study records and statistical analysis. Afterwards, we will present investiga-
tions that studied the relation between dynamic RVA and cardiovascular risk.

2.2.1 Static Retinal Vessels Calibres for Cardiovascular Risk Prediction

Wang et al. [195], studied the capability of retinal vascular calibre to independently
predict risk of coronary heart disease (CHD) -related death. Retinal arteriolar and
venular calibres of 3654 Australians aged above 49 years were measured from base-
line retinal photographs. The arteriole to venule ratio (AVR) was calculated. A fol-
low up of nine years was conducted and CHD-related death was confirmed from the
Australian National Death Index. An association between wider venules, narrower
arterioles and smaller AVR and coronary heart disease (CHD) -related death was
found, especially in women and middle aged groups. It was found that larger reti-
nal venular calibre independently predicted a 1.5–2-fold higher risk of CHD death
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in both men and women aged 49–75. Also, smaller arteriolar calibre and AVR pre-
dicted a 1.5–2-fold higher risk of CHD death, but only in women aged 49–75. These
results suggest the possible usefulness of retinal vessels changes in predicting car-
diovascular risk.

Wong et al. [181] examined the relation between retinal vessels calibres and in-
cident coronary heart disease (CHD) and stroke in elderly persons. The venular
and arteriolar calibres were measured from the retinal photographs of 1992 men and
women aged 69 to 97 years from four US communities. After five years follow up,
an analysis was carried out controlling for several known risk factors. The study
findings ascertained the correlation between larger retinal venular caliber and the
increased risk of CHD, where participants with larger retinal venular caliber had a
higher incidence of CHD (11.7% vs 8.1%). Smaller retinal arteriolar caliber was asso-
ciated with incident CHD (rate ratio 2.0; comparing largest with smallest arteriolar
caliber quartiles).

Seidelmann et al. [168] conducted an extensive 16 year cohort study to deter-
mine whether retinal vessel calibres are associated with long-term cardiovascular
outcomes. The study also investigated whether retinal vessel calibres can provide
incremental value over the 2013 American College of Cardiology/American Heart
Association Pooled Cohort Equations in predicting atherosclerotic cardiovascular
disease events. The study included 10 470 men and women without prior atheroscle-
rotic cardiovascular disease events or heart failure in the ARIC Study (Atheroscle-
rosis Risk in Communities). All the participants underwent retinal photography
to extract the vessels measurements. The study’s results included that: a) rates of
all outcomes were higher in those with wider retinal venules and narrower retinal
arterioles. b) Retinal vessel caliber reclassified 21% of low-risk women (11% of all
women) as intermediate risk. The women identified at higher risk by the use of
retinal vessels would not be recognised using existing practice guidelines. In con-
clusion, Seidelmann et al. confirmed the relation between narrower retinal arterioles
and wider retinal venules and higher long-term risk of mortality and ischemic stroke
in both sexes and coronary heart disease in women. They also stipulated on the fact
that these measures can provide a cost effective and reproducible marker that added
incremental value to current practice guidelines.

The described studies present clear diversity in terms of age groups, population
communities and the associated cardio-related outcomes. The constant affirmed as-
sociation between deviations in retinal vessels calibres and elevated cardio-related
risk and the diversity of the presented studies encouraged Poplin et al. [154] to em-
ploy new approaches to establish the use of retinal vessels calibres as novel added
value markers. Poplin et al. employed deep learning and demonstrated high effec-
tiveness in predicting cardiovascular-related risk markers (such as smoking, body
mass index and systolic blood pressure) from retinal static images [154]. In addi-
tion, they could predict the onset of so-called Major Adverse Cardiovascular Events
(MACE) within five years, with Area Under Curve (AUC) values similar to the well
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recognised risk calculator SCORE[44].

2.2.2 Dynamic Retinal Vessels Analysis for Cardiovascular Risk Predic-
tion

The reviewed studies repeatedly ascertain the relation of retinal vessels calibres dif-
ferences to CVD risk. Some studies suggest possible usefulness of incorporating
retinal-based measures for cardiovascular risk prediction in current practice [168,
181]. However, the changes that can be observed in static images only indicate the
presence of a pre-clinical disease that already exists, therefore, the prediction is ac-
tually anticipated. A step forward from the use of static images is the analysis of
dynamic, real time vascular functional changes that can occur in individuals at risk
even when their static images show no vascular alterations.

Retinal Vessel Analysis (RVA) [169] can perform dynamic analysis and captures
the vessels’ functional behaviour based on stimulation with flickering light, accord-
ing to an established protocol. The vessels behaviour when subjected to flickering
light include a dilation response followed by constriction (recovery) after flicker ces-
sation, returning to the baseline vascular fluctuations.

Various studies assessed retinal vascular function using RVA of participants with
CVD, with risk factors for CVD, or with cardiovascular-related pathology such as
diabetes.

Lim et al.[132] studied the dynamic response of retinal vessel caliber in asso-
ciation to Diabetic Retinopathy (DR)(cardiovascular-related pathology). The study
included 15 subjects with Type I Diabetes Mellitus (DM), 216 subjects with Type II
DM and 45 control subjects. The results showed that reduced arteriolar and venu-
lar dilation is associated with DR progression. This relation was persistent in both
univariate and multivariate analysis adjusted for age, gender and smoking status.

The alteration in retinal vessels responses of patients with Corononary Artery
Disease (CAD) was investigated by Heitmar et al.[83]. Subjects with CAD (24 sub-
jects) were recruited and 30 control participants were age and gender matched. The
principle finding of the study was that the retinal vessels reaction time was signifi-
cantly different (p− value = 0.016 where significance threshold θ set to 0.05) between
patients and controls.

Heitmar et al.[82] examined the variability in retinal vessel reactivity of subjects
with DM and/or CVD. The examination involved 36 participants with DM only, 43
participants with CVD only and 37 participants with both CVD and DM. The study
revealed subtle reactivity differences between groups suffering from CVD with and
without DM. Examples of these differences are 1) inconsistent constriction response
in CVD + DM participants between different flickers, unlike the other groups, 2)
different dilation time between flicker cycles in CVD + DM participants, 3) different
reaction pattern and lack of arterial constriction in DM group. These findings may
provide a suitable marker to monitor progression.
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Seshadri et al. [172] compared retinal vascular function in asymptomatic indi-
viduals with and without a positive Family History (FH), which is a known risk
factor for CVD. The comparison was carried on all apparently healthy individuals,
of which 38 subjects have a positive FH of CVD and 37 with negative FH. Individ-
uals with FH of CVD showed significantly reduced arterial dilation response and
decreased constriction slope (p − value = 0.001 and p − value <0.001 respectively).
Similar findings were recorded for venular response. Seshadri et al. concluded that
even though macrovascular function does not convey impairment in individuals
with positive FH of CVD and low FRS, functional changes can be detected at the
retinal microvascular level.

Fathalla et al. [60] were the first to apply machine learning to demonstrate the
capability of the RVA data in discriminating between cardiovascular risk groups in
apparently healthy participants. Fathalla et al. applied machine learning techniques
on 236 participants divided into low, medium and high risk with sizes 212, 14, 10 re-
spectively. However, their reported results showed room for accuracy improvement,
which motivate further research on developing more effective approaches that use
RVA for risk group prediction.

Based on the aforementioned outcomes of the reviewed studies and the ability of
RVA to capture dynamic vessel functionality, the RVA is seen to have the potential to
enable the detection of early signs of vascular ill-health, before any changes in static
images occur. Therefore, further investigation for the prospect of RVA as early and
direct cardiovascular risk indicator is justifiable.
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Chapter 3

Rationale

As cardiovascular disease (CVD) represents a spectrum of disorders that often man-
ifest for the first time through a sudden life-threatening event, early identification of
seemingly healthy subjects with various degrees of risk is a priority.

3.1 Problem Statement

More recently, traditional scores used for early identification of CVD risk are slowly
being replaced by more sensitive biomarkers that assess individual, rather than pop-
ulation risks for CVD. Among these, retinal vascular function, as assessed by the
retinal vessel analysis method (RVA), has been proven as an accurate reflection of
subclinical CVD in groups of participants without overt disease but with certain in-
herited or acquired risk factors. Therefore, RVA has the potential to be used for early
cardiovascular risk prediction and ML prediction methods can be applied for this
purpose. However, the available RVA data for our study has various characteristics
that hinder the success of standard prediction methods. As a result, specialised ma-
chine learning methods that can cope with the characteristics of the data need to be
devised in order to correctly detect individual risk at an early stage.

In order to produce accurate cardiovascular risk prediction using the collected
RVA data, we need to 1) identify the collected RVA data characteristics that man-
date handling; and 2) develop and apply the necessary methods that increase the
dependability of the obtained predictions.

In the next section, the collected RVA data is fully described to define the char-
acteristics of the data and provide a solid clarification for the requirements of the
needed machine learning methods.

3.2 The RVA Data

3.2.1 Data Collection and Feature Generation

Asymptomatic volunteers were recruited and investigated at the Aston University
Vascular Research Laboratory, Birmingham, UK by the assigned personnel [146] and
was not part of this PhD contribution. Our study includes 236 participants, elimi-
nating subjects who had a positive diagnosis of severe cardio- or cerebro-vascular
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FIGURE 3.1: The RVA Acquisition Setup

disease. All measurements were taken between 8.00 am and 11.00 am following a
12-hr overnight fast (no alcohol or caffeine). Retinal vessel reactivity was measured
using the dynamic retinal vessel analyser (DVA; IMEDOS GmbH, Jena, Germany)
as described in [146]. The setup for RVA is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The subjects are
at a sitting position with the head leaned toward the fundus camera. Regions of in-
terest from both arterial and venular retinal vessels are marked (as shown in Figure
3.2) and their diameters are recorded. On the screen of the retinal vessel analyser, a
medical expert marks the segments of the retinal vessels to be examined with a rect-
angular area. If any small eye movements occur, the retinal vessel analyser performs
on-line correction and readjusts the recording to the new location of the eye as long
as it is within the marked area. During the RVA, a flicker light impulse is generated
to test vessels walls responses in terms of diameters fluctuations. The attached com-
puter automatically records the readings and calculates an average response using
the respective analysis software (DVA; IMEDOS GmbH, Jena, Germany). The re-
cruitment of subjects along with the corresponding RVA and the subsequent curve
smoothing and feature generation were performed in the Aston University Vascular
Research Laboratory, Birmingham, UK by the designated personnel.

Retinal vessel diameters were recorded over a 350-second time period. This pe-
riod consisted of 50 seconds of baseline measurements under still illumination (25
Hz), followed by three cycles F1, F2 and F3 of 20 seconds flicker stimulation (opto-
electronically generated at 12.5 Hz) each interrupted by 80 seconds of still illumina-
tion (recovery). Retinal vessel diameters were recorded at a frequency of 25 read-
ings/sec. According to the protocol recommended by Nagel et al. [147], the period
from -30 to -5 seconds prior to each flicker cycle was taken as baseline. All measure-
ments were performed in a quiet, temperature controlled room (22oC) following full
pupil dilation (1% tropicamide; Chauvin Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Surrey, UK) and were
taken from the inferior temporal vessel branches approximately one and a half disc
diameters from the optic nerve head. For more details on the instrument, followed
procedure and protocol, refer to Seshadri (Chapter 4) [170].

The response of each subject to the three flicker cycles was recorded and seg-
mented as F1, F2 and F3 for both arterial and venular vessels where A and V denote
arterial and venular flickers respectively. An averaged flickers response for each in-
dividual subject was computed; averaged flickers were used to ensure reliability as
some recordings of each individual flicker cycle may be missing.
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Polynomial regression was applied on the individual segmented and averaged
flicker responses for curve fitting to obtain an approximate response for each par-
ticipant [146]. Polynomial regression lead to smoothing of the obtained responses
(curves) and hence better visualisation of the response. Figure 3.3 shows the three
flicker cycles response as (A) original vessels diameter fluctuations (response) dur-
ing RVA and as (B) smoothed response by polynomial regression. The polynomial
degree used for polynomial curve fitting was chosen by Mroczkowska et al. [146]
to be 20 as this provided the best fit to the available data points (the recorded diam-
eter values in response to flickering light). The polynomial degree is an adjustable
parameter depending on the fitted data points. The smoothing effect of polynomial
regression may slightly alter the values of the generated features. However, since
the same polynomial fitting is performed on all the responses from all subjects, the
relativity of their responses (to each other and to the classes) is maintained.

Figure 3.4 shows the segmented smoothed response for each vessel (arterial and
venular) and for each flicker cycle as well as the averaged response, producing eight
response segments. A set of features are calculated by Seshadri et al. [171] and
Mroczkowska et al. [146] for the eight responses demonstrated in Figure 3.4. The
features are derived to quantify variation in baseline vessels states, response times
and response amplitudes. They are chosen to create vasodilation and vasoconstric-
tion response profiles for each volunteer that would map to various risk groups. All
the generated measures are numeric continuous valued features. The same set of
features calculated by Seshadri et al. [171] are used in this study, where 13 features
are computed per response segment (8 segments), which are shown in Figure 3.4. In
total, 104 RVA features are created per subject. The generated features per segment
are shown below:

• Baseline: Mean diameter before flicker cycles start.

• Baseline Diameter Fluctuation BDF = difference between maximum baseline
vessel diameter and minimum baseline vessel diameter.

FIGURE 3.2: Vessels marking for RVA
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(A) Sample Original Response

(B) Sample Smoothed Response

FIGURE 3.3: The smoothing effect of polynomial regression when
applied to a sample (A) Original Recorded Response leading to (B)

Smoothed Response

• Maximum Diameter MD: Maximum vessel diameter value after flicker start.

• Reaction Time to Maximum Dilation tMD: Time to reach maximum diameter
value after flicker start (sec).

• Percentage Dilation PerDil = MD−Baseline
Baseline × 100%.

• Maximum Constriction MC: Minimum diameter after maximum dilation.

• Time to Maximum Constriction tMC: Time to reach maximum vessel constric-
tion diameter (sec).

• Percentage Constriction PerCon = MC−Baseline
Baseline × 100%.
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FIGURE 3.4: Segmented flickers responses from which the respective
features will be generated.

• Dilation Amplitude DA = MD−MC.

• Baseline Corrected Flicker Response

BCFR = DA− BDF.

• Time between Maximum Dilation and Maximum Constriction tMDMC =

tMC− tMD.

• Dilation Slope upslope = MD−Baseline
tMD .

• Constriction Slope downslope = MC−MD
tMDMC .

3.2.2 Characteristics of the Collected RVA Data

From the described calculations, 104 features are generated where some of these may
be less relevant than others and this can degrade the performance and/or complicate
the model. The generated features are often interdependent and exhibit multi-way
interactions. The value ranges of the features and their standard deviations are given
in Table 3.1. The standard deviation is calculated to estimate the degree of dispersion
of each feature. In addition, ANalysis Of Variance (ANOVA) 1 is performed using
each feature across risk groups with the null hypothesis that the means for all risk
groups are equal. The hypothesis would be rejected if the p− value is less than the
set threshold θ of 0.05. The hypothesis was rejected with three features only namely:
DownslopeV F1, TMCV F1 and MCV F1. The low and comparable standard deviation
of the features together with affirmed ANOVA equal mean hypothesis show that
feature selection could not be performed on simple statistical basis such as standard

1One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to determine whether there are any statistically
significant differences between the means of two or more groups given a response variable (feature).
The response variable needs to be numeric and the groups are categorical.
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deviation [215] or ANOVA [20]. Therefore, a more sophisticated method is needed
to reduce the dimensionality of the data. In addition, it would better be capable of
detecting the features interactions and reduce the number of features accordingly.

TABLE 3.1: RVA Measures Ranges and Standard Deviation (std-dev)

Measurement Range std− dev

Baseline (78.66 - 105.47) 0.53
Baseline Diameter Fluctuation (0.33 - 12.43) 1.59
Maximum Dilation (93.24 - 124.65) 0.26
Reaction Time to Maximum Dilation (5 - 43) 2.03
Percentage Dilation (7.25 - 34.33) 0.26
Maximum Constriction (75.70 - 113.89) 0.47
Time to Maximum Constriction (12 - 62) 0.72
Percentage Constriction (-22.27 - 9.81) 0.38
Dilation Amplitude (2.62 - 25.32) 0.25
Baseline Corrected Flicker Response (4.49 - 21.07) 1.35
Time between Maximum Dilation and Maximum Constriction (3 - 52) 0.83
Dilation Slope (0.17 - 9.34) 0.17
Constriction Slope (-5.02 - (-0.02)) 0.13

Additional general investigations were performed in Aston University Vascu-
lar Research Laboratory, Birmingham, UK by the designated personnel. These in-
vestigations included measuring systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol and hdl-
cholesterol. Also, several other parameters were recorded such as age, gender, eth-
nicity, whether smoker or not and family history of cardiovascular disease. The
recorded measures from the general investigations are the measures used for calcu-
lating FRS and QRisk scores. These measures are collected to allow assessing the
prediction quality of RVA based features in comparison to FRS measures and QRisk
measures. FRS is chosen for comparison as it is a long established risk score calcu-
lator based on an extensive cohort multi-ethnic study, while QRisk presents a risk
score derived from UK population similar to the subjects who volunteered in our
study.

3.2.3 Labeled Classes Properties and Representatives Visualisation

Despite the affirmed association between changes in retinal vessels calibres and car-
diovascular risk, there are still no reference ranges of the RVA-based measures for
normal and pathological cases. The lack of reference ranges hinders the manual risk
labeling of the participants. Hence, a validated estimate for labeling each partici-
pant record (containing RVA measures and general investigations measurements) is
needed to allow building an appropriate prediction model for the data. A scheme
based on the FRS [49] is adopted for labeling the participants. The FRS provides
a validated means of estimating CVD risk in asymptomatic patients. It presents a
10-year risk score for each subject given physical examination findings and labora-
tory evaluations. The FRS scores are calculated using the FRS calculator provided
by D’Agostino et al. [49], where Cox hazards proportional regression was used to
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generate the model and the related predictors regression coefficients. The regression
coefficients (β) used in the D’Agostino et al. Framingham model [49] with each risk
measure are shown in Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2: Regression Coefficients specified by the Framingham
Study and used in D’Agostino et al. calculator

Measurement β

Women
Log of age 2.32888
Log of total cholesterol 1.20904
Log of HDL cholesterol 0.70833
Log of SBP if not treated 2.76157
Log of SBP if treated 2.82263
Smoking 0.52873
Diabetes 0.69154
Men
Log of age 3.06117
Log of total cholesterol 1.12370
Log of HDL cholesterol 0.93263
Log of SBP if not treated 1.93303
Log of SBP if treated 1.99881
Smoking 0.65451
Diabetes 0.57367

After calculating the FRS, thresholds are applied to create risk groups. The ap-
plied thresholds to the calculated risk score are provided and used for primary care
[28]. In case of missing measurements, the risk score can not be calculated and the
labels are not given (subject omitted from the study) unless a known risk factor ex-
ists (such as smoker, FH of CVD, Diabetes Prone). Three groups are defined and the
available subjects are labeled accordingly:

• Low Risk (LR): Subjects with FRS <10% (212 participants).

• Medium Risk (MR): Subjects with 10%≤ FRS <20% (14 participants).

• High Risk (HR): Subjects with FRS ≥ 20% and subjects with unknown FRS
but have one or more risk factors (smoker, FH of CVD, Diabetes Prone) (10
participants).

The labeled risk groups clearly exhibit high class imbalance, where the sizes of
low, medium and high risk groups are 212, 14 and 10 respectively. Such character-
istic imposes difficulties on learning [6], which mandates the use of an appropriate
method to alleviate the effects of imbalance. Such difficulties arise since most of
the classifiers are accuracy driven and assume equal or similar distribution of input
classes [6]. Accuracy driven classifiers can simply maximise their performance as
classifying all samples as the majority class.

Another essential aspect is the consistency and separability of the classes sam-
ples within the feature space. Three recognised criteria are used for this purpose
namely: Silhouette index (S), Davies Bouldin (DB) index and Calinski-Harabasz
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(CH) criterion [135]. Silhouette index measures the consistency within classes. S
can take values ranging from -1 to 1 where 1 indicates perfect consistency within
classes. While DB and CH assess the scatter within the classes relative to the separa-
tion in between them. DB uses the ratio between the intra- and inter- class distances,
a lower value of DB shows better compactness and separation between classes. CH
compares inter- to intra- class variances, where a higher value reflects better cluster-
ing of data points.

The values of the criteria are reported in Table 3.3. The indexes values (nega-
tive S and particularly low CH) reveal lack of consistency and representativeness of
the classes samples. Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of each class samples using
Venular Minimum Constriction for Flicker 1 (MCV F1) and Arteriolar Maximum Di-
lation for Flicker 1 (MDAF1) to illustrate the degree of overlap within the feature
space. The small sample size aggravated by the skewed class distribution and cou-
pled with features ranges overlap lead to low separability of the classes. In addition,
the low cohesion per class may indicate the presence of disjoint features sub-spaces
within each class [101] magnified by the sparse representation of samples, where
each minority sample represents a disjunct subspace. Hence, the methods to be ap-
plied need to handle the presence of possibly overlapping (inter-class) and disjoint
(intra-class) spaces and enhance the representativeness of the samples relative to the
classes. Also, the applied methods need to account for the small sample size.

TABLE 3.3: Original Classes Partitions Quality Evaluation

Original Classes

Silhouette -0.12
DaviesBouldin 6.80

Calinski− Harabasz 0.76

Illustration of representative samples’ responses is shown in Figure 3.6 to enable
the visual inspection of the differences between the retinal vessel responses of dif-
ferent risk groups. A representative arterial and venular flicker response for each
class is illustrated. Instead of calculating a simple average of flickers in each group,
a centroid is chosen to avoid the effect of outliers which may influence the aver-
age and also to have a real participant as representative. The centroid (both arterial
and venular) flicker response of each risk group is designated as the flicker of the
participant with the minimum distance to all participants’ flickers within the same
risk group. The Fréchet distance 2 [84] is employed to calculate the distance between
curves. The averaged responses of the representatives for each risk group are shown
in Figure 3.6. The shown response is calculated as the average of of the three flickers
responses (F1, F2 and F3) (previously illustrated in Figure 3.4). The arterial response
of the low risk and medium risk groups exhibit the ’two humped’ dilation response
previously reported by Lanzl et al. [124]. The behaviour of the vessels of the high

2Fréchet distance: defined as the minimum cord-length sufficient to join two points traveling for-
ward along two different paths, where their rate of travel is not necessarily uniform.
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FIGURE 3.5: Samples two-dimensional distribution given two ran-
domly chosen features namely MCV F1 and MDAF1

(A) Arterial Response (B) Venular Response

FIGURE 3.6: Vessels Averaged Response of flickers F1, F2 and F3 re-
sponses for Centroid Representatives per Risk Group
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risk representative shows loss of elasticity expected with reduced vascular health.
The artery has a restricted dilation reaction while the vein overdilates. The vein
response shows delayed recoil of the vessels. The shown responses are in line with
previous findings [131], where narrowed arteriolar and widened venular calibres are
associated with cardiovascular problems and helps assure the existence of response
differences between risk groups.

3.3 Identified Essential Characteristics of the RVA Data

After examining the generated RVA-based measures (features) and the resultant la-
beled groups, various characteristics of the data can be ascertained, which hinder ef-
fective risk group prediction through direct application of standard prediction (clas-
sification) methods. These characteristics are summarised as:

1) High Dimension of interdependent features with the possibility of being ir-
relevant, which lowers the model’s performance and reduces its understandability.
Therefore, dimensionality reduction is required to eliminate non-informative fea-
tures.

2) Small sample size, especially of the critical risk groups of medium and high
risk, which can jeopardise these participants for whom an accurate risk prediction is
crucial.

3) Imbalanced classes with sparsity of the minority classes samples, which can
lead to the treatment of critical minority samples as noise by the prediction algo-
rithm. Thus, a method is needed to increase the representativeness of the samples
and account for the small sample size and skewness.

4) Overlapping class boundaries, which is when combined with class imbalance
increases the difficulty of prediction.

Another characteristic of the available data is that new data will be continuously
collected to allow further validation, hence the developed model needs to easily
adapt to the newly arriving data.

3.4 Handling of the Identified RVA Characteristics

Overall, the presented RVA characteristics require the application of a variety of
machine learning techniques. The aim of applying these methods is to enhance the
dependability of the available data for effective risk prediction. Chapter 4 section
4.1 provides a description of the common approaches to handle the identified RVA
characteristics with a justification for the most suitable approaches for our study.

The criticality of cardiovascular risk prediction and the involvement of medical
experts in the process entail further requirements on the ML methods to be applied.
Requirements such as transparency and high performance are crucial in medical
practice. These main requirements drive the formulation a set of criteria to assess
existing ML methods. A framework is introduced in section 4.2 for establishing the
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suitability of the various methods within each chosen approach. The methods are
evaluated based on the framework (defined in section 4.2) and the most appropriate
ones are selected to be applied. The evaluation of the available methods, as will be
shown in sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, motivates the development of other purpose-built
techniques to handle the RVA data.
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Chapter 4

Predictive Data Mining

At the beginning of this chapter, a description of the stages of the predictive data
mining is given. Approaches that tackle the characteristics of our data are overviewed,
then the suitability of the approaches chosen to be applied, namely oversampling,
feature selection and instance based learning, is declared (in section 4.1). A set of
criteria will be specified in section 4.2 to evaluate the suitability of the reviewed
methods. The state of the art within the approaches of prediction, oversampling and
feature selection is detailed with an evaluation on their suitability to the RVA data.

The prediction process consists of an interactive and iterative (feedback gener-
ated) procedure. The incorporation of expert knowledge into prediction represents
the interactive aspect of the procedure. The iterative approach of the prediction
procedure stems from the need for high performance and accurate results. Internal
and external evaluation [144] of the prediction model may be required to update
the model according to its performance. The general outline of a prediction process
largely conforms to the Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) process steps [61].
The procedure can be summarised in the following steps.

• Data preprocessing and cleaning: In this step, the aim is to promote the de-
pendability of the data in terms of usability and reliability. Outlier removal,
noise handling, data sampling and missing values filling are examples of the
commonly applied methods. Outlier removal and noise handling can help
attain high consistency (reliability) while data sampling and missing values
filling enhances the usability of the data [144].

• Data Reduction: The selection step can be viewed from two perspectives [26].
The first perspective is reducing number of features through feature construc-
tion or feature selection. The other perspective is choosing the cases that aid
the prediction process and this is often called example (subject) selection.

• Prediction: This stage is the core stage in the predictive data mining pro-
cess, where actual outcomes are inferred from the given features through the
learned models. The learned models can be constructed through classifica-
tion or regression models. Classification is used when the predicted variable
is binary or categorical and regression is used for the prediction of continuous
variables.
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• Assessment and Evaluation: Performance is measured using a set of tradi-
tional and novel measures [178].

• Interpretation: The possible interpretation of the mined patterns through ex-
pert examination would allow establishing which patterns can be considered
as valid added knowledge. Expert knowledge can account for individuals’ and
populations’ variability in health phenomena, while statistical measures may
fail in explaining such situations. Also, the approval of a risk model by an ex-
pert is crucial for launching its wide practical usage. Relevant valid healthcare
specialist interpretation is needed to assure the value of mining health data.

Prediction and evaluation are compulsory steps in the process while data prepro-
cessing and cleaning and data reduction steps are optional steps depending on the
nature of the input data. Also, the evaluation and interpretation steps are often
merged.

The prediction performance can be evaluated through a set of measures that can
be calculated from the confusion (contingency) matrix shown below:

TABLE 4.1: Confusion Matrix 2x2 displaying outcome of prediction

True Class
Positive Negative

Predicted Class Postive True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP)
Negative False Negative (FN) True Ngative (TN)

Examples of the most commonly used measures are:

• Overall Accuracy (OA) : which is defined as the number of correctly classified
samples relative to the total number of samples.

OA =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(4.1)

• Sensitivity (Sn) also known as Recall (R) is calculated as:

Sn =
TP

TP + FN
(4.2)

• Speci f icity (Sp) also known as True Negative Rate is calculated as:

Sp =
TN

FP + TN
(4.3)

• Precision (P) also known as Positive Predictive Value is calculated as:

P =
TP

TP + FP
(4.4)
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• F − measure sometimes called Fscore which is the harmonic mean of precision
and sensitivity and calculated as:

F−measure = 2× P× Sn
P + Sn

(4.5)

• G −measure sometimes called G −mean which is the geometric mean of pre-
cision and recall and calculated as:

G−measure =
√

P× Sn (4.6)

• Area Under ROC Curve (AUC): The ROC curve plots the sensitivity against (1
- specificity) using different decision thresholds. AUC measures the goodness
of predictions and how well the prediction model separates groups.

• Area Under Precision − Recall Curve (AUPRC): The PRC shows the relation
between the P and R measures for model performance . A high AUPRC shows
both high precision and high recall.

4.1 Common Approaches for Data Preprocessing, Reduction
and Prediction

When dealing with RVA, similarly to medical datasets in general, one faces several
characteristics that may demand special processing. Examples of these characteris-
tics are the presence of missing values, imbalance, high dimensionality and continu-
ous data collection during the course of the study due to recruiting new volunteers
to increase sample size.

For handling the issue of missing values, the common approaches are record
deletion, imputation and maximum likelihood estimation [185, 8]. Since the per-
centage of missing data in our study is less than 5% (precisely = 2.97%), therefore it
is considered insignificant [56] and does not need special attention. The most signif-
icant characteristics are 1) high dimensionality with possibly irrelevant features; 2)
imbalanced classes and small sample size; 3) overlapping class boundaries; and 4)
expanding dataset. Hence, we will focus on the approaches for handling these four
characteristics.

4.1.1 Handling of High Dimension and Irrelevant Features

There are two major ways to address the first characteristic and reduce the dimen-
sionality of a dataset: feature construction and feature selection. Feature construc-
tion [113] works by mapping the original feature space into a lower dimension space
where each transformed feature is a linear or non-linear combination of a group of
original features. The constructed features are aimed to have higher discrimination
significance. Notable feature construction methods include Principle Component
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Analysis (PCA) [1], Independent Component Analysis [193], Singular Value Decom-
position [107] and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [48]. Constructed features
have a serious limitation, especially for medical data: they lose any physiological
meaning, thus models based on constructed features are difficult or often impossi-
ble to interpret by medical professionals. In addition, feature construction does not
identify the key features or show the relative importance of the features, which is
required for enriching medical knowledge.

Instead of constructing features, feature selection [26] simply provides a reduced
set of original key features, enabling easier model interpretation. When applying
feature selection, one can expect benefits such as model with enhanced generalisa-
tion ability, reduced risk of over-fitting, enhanced process performance, increased
algorithm accuracy and reduced computational cost [26]. The interaction between
the feature selection method and the learning algorithm is an important criterion
for categorising feature selection algorithms. According to this criterion, there are
three categories, namely, embedded, filter and wrapper feature selection algorithms.
Embedded feature selection is incorporated within the learning algorithm where an
explicit function is used for feature evaluation. In case of filter algorithms, feature
set reduction is done as a pre-processing step before learning. Wrapper algorithms
are regarded as wrapping around the learning process where the learning algorithm
is used to evaluate the selection method. Chandrashekar et al. [37], present sev-
eral successful feature selection approaches and give examples of these approaches,
which we will discuss later in section 4.5 of this chapter.

4.1.2 Handling of Imbalanced Classes and Small Sample Size

As for handling imbalanced classes, a dataset exhibiting an unequal distribution of
classes can be adjusted by sampling methods (under– and oversampling) and learn-
ing methods. Given a skewed two-class dataset, undersampling removes samples
belonging to the majority class [212]. Although undersampling is fast, it may lead
to loss of information and is not suitable for highly skewed datasets with extremely
small minority classes. Oversampling is based on either 1. the random replication of
minority class instances or 2. synthesising of new instances derived from minority
class instances. As oversampling inflates the dataset, it may lead to increased com-
putational cost. However, this is not a concern in this study as increasing the sample
size is actually required. Thus, oversampling is considered to provide a solution for
small sample size as well. Another concern that may arise with oversampling is the
validity of the synthesised samples as true representatives of the generating class.

Common learning methods to handle class imbalance are cost-sensitive learning
(CSL) [200] and one-class learning. CSL is based on the assumption that correctly
classifying the minority class instances is more important than correctly classifying
the majority class instances. CSL can be performed by data space weighting or cost-
sensitive classification [79]. Data space weighting assigns different misclassification
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costs to the dataset; cost-sensitive classifiers work by combining an ensemble of clas-
sification methods with cost-minimising techniques. Cost-sensitive learning uses all
the available data and hence no information is lost. At the same time, tuning the
misclassification penalty might be difficult as this information is rarely available up-
front. In One-class learning, the classifier (e.g. one-class SVM ) is trained with a
single target class. Then, the class of a testing (query) sample is established by deter-
mining its similarity to the target class through a predefined threshold. This method
is shown to achieve better predictive power than standard multiclass class learners,
but it is not practical with multiple minority classes.

We regard oversampling as the most appropriate approach for our study as it
provides a solution for both imbalance and small sample size and its approach is
simpler compared to the learning methods approach.

4.1.3 Handling of Overlapping Classes and Continuous Data Collection

For classification and prediction, eager and lazy instance-based methods can be
used. In eager learning, classification models are constructed from training sam-
ples then applied to the test sample set. The learned abstraction models are not eas-
ily adaptive to newly arriving data, due to the separate model construction stage.
Hence, when new data is collected a new model is built. Coinciding feature ranges
can also degrade the performance of global abstraction models.

Alternatively, for lazy learning, also known as instance-based learning, the clas-
sification decision for a test sample is based on its neighbourhood. At testing time,
local arrangements are constructed using similar training instances in the vicinity
of a test sample, to induce a classification decision for the test tuple. Therefore,
lazy methods are particularly suited for studies where data collection is expected
to extend for long periods. Moreover, lazy non-parametric methods do not rely on
distribution assumptions. Hence, lazy methods can provide a suitable solution to
some slightly skewed datasets where distribution estimation is not possible. More-
over, it was shown by Xiong et al.[209] that lazy distance-based classification (such
as K-nearest neighbour algorithm) better handle class overlap than rule-based meth-
ods (C4.5 Decision Tree). Thus, we consider that instance-based lazy learning would
offer an adequate solution in the case of overlapping feature value ranges and new
data are continuously collected. This is because instance-based learning has the abil-
ity to better adapt its classification decision to previously unseen data [199] and base
its decision on the individual sample neighbourhood.

In this study, we focus on the approaches of lazy learning, oversampling and
feature selection to handle the challenges set by our RVA data. Prediction methods
potentially suitable for our data are reviewed, next lazy methods are discussed to
illustrate their potential applicability and limitations when applied to our problem.
Oversampling provides a feasible solution to the imbalance problem as our dataset
is relatively small, hence the performance of our solution will not be significantly
impaired by the added computation cost. Feature selection approach is selected due
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to its intrinsic advantage of providing a reduced set of human interpretable features
which is highly recommended within the medical domain. In the next section, the
framework for assessing the suitability of the various methods is described. Follow-
ing the evaluation of the methods, hybrid approaches that combine oversampling
and feature selection are discussed.

4.2 Framework for Assessing Methods Suitability

When developing a prediction model, general criteria such as high accuracy and
generalisation of the model apply. For cardiovascular risk prediction using RVA-
based measures other additional criteria and requirements apply. These added re-
quirements either stem from the characteristics of the data and/or the recommenda-
tions of medical experts. Details of the requirements for each method of the cardio-
vascular risk prediction solution are presented next.

4.2.1 Prediction Method

The prediction model to be applied has to show:
a) High performance : In case of prediction, users seek solutions that offer accu-

racy as high as possible. Often, several approaches are applied and tested and the
one with the highest accuracy is chosen. This is especially important for cardiovas-
cular risk prediction, as an erroneous prediction may lead to detrimental effects on
participants well being.

b) Transparency : The degree of transparency of the prediction model highly in-
fluences whether medical experts accepts to use it. Transparency of a model can be
defined as the ability of the user to understand how the patterns were generated
and explain how the conclusion (prediction judgment) was reached. This property
increases the user’s confidence in the model and therefore the likelihood of using it.

c) Generalisation and ability to accommodate expanding datasets : Since the collection
of medical data is sometimes expensive, as a result only a limited sample size is ini-
tially available for exploratory studies. At the same time, the data is continuously
collected to expand the dataset and increase the samples reliability. Thus, it is desir-
able to have a model that is able to reliably predict risk on the initial data set, as well
as readily accommodate expanding data sets during the course of the study.

d) Effectiveness at handling overlap and inconsistencies: Classes overlap and incon-
sistencies is a problem known to impose difficulty on the prediction model. Since
our RVA-based measures were shown to overlap across the classes, a prediction
model that effectively handles this property is required.
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4.2.2 Oversampling Method

The oversampling method needs to retain all the information that can be derived
from the available samples and verify the validity of the generated samples by ful-
filling the below requirements:

a) Consideration of all minority samples for synthesis : Such requirement aims at
maintaining the information provided by all the original real instances in the over-
sampled dataset to avoid loss of details. Also, the inclusion of all minority sam-
ples for synthesis avoid secluding borderline samples (if only inner instances are
oversampled) and/or reversing the features values distribution (if only borderline
instances are oversampled).

b) Suitability to Medical data : Several assumptions of some oversampling meth-
ods are invalid, when handling medical data. Feature independence is assumed in
some methods, while in many medical datasets (including our RVA) features are
interdependent.

c) Independence of a specific classifier : Separating the oversampling method from
the prediction (classification) process allows better generalisation of the generated
samples, hence lead to improved representativeness of the resultant data set.

d) Post-Oversampling Validation : A major concern when oversampling medical
data is whether the synthesised sample truly represents its target class and would be
a valid sample (mimic a real sample). Hence, a post validation step for the generated
samples is needed to address this concern.

4.2.3 Feature Selection Method

The feature selection method would preferably provide a clinically informative and
highly performing reduced set, hence this could be achieved through:

a) Measurement of predictive performance together with theoretical heuristic relevance :
The merge between statistical relevance and actual predictive performance aims at
combining the benefits of filter and wrappers methods to attain a highly informative
feature subset [92].

b) Accounting for feature interaction and the combined effect of features : The available
RVA data exhibit multi-way inter-dependencies and interactions between the gen-
erated features. Thus, a feature selection that could capture these dependencies and
their combined effect is required.

c) Independence of a Specific Classifier : Similar to requirement c) for oversampling,
feature selection being independent of a classifiers is believed to select features that
represent the target concept in absolute terms (better generalisation) rather than op-
timise the performance of a given classifier [150].

d) Production of a Ranked List of features : Feature selection algorithms that output
a ranked feature list aid medical experts in interpreting the relative importance of
the features. Also, methods that produce feature subsets often depend on a user
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defined limit for the size of the subset, which may hinder the discovery of more
optimal search spaces [143].

In conclusion, for prediction the model has to present high performance, trans-
parency, generalisation ability and class overlap handling. For oversampling, the
method needs to include all minority samples, accounts for feature interdependence,
generates samples independent of a specific classifier and performs post oversam-
pling validation. Moreover, the feature selection approach is required to combine
the advantages of filter and wrapper methods, account for feature interaction, be
independent of the classifier and produce a ranked feature list.

4.3 Prediction

Different approaches of regression and classification for prediction will be reviewed
and their suitability to the studied problem will be discussed.

4.3.1 Regression Analysis

Regression analysis [163] constructs a mathematical model relating a set of features
called independent variables to a dependent variable (outcome). The dependent
variable can be categorical or continuous. In linear regression, a straight line rela-
tion between a single independent variable and the dependent variable is assumed.
Later, this concept was extended to model the relation between multiple variables
and the outcome, which is known as multiple linear regression. Another extension
was to assume non-linear relation between the independent variables and the de-
pendent variable, leading to polynomial regression analysis. In polynomial regres-
sion, a curved relation is assumed between variables. All these analysis methods
accept numeric input variable and output a continuous outcome. Regression analy-
sis allow the identification of relevant risk factors and the calculation of risk scores.
It can characterise the relationships among multiple factors. On the other hand,
for the regression model to be robust and informative it needs independent rele-
vant variables to be input to the model with an adequate sample size [166], which
is not always the case in most applications. In addition, although the mechanism
of constructing of regression models is explainable, the reasoning behind each sam-
ple decision is not perfectly clear to a medical expert. However, regression presents
high performance and handles inconsistencies in data relatively well. Therefore, the
properties of regression based on the defined suitability criteria can be summarised
as exhibiting high performance, handling inconsistencies and providing a partially
explainable model.

4.3.2 Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes (NB) is a probabilistic supervised classification approach [102] that can
be viewed as a special type of Bayesian network. The term ’naive’ describes two
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simplifying assumptions that underlie the model: conditional independence of pre-
dictive features and absence of hidden or latent variables that would influence the
prediction process. Continuous variables are assumed to follow a normal distribu-
tion within each class. Maximum likelihood estimation is used to estimate the mean
and the standard deviation of the distribution. To classify a test instance, the simple
Bayes rule is used to calculate the probability of each class and it is assigned the label
of the class with the highest probability. Despite the simplicity of the approach, NB
provides comparable results to more sophisticated and complex algorithms depend-
ing on the problem and the data. Hence, it is applied in several applications when a
simple, yet effective model is sought as it also provides a relatively understandable
model. Thus, according to our criteria NB presents (possibly) high performance that
is data dependent and an understandable procedure for model construction.

4.3.3 Decision Trees and Random Forest

Decision Trees [32, 136, 138, 157] depend on a ‘divide and conquer‘ approach for
prediction model construction, they offer structural descriptions of what is learned.
They provide a visual representation of the attributes that are considered relevant to
the model and the decision making process. Decision trees comprise decision and
leaf nodes. At a decision node, an attribute is selected to be tested. Several criteria
can be used to select an attribute. For example, information gain [204] can be used for
this purpose. For a given decision node, it is calculated for each candidate attribute
and the attribute with highest gain is selected for a given decision node. Gain can
be interpreted as the informational value (partitions’ purity) of creating a branch on
a specific attribute. Other measures can be used including information entropy and
gini index [62]. At a decision node, the aim is to split the input data into subgroups
of relatively pure class labels. A branch is created for each possible value splitting
up the dataset into subsets, one for every value of the attribute. The process is then
repeated recursively for each branch, using only those instances that correspond
to the branch. The construction of the tree stops when a group of instances have
the same classification label. After tree construction, an instance attributes’ values
determine the path it follows between the decision nodes until it reaches the leaf
node and acquires its class label.

Decision Trees provide knowledge representation that is easily interpretable by
humans [153] and as a result provide good support to expert decisions. Also, they
present high performance in terms of the number of correctly classified instances.
On the other hand, decision trees will encounter a problem handling missing values
[204] (if not filled in the data preprocessing step). Any instance with a missing at-
tribute value will fail to be classified i.e, reach a leaf node if that attribute happens
to be tested on the route followed by the instance in the decision tree. This is a sig-
nificant limitation in the application of decision trees in practical problems. Several
modifications are suggested in the literature such as treating a missing value as an
attribute value and constructing a route for it. Also, imputing missing data can offer
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a solution to this limitation. Another problem is over fitting [204] which may lead to
serious degradation of decision trees performance when tested on a different dataset
than the one used for model construction. Pruning can be used to reduce over fit-
ting by eliminating certain sub trees and replacing them with a leaf node carrying
the majority class label.

Random Forest [31] can be considered as an ensemble classifier where a large
number of random trees are constructed and each tree votes for the assigned class
for a test instance. In a random tree, random selection of features is performed to
determine the decision split. The simplest procedure adopted for growing a random
tree is to select at random, at each node, a fixed number of input features to split on,
grow the tree using Classification and Regression Trees (CART) methodology [33] to
and do not allow pruning.

Given the identified suitability criteria, the advantages of decision trees and sub-
sequently Random Forest can be summarised as: (a) Perform implicit feature selec-
tion during model building, (b) Provide models that can be interpreted by human
experts and (c) Produce high accuracy results. On the other hand, their disadvan-
tages are: Constructing complex models in case of large number of features, insta-
bility in the constructed model when new data becomes available and vulnerability
to data inconsistencies.

4.3.4 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial Neural networks (ANN) are said to imitate the brain function through sim-
ple computation nodes (neurons). The neurons are simple processors interconnected
through links of adjustable weights. The weights of the links are updated in the
learning phase of model construction. ANN have different structures depending
on the node layers and the interconnection between them. The node layers can be
categorised as input layer, hidden layer and output layer.

MultiLayer Perceptron networks (MLP) and Radial Basis Function Networks
(RBF) [78] are examples of the most extensively used networks. MLP are supervised
feed forward neural networks that require a specified output for training. MLP con-
sists of at least three layers of nodes (input, hidden and output layers) and may
include one or two hidden layers. Each node, in the hidden and output layers, is a
neuron that uses a nonlinear activation function that is used to transform the input
data to the specified output. MLP adopts a supervised learning technique called
backpropagation for training. Its multiple layers and non-linear activation leads to
the capability to distinguish data that is not linearly separable. RBF neural network
has an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The neurons in the hidden
layer contain Gaussian (most commonly used) transfer functions whose outputs are
inversely proportional to the distance from the center of the neuron. Radial Basis
Function networks may operate in the supervised or unsupervised mode. The su-
pervised approach produces better results and both are faster and require less train-
ing samples than other ANN [204].
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Restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) are stochastic artificial neural networks
that can learn probability distributions of their set inputs or the joint distribution
between a set of variables and a target outcome variable. RBM layers can be stacked
to construct deep learning models called Deep Belief Networks [95]. RBMs were
initially developed as generative models then discriminative variants were intro-
duced. RBMs consist of layers of visible and hidden nodes. Connections between
nodes of the same layer (in-between hidden nodes or in-between visible nodes) are
not allowed, giving it the restricted sense compared to Boltzmann Machines. This
property allows the use of more efficient training algorithms such as gradient-based
contrastive divergence algorithm [36]. RBMs are known to capture the interactions
between the input feature and to implicitly determine the significant features within
the learning process. Therefore, RBMs have been applied successfully for classifica-
tion [126] and dimensionality reduction [85] through feature construction in the hid-
den layers. Despite their success in dimensionality reduction, the reduction process
lacks transparency to the user. This is because the interaction and the significance
of the features are determined by the weights of the nodes connections during the
learning process in the hidden layers, hence they are not readily output to the user.
Also, the standard architecture used does not provide direct association between the
reconstructed features and the output class. As a result, the significant features used
in learning are not explicitly ranked as part of RBMs standard output.

When evaluating ANNs [10] against the suitability criteria, we find that ANNs
are considered one of the highest accuracy algorithms. Also, they handle noisy data
and new instances adequately. On the other hand, the accuracy of ANN depends
on several parameters that need to be set such as the number of hidden layers and
the number of neurons [214]. The selection of these parameters is a complex task
since it is application specific and the ANNs performance is sensitive to these pa-
rameters [18]. Also, the model produced by ANNs lack transparency, which makes
it particularly inappropriate in health care applications.

4.3.5 Instance-Based (IB) Learning

Within the lazy approach, the k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm (kNN) is an exam-
ple of a well established lazy classifier. In kNN [5], the k nearest neighbours of a
test instance are determined. The nearest neighbours are located within the train-
ing samples set using Euclidean distance and majority vote from the k-neighbour is
used as the classification decision of the test instance. Efforts have been dedicated to
improve the performance of kNN and study the different aspects of the algorithm.
Examples of such aspects are: introducing decision rules other than majority vote,
using more efficient search strategies for neighbours search, determining the best
value of k and investigating the effect of the utilised distance function on perfor-
mance.

Shang et al. [173] combined fuzzy set theory with classical kNN. The effect of
the neighbouring samples is weighted by their distance to the test instance. A fuzzy
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membership is computed to every class based on neighbours membership weighted
by their distance. The test sample receives the class label of the highest membership.
Another attempt for decision rule improvement can be found in the study of Kaveh
et al. [110]. The distance of the neighbours is weighted by the size and dispersion of
their class, where neighbours which belong to larger and more dispersed classes are
allocated a higher weight. This is applied to determine the impact of the neighbours
more accurately.

Kaveh et al.[110] address the issue of search space reduction using linear discrim-
inant analysis. An approach for efficient space search was introduced [194] using
particle swarm intelligence to determine k-nearest neighbours and eliminate out-
liers quickly.

For determining the best value of k, the most common strategy is cross validation
(brute force) [191]. However, Wang et al. [191], determine k locally using statistical
confidence, while Hassanat et al. [77] employ ensemble classification to reduce the
influence of a single k selection. Hassanat et al. apply weak kNN classifiers of dif-
ferent k followed by weighted sum rule to combine the classifications of the weak
classifiers.

The effect of the utilised distance function was studied by Hu et al. [94] who
showed that the performance is dependent on feature data types of the dataset.
Moreover, Bao et al. [16] combined several distance functions such as heterogeneous
Euclidean-Overlap metric and discretised value difference metric to determine dif-
ferent k-nearest neighbours groups, then applied majority vote. The K∗ algorithm
[42] used entropic transformation function to determine the samples similarity. K∗

was shown to handle categorical data better than kNN due to its similarity function.
Another line of study was to merge the concept locality (nearest neighbours)

decision with Naive Bayes (NB) classifier [65], where a Naive Bayes model is con-
structed locally (LWNB) based on k-nearest neighbours test samples. Another sim-
ilar variant is presented by Xie at al[208], where multiple NB models are locally
constructed with different K. Then, the most accurate model is selected to classify a
test instance.

According to our criteria, we evaluate lazy learning as a candidate solution.
In lazy learning, simple understandable models are constructed that perform well
in many applications. Moreover, they can accommodate new data when they are
collected. However, existing lazy learning methods, purely local approaches, are
vulnerable to noise and they remain the most prevalent. In these purely local ap-
proaches, however the global resultant structure is overlooked. Hence, an improve-
ment on the existing models can be sought.

4.3.6 Reviewed Prediction Methods Evaluation

Table 4.2 assesses the presented prediction methods according to the criteria in-
troduced in subsection 4.2.1. From the outlined comparison, it can be seen that
Instance-based (IB) learning methods partially fulfills the highest proportion of the
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requirements. However, their performance is considered sensitive to the data on
which they are applied. Hence, an enhancement to the existing instance based mod-
els is needed to address this issue and improve the performance of the approach.

To this end, we combined the concepts of lazy mining (classification) algorithm
and Graph Cut Optimisation into the GCO_mine algorithm. Graph Cut Optimisa-
tion [30] is a combinatorial optimisation technique that relies on max flow/ min cut
principle [29] to minimise the formulated problem energy function. The proposed
algorithm aggregates local connectivities into a globally connected graph on which a
global classification decision is taken. The GCO_mine approach strikes a favourable
balance between merely local instance-based lazy methods and the eager techniques
which build global latent models of the training data in a separate phase.

TABLE 4.2: Reviewed Prediction Models Properties with respect to
the defined Design Requirements and Suitability Criteria

Method a) High b)Transparency c)Expanding d) Handle
Performance Dataset Inconsistencies

Regression [163] X * X
NB [102] * X

DT and RF [157, 31] X X
ANN [78] X *

IB [5] * X X *

*Can be achieved dependent on the data and the application / To some extent
XPresent property

4.4 Oversampling

Oversampling enlarges the minority class through generation of synthetic samples.
Although this would change the original prior probabilities of the classes, this is nec-
essary in some cases (where the datasets exhibit highly skewed distributions), since
the classifiers treat the minority class as noise and completely fail to classify them.
The effect of prior probabilities alteration is likely to be ameliorated by the synthesis
of good representative samples to enable the separation of the different categories
and enhance the generalisation of the model. However, classifiers that are depen-
dent on prior probability of classes might be less suitable to be used in conjunction
with oversampling compared to other methods such as non parametric instance-
based methods [165]. Various oversampling methods are reviewed and evaluated
according to the criteria specified in subsection 4.2.2, at which we identified that the
methods need to: use all the minority samples for synthesis, maintain the features
relations and dependence for the new sample, be unbound to a specific classifier and
perform post synthesis validation.

The simplest oversampling approach is Random oversampling (ROS), which
replicates existing minority instances to achieve an acceptable class balance ratio.
Although this technique is easy to apply, it suffers from a high risk of overfitting,
therefore different heuristics are usually used in conjunction with oversampling .
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One of the most considered heuristic approaches is the Synthetic Minority Over-
sampling TEchnique (SMOTE) [38], which generates equal numbers of synthetic
samples for each minority data example considering all minority samples. The syn-
thetic samples are generated on the straight line interpolation of two minority in-
stances, which preserves the feature relations. Obviously, SMOTE fulfills three of
the defined requirements as it is independent of the classification, uses all samples
and regards for feature dependence.

Han et al. [76] limited the SMOTE oversampling process to borderline samples
as these are more likely to be misclassified and called their approach Borderline-
SMOTE. Borderline samples are determined as instances with more majority class
neighbours and fewer minority class neighbours within a sample’s neighbourhood,
while samples having only majority class neighbours are considered noise and not
oversampled. When compared to SMOTE and random oversampling on an arti-
ficial dataset and three UCI ML Repository datasets, Borderline-SMOTE showed
favourable results in terms of true positive (TP) and F-measure. Borderline-SMOTE,
achieves the same criteria achieved by SMOTE except for limiting the samples to
borderline samples.

Another approach for handling samples that can be easily misclassified is the
ADAptive SYNthetic sampling (ADASYN) [80] algorithm. It generates more sam-
ples for the examples that are more difficult to learn, so the resulting dataset forces
the learning algorithm to focus on those samples. Nevertheless, all minority class
samples are used to generate new synthetic tuples, which better preserves the sam-
ples feature values distribution compared to Borderline-SMOTE. The ADASYN over-
sampling process is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Instances xi ∈ X with class labels C
are input to the algorithm, where nmn and nmj are the number of minority class and
majority class instances, respectively. The maximum allowed imbalance threshold
dth and the desired balance level after generating the synthetic data β are preset.
ADASYN relies on density distribution r̂i (line 7) to determine the number of syn-
thetic samples that need to be generated for each minority data example. r̂i depends
on 4i, which is the number of majority class samples in the set of k-nearest neigh-
bours of xi. Thus, the minority class samples that are surrounded by more majority
class samples, and are hence more difficult to learn, are used to generate a propor-
tionally greater number of synthetic samples gi (line 8).

An example of the generation process is shown in Figure 4.1, where we assume
the presence of a majority class (indicated by black dots) and two clusters of a mi-
nority class (given as red triangles) at the borders of the majority class. Sample
xzi would be considered as a neighbour of xi if, for example, the number of neigh-
bours k is set to four. The minority sample xi and the randomly chosen minority
neighbouring sample xzi are used to generate a synthetic sample sj. The generated
samples are at a random distance λ between the original minority samples. A limi-
tation of the ADASYN approach is that it may generate samples within the feature
space cloud of a class other than the intended (generating) minority class. Figure 4.1
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FIGURE 4.1: An example of a synthetic sample (yellow square) that
would be created and accepted by ADASYN

illustrates this: the generated sample sj would be accepted by ADASYN although
it has been created within the cloud of the majority class. ADASYN was compared
against SMOTE in terms of OA , Precision, Recall, F − measure and G − mean us-
ing five datasets. ADASYN outperformed SMOTE in the total number of wins and
achieved the best G−mean with all datasets, while realising the same requirements
as SMOTE.

Algorithm 1 ADASYN Oversampling Algorithm

1: procedure ADASYN(X, C, nmn, nmj, dth, β)
2: d← nmn/nmj
3: if d < dth then
4: G ← (nmj − nmn)× β
5: for all xi ∈ Cmn do
6: Find k-nearest neighbours for xi
7: r̂i ← 4i/k
8: gi ← r̂i × G
9: repeat

10: Randomly choose one minority sample xzi
11: from k-nearest neighbours of xi
12: Generate Sample sj ← xi + (xzi − xi)× λ
13: until j > gi
14: end for
15: end if
16: end procedure

Majority Weighted Minority Oversampling (MWMOTE) [17] is another method
that focuses on difficult to learn instances, defined in this work as borderline sam-
ples, intended to overcome ADASYN’s limitation. In MWMOTE, minority samples
set is first cleaned by excluding samples that are entirely surrounded by majority
class neighbours to avoid using noisy data for synthesis. Nevertheless, this proce-
dure may remove informative samples from the minority set that may be represent-
ing disjunct subspaces and not suitable for extremely small sample sizes. Then, the
cleaned minority set is partitioned using agglomerative clustering. For each border
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sample, a selection weight is assigned considering its closeness to other majority
samples and the dispersion of the cluster. The results of 20 real datasets and 4 arti-
ficial datasets with continuous features only are reported [17]. The results showed
promising performance except for Recall. MWMOTE relies heavily on tuning pa-
rameters and user defined thresholds (6 variables). Similarly to Borderline-SMOTE,
MWMOTE totally neglects samples that are not on the borders, which is likely to
further disrupt the original features distribution and limits the information carried
by the synthesised samples.

An approach that attempts to keep the original minority feature values distri-
bution and expand class boundaries is called Random Walk Oversampling (RWO)
[219]. It generates a new attribute value for each instance and for each attribute,
based on the original features mean, standard deviation, number of samples and a
sampling value. Given m attributes and n instances, a new attribute value a

′
i is gen-

erated for each attribute ai per instance j, The new attribute is calculated using the
equation:

a
′
i(j) = ai(j)− rj ×

σi√
n

, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ....m}, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...n} (4.7)

where rj is a sampling value of distribution N(0, 1) and σi is the standard deviation
of the i− th attribute. The new sample is generated by concatenating the synthetic
attribute values into a single feature vector. Thus, each new sample is generated by
randomly walking from one real sample. Since each real instance is used to generate
another synthetic sample and there is no criteria for varying the number of generated
samples per instance, the oversampling rate of RWO must be an integer multiple of
100% [219]. RWO was applied on 21 datasets and it showed good results in terms of
OA, F−measure, G−mean and Sensitivity depending on the classifier used and the
oversampling rate adopted. RWO presents classifier independent performance and
considers all samples equally for oversampling. However, the generation process
assumes independence between the features which is often an invalid assumption
for medical datasets. Also, it can be argued that having the generated samples at a
random walk from a single sample on attribute basis and not being bound between
two actual samples would reduce their prospect to mimic real life samples.

A common point between all of the described oversampling techniques is that
they are originally formulated and developed for two-class problems. Efforts have
been directed to oversampling techniques dedicated to multi-class problems. Dy-
namic SMOTE Radial Basis Function (DSRBF)[63], Dynamic Sampling (DyS) [133]
and Mahalanobis Distance-based Oversampling (MDO) [2] are examples of such
techniques.

DSRBF incorporates two stage dynamic SMOTE oversampling into Radial Basis
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Function (RBF) learning. DSRBF [63] optimises the performance of RBF neural net-
works using a memetic algorithm (MA)1. First, the training data are oversampled
prior to learning, then the MA is run and the samples of the class with the lowest
sensitivity in every generation of the evolution are oversampled. Lin et al. [133]
present a similar concept with Dys. The minority samples are randomly oversam-
pled with a different rate at each training epoch and assigned a higher probability
to train a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier. In this way, the MLP is directed
to focus on a different minority class during learning. Although the described tech-
niques directly handle multi-class imbalance, their applicability is bounded to spe-
cific learning algorithms.

The more recent approach of MDO, presented by Abdi et al. [2], does not depend
on a particular learning algorithm. In MDO, synthetic samples are generated along
the probability contours, creating samples with the same Mahalanobis distance to
the mean of the class (to be oversampled) as the existing samples. This procedure
aims at preserving the covariance structure of the oversampled class and reducing
class overlap. To limit class overlap, MDO generates synthetic samples from "safe"
instances, which lie in dense regions. However, this may result in jeopardising bor-
derline instances as they become more isolated.

4.4.1 Reviewed Oversampling Methods Evaluation

On the whole, the discussed oversampling methods each provides a plausible solu-
tion to synthetic samples generation. Table 4.3 summarises the reviewed methods in
terms of the assessment criteria provided in subsection 4.2.2. All the reviewed meth-
ods do not validate the representativeness of the synthesised data, which is a criti-
cal step for our RVA data to limit the overgeneralisation that can result from over-
sampling. Both SMOTE and ADASYN fulfill the same set of criteria, but ADASYN
focuses on difficult to learn samples and was shown to attain better results [80].
ADASYN generates synthetic samples from both safe and borderline samples with
higher proportion to be generated using borderline samples. This allows focusing on
rare borderline samples without totally neglecting more dense safe samples, unlike
Borderline-SMOTE [76] and MWMOTE [17], which entirely use borderline samples
or MDO [2] which uses only safe samples further isolating border samples. Another
important aspect that it does not assume independence between features, which is
an invalid assumption for our data, in contrast to RWO [219] which has this as-
sumption. Also, the application of ADASYN is not bounded to a specific learning
algorithm such as DSRBF [63] or DyS [133], which allows its use with better in-
terpretable classifiers. Hence, we regard ADASYN as the most suitable candidate
approach for oversampling. Nevertheless, it shares the limitation of lacking post-
oversampling validation with all the reviewed methods, which motivates the de-
velopment of a method that appropriately addresses post-validation. The proposed

1Memetic algorithms: present a class of optimisation algorithms that combine evolutionary algo-
rithms with local search.
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method FiltADASYN adds a step for filtering out synethetic samples that are likely
to be invalid.

TABLE 4.3: Reviewed Oversampling Methods Properties with respect
to the defined Design Requirements and Suitability Criteria

Method a)Uses b)Considers Features c)Unbound to d) Performs
All Minority Dependence a classifier Post-Validation

SMOTE [38] X X X
BorderSMOTE [76] X X

ADASYN [80] X X X
MWMOTE [17] X X

RWO [219] X X
DSRBF [63] X X
DyS [133] X X
MDO [2] X X

XPresent property

4.5 Feature Selection

Feature selection can be defined as choosing a subset of features that is most relevant
and best describes the target concept of to be learned from the data. Several defini-
tions of relevance are provided by Blum et al.[26]. The definition applied may vary
depending on the motivation and approach utilised. Feature selection algorithms
are adopted aiming at gaining various benefits such as enhancing generalisation
ability of the model and reducing the risk of over-fitting through low dimensional
representation. A low dimensional representation can enhance the process perfor-
mance as it might increase the algorithms accuracy. Also, determining key features
helps understand the model better. Feature selection can be viewed as a search pro-
cedure with a starting point, scheme of the search, evaluation measure and a halting
condition.

The known feature selection algorithms can be categorised based on several cri-
teria, including, (1) the type of training data whether it is labeled, unlabeled or par-
tially labeled, (2) the interaction between the feature selection and the learning algo-
rithm, leading to three algorithm categories namely embedded, filter and wrapper
feature selection algorithms and (3) the type of output which can be a reduced fea-
ture set or a ranked list of the input features.

In the following subsections, various feature selection approaches are reviewed,
including their performance. The used classifiers and the feature selection methods
compared against are specified to provide full illustration and allow cross compar-
isons 2. The reviewed feature selection methods are assessed based on the suitability
criteria given in subsection 4.2.3.

2In some cases, the impact of the feature selection approach could not be distinguished from that of
the applied classifier due to the limited results reported in the original articles.
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4.5.1 Generic Feature Selection Methods

A large number of generic feature selection methods are available, we shall discuss
those most relevant to our study. First, traditional and well established algorithms
are presented then the recently introduced methods with promising results are dis-
cussed.

Filter ranking methods are common approaches for feature selection. Examples
of these methods include ReliefF [96], Correlation Coefficient [204] and PCA-entropy
[160] feature selection.

ReliefF [96] is a filter ranking method based on Relief [116] for feature selection.
The basic idea of the algorithm is to assign a score to each feature depending on its
capability to distinguish and separate the given samples. ReliefF feature scoring ba-
sically assigns a high score to features that for a given sample have different values
from its nearest neighbour from a different class (nearest miss) and similar value to
a neighbour of the same class (nearest hit). The ReliefF extension enables the ap-
plication of Relief on multi-class problems. Moreover, it reliably handles missing
data. ReliefF elaborates the idea of nearest miss to k-nearest neighbours from the k
different classes. In case of incomplete data, the conditional probabilities, that two
given samples have different values for the feature being evaluated, are approxi-
mated with relative frequencies from the training set. The scoring function S for
each attribute A can be expressed as in equation 4.8, where ni is the number of in-
stances approximating the probabilities, h is the nearest hit and m(C) is the nearest
miss from a class C other than the class of instance I:

S(A) = S(A)− di f f (A, I, h)/ni + ∑
C 6=Class(I)

[P(C)× di f f (A, I, m(C))]/ni, (4.8)

where di f f (A, I1, I2) calculates the difference in values of attribute A between two
instances I1 and I2. For discrete values the difference is either 0 or 1, while for con-
tinuous values it is the actual normalised difference in the range [0,1]. In case of
incomplete data, where I1 has a missing value, di f f (A, I1, I2) is calculated as:

di f f (A, I1, I2) = 1− P(value(A, I2)|class(I1)). (4.9)

If both instances have missing data, di f f (A, I1, I2) is approximated as:

di f f (A, I1, I2) = 1−
#values(A)

∑
v

(P(v|class(I1))× P(v|class(I2))). (4.10)

As discussed, ReliefF is a filter selection method that produces a ranked list of fea-
tures with relevance score. Hence, it achieves two of the designated criteria.

Another filter method for feature selection is Correlation Coefficient (CorrCoeff)
feature selection [204], where a simple ranking approach is adopted. The ranking
method depends on the feature correlation with target class. The feature with the
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largest correlation score with the given classes is ranked highest. This approach is
quite simple yet effective, especially with balanced data. Pearson’s correlation ρ is
used such that the correlation between attribute A and class C is calculated as shown
in equation4.11:

ρ(A, C) =
cov(A, C)

σAσC
, (4.11)

where cov(A, C) is the covariance and σ is the standard deviation. For nominal at-
tributes, each value is treated individually by considering each value as an indicator.
Then, a weighted average is computed to provide an overall correlation for the nomi-
nal attribute. For missing values, the mean value is used for continuous features and
the most frequent value for discrete attributes. Similar to ReliefF, CorrCoeff attains
the same criteria of being unbound to a classifier and producing features ranking.

Rao et al. [160] presented an unsupervised feature ranking algorithm called
PCA-entropy. Representation entropy [53] is used to assess the degree of uncertainty
in the data set, hence determine the importance of a given feature accordingly. The
idea behind the algorithm is that the importance of a particular feature is directly
proportional to the increase in representation entropy (uncertainty) of the data set
calculated without that feature. The representation entropy RED is calculated for the
full data set and REFR after feature removal for each feature. A score is calculated
as S = REFR - RED. The features are ranked in descending order of S. The perfor-
mance of the ranking algorithm is compared to ReliefF, SUD [51]and SVD-Entropy
based ranking [189] using J48 decision tree classifier applied on four benchmark data
sets (Iris, Glass, Pima and Bupa) from UCI ML repository. PCA-entropy provided
comparable accuracy to SVD-Entropy and SUD on the five datasets. However, Re-
liefF manifested higher accuracy on all datasets with varying number of features.
The method produces a ranked list of features, independent of a specific classifier
satisfying two of our recommended suitability criteria. Nevertheless, PCA-entropy
presented lower performance than Relieff, which fulfills the same criteria, rendering
PCA-entropy as an inappropriate candidate for our study.

Other popular subset filter methods that rely on information theory include:
Information Gain (IG) feature selection [128], the classical approach of minimum
Redundancy and Maximum Relevance (mRMR)[150], Fast Correlation Based Fil-
ter (FCBF) [216] and Dynamic Relevance Joint Mutual Information Maximisation
(DRJMIM) [93] .

In IG feature selection [128], the mutual information between the features and
the classes is measured, then the features are sorted in descending order by mutual
information MI. A subset is obtained from the sorted list of features using a user
defined threshold specifying the number of required features. The issue that rises
with IG is that it only considers the relevance of the features to the class and disre-
gards the redundancy between features. With mRMR [150], this issue is addressed
as it introduces a weighted term to minimise feature redundancy and balances the
impact of the redundancy term. The mRMR selection criterion J(.) for a candidate
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feature Xk is formulated as:

J(Xk) = MI(Xk; Y)− 1
|S| ∑

Xj∈S
MI(Xj; Xk), (4.12)

where S is the set of selected features subset, Xj denotes a selected feature, Xk rep-
resents a candidate feature, Y represents the class and |S| is the size of the subset.
The mRMR approach, unlike the previous methods of ReliefF, CorrCoeff and IG,
addresses the issue of feature interaction as a criteria for the developed feature se-
lection methods. However, it fails to produce a ranked list of features desirable for
medical interpretation.

An algorithm similar in concept to mRMR for feature selection FCBF is proposed
by Liu et al. [216], where predominant features are selected and the rest are removed.
Predominant features are defined as features with highest symmetric uncertainty 3

to a target class and least redundancy (symmetric uncertainty) to the rest of features,
whereas in mRMR mutual information is used for this purpose. The selection pro-
cess is completed in two passes. The set of features are ordered descending based
on degree of relevance to the target concept. Then, starting from the highest rele-
vant feature (Fp) all its redundant peers are removed from the list. This process is
repeated until all the features are examined. The performance of the algorithm is
evaluated in terms of running time and accuracy on 10 datasets from the UCI ML
Repository and the UCI KDD archive. The datasets are chosen to exhibit a wide
range of classes number, dimensionality and sample size. Liu et al. computed accu-
racy for all the experimented datasets, FCBF showed data dependent performance
comparable to ReliefF, CONSSF and CORRSF.

Hu et al. [93] propose another filter approach namely Dynamic Relevance Joint
Mutual Information Maximisation DRJMIM for feature selection based on infor-
mation theory, they address two common drawbacks in existing algorithms based
on information theory. The drawbacks are: no distinction between candidate fea-
ture relevancy and selected feature relevancy and lack of discrimination between
feature redundancy and interdependency. In order to overcome these drawbacks,
the DRJMIM approach merges the concepts of dynamic relevance [179] and joint
mutual information maximisation (JMIM) [22]. For JMIM, the selection criterion J(.)
is expressed as:

J(Xk) = argmaxXk∈F−S(min
Xj∈S

(CI(Xk, Xj; Y))) (4.13)

, where S is the set of selected features subset, F is the set of the remaining can-
didate features, Xj denotes a selected feature, Xk represents a candidate feature, Y
represents the class and |S| is the size of the subset, CI is the conditional mutual

3Symmetric uncertainty [205] is defined as the normalised mutual information by the product of
the entropy of both variables.
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information and calculated as:

CI(Xk, Xj; Y) = MI(Xk; Y) + MI(Xj; Xk|Y) (4.14)

Although similar to mRMR, DRJMIM employs the ’maximum of the minimum’
non-linear criterion instead of the linear summation method of mRMR. Also, it uses
conditional mutual information, while mRMR uses solely mutual information. The
method is applied on 12 real-world benchmark datasets coming from different fields
and an artificial dataset. The datasets showed diversity in the number of features,
number of instances covering binary and multi class learning. The results show
higher accuracy on average and lower numbers of features selected when compared
to mRMR. However, the results were data set dependent. Similar to mRMR ap-
proach, both Liu et al. and Hu et al. methods accomplish two of the criteria previ-
ously defined in subsection 4.2.3, of being independent of the classifier and detecting
features dependency.

All of the presented methods are filter methods that rely on theoretic measures
for evaluating features importance. Although, these measures have shown good
performance, they do not account for the practical predictive performance of the
features.

C.Yun et al. [217], an example of a wrapper approach, which selects feature sub-
sets based on the classifier’s performance. In addition, C.Yun et al. [217] merge
mRMR theoretical feature relevance with the predictive performance of the features,
which is of interest in our study. Four feature selection algorithms are proposed
namely: Genetic Algorithm 4 Feature Subset Selection (GAFSS), Particle Swarm Op-
timisation 5 Feature Subset Selection (PSOFSS), GAFSS+mRMR and PSOFSS+mRMR.

The algorithms either rely on genetic algorithms (GA) and particle swarm opti-
misation (PSO) or combine GA and PSO with mRMR for feature selection. In GAFSS
and PSOFSS, the search for the best features subset is performed based on stan-
dard approaches of GA and PSO aiming at maximising the classification accuracy.
The search is halted when the number of selected features reaches a predetermined
threshold, or when none of the alternatives improve the performance.

The other two proposed variants (GAFSS+mRMR and PSOFSS+mRMR) com-
bine mRMR with accuracy for feature evaluation. The features are divided into three
categories depending on the mRMR value, this categorisation is used to guide the
optimisation process. In GAFSS+mRMR, the mutation process is adjusted to con-
trol the inclusion of features of high significance (High mRMR) and the exclusion of
the features of low significance (low mRMR) to improve performance of GAFSS. In
PSOFSS+mRMR, the random process is modified. The particles category is checked

4Genetic Algorithms (GAs) is an adaptive heuristic search technique suitable for optimisation prob-
lems. GAs are inspired by natural evolution and genetics of biological organisms.

5Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimisation technique, in-
spired by social behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling.
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and the velocity of the particle is adjusted accordingly. All the experiments were con-
ducted using 20 benchmark datasets from UCI ML Repository chosen to be of vari-
able number of samples, features and classes. Three classification algorithms namely
Nearest neighbour, C4.5 decision tree and SVM were applied. The performance of
GAFSS and PSOFSS was investigated against five existing methods (mRMR [151],
MI [57], I-RELIEF [180], INTERACT [221] and PAM [184]) in terms of the number
of features and classification accuracy. PSOFSS accuracy surpassed all its counter-
parts using the three classifiers in at least 17 datasets. The differences in the num-
ber of selected features was not significant. Another set of experiments compared
GAFSS and PSOFSS against GAFSS +mRMR and PSOFSS +mRMR. PSOFSS +mRMR
outperformed GAFSS +mRMR using NB in 15 cases with differences ranging from
0.63% to 6.45%, while their accuracy using SVM and C4.5 was similar. Moreover,
GAFSS +mRMR and PSOFSS +mRMR provided non-significant accuracy improve-
ment over PSOFSS and GAFSS. The GAFSS +mRMR and PSOFSS +mRMR variants
presented by C.Yun et al. satisfy two of the suitability criteria defined in subsection
4.2.3 namely combining predictive and heuristic measures for feature selection and
accounting for features interaction, while PSOFSS and GAFSS fail to satisfy any of
our criteria. However, GAFSS + mRMR and PSOFSS + mRMR selected subsets vary
based on the classifier they optimise and do not provide a relevance score, which
leads to opacity of the selection.

4.5.2 Feature Selection Methods for Imbalanced Data

Since high dimensionality aggravate the imbalance problem [25], the interest in de-
veloping feature selection methods specific to imbalanced data has risen. Various
methods were developed and applied specifically on imbalanced data. The devel-
oped methods followed various approaches such as: using measures better adapted
(invariant) to class skewness [7, 213], combining theoretic and predictive relevance
[27, 143] or adopting data segmentation [27, 213].

A Density-Based Feature Selection (DBFS) method is proposed by Albeigi et al.
[7]. For each feature, DBFS estimates a separate probability density function per
class. Feature are ranked according to a calculated discrimination-ability measure.
The measure relies on the heuristic that features with minimum overlapping class
probability density functions and minimum class changes are best candidates for
selection. Datasets from various domains, including biological (9 datasets), text
analysis (13 datasets), and UCI ML Repository [130] (2 datasets) are used for per-
formance evaluation. DBFS is compared to IG [128], chi-square [73], signal to noise
ratio [73],and FAST [39] methods applying 1-NN, linear SVM and NB classifiers.
AUC and F−measure metrics were utilised for evaluation. DBFS was shown to offer
a significant improvement over baseline and surpass the presented standard meth-
ods. Considering our set of suitability criteria, DBFS satisfies two criteria, namely
it produces a ranked list that is unbound to a specific classifier. Nevertheless, its
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performance was only validated on two class problems. Such experimental deci-
sion leaves its suitability to multi-class problems questionable with the potential
difficulty of handling the overlap estimation of multiple density functions. Also, in
many practical scenarios (including our study) the size of the minority class is very
small, thus the estimation of the probability distributions would not be practically
possible. Hence, the application of this approach in our study is deemed inappro-
priate

A different technique (SYMON) that merges SYmetric uncertainty (theoretic rele-
vance) and harMONy search 6 (predictive performance) is discussed by Moayedikia
et al. [143]. In SYMON, the first step is to rank the features using symmetric uncer-
tainty. Afterwards, the vectors with most significant features undergo a harmony
search. The improvised vectors containing real valued features are evaluated ac-
cording to a given fitness function (such as kappa statistic [175] 7) and the vectors
are tuned and replaced accordingly. The search terminates after a preset number
of iterations, where the size of the output feature subset is controlled by a user de-
fined threshold. At the end of harmony search, the best vector with highest fitness
is selected. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated on eight large-scale
DNA microarray data sets and one dataset containing images called Olivetti Faces.
SVM is used as the underlying classifier with AUC and G-mean as the evaluation
metrics. SYMON manifest variable, but highly competitive performance compared
to other algorithms of Guyon et al. and Yin et al. [74, 213], also SMOTE combined
with Principle Component Analysis (PCA)[1] using the SVM classifier. This method
was shown by Moayedikia et al. [143] to be suitable for handling high dimensional
data with features of comparable importance and accounts for feature interdepen-
dence through symmetric uncertainty. Nevertheless, the vector tuning operations
are highly dependent on the required subset size, which hinders the discovery of
more optimal parts of the solution space. Also, it shares with other wrapper ap-
proaches the limitation of lack of generalisation of the selected features as its fitness
is bound to a specific classifier.

Differently from the previous methods, which use the whole dataset at once,
Bolón-Canedo et al. [27] proposed a distributed approach. The feature set is parti-
tioned into subsets of size k. The subsets are constructed either randomly creating
the Distributed Filter (DF) approach, or based on a ranking approach generating
the Distributed ranking Filter (DRF) approach, where features of similar rank are
grouped in the same subset. A selection from the features subset is obtained using a
filter method (such as Correlation Feature Selection, IG, ReliefF. etc), followed by a

6Harmony search [67] is a heuristic optimisation technique inspired by musicians’ work when com-
posing a new tune, where musicians adjust stored music pitches in their memory to find the perfect
harmony (optimal solution). Harmony search has two distinguishing operators harmony memory
considering rate (HMCR) and pitch adjusting rate (PAR) that are used to generate and further mutate
a solution. The candidate vectors are adjusted depending on their fitness evaluation.

7Kappa Statistic: measures the agreement for qualitative (categorical) values between the actual la-
bels and the assigned classifications of a classifier. It takes into account the possibility of the agreement
occurring by chance.
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merging procedure which updates a feature subset according to the improvements
in classification accuracy. The method was demonstrated on eight gene expression
datasets with varying number of attributes, samples and imbalance. Extensive ex-
periments are conducted comparing the non-distributed filter methods and a wrap-
per method to their distributed counterparts applying SVM, k-NN and Naive Bayes
Classifier. DRF and DF satisfied a single criteria of the ones defined in subsection
4.2.3, which is considering both theoretic and practical relevance of a feature. Over
and above, the decomposition approach is hard to apply on small classes as in our
study, which makes this approach in appropriate.

Yin et al. [213] proposes two approaches for feature selection, one based on class
decomposition and the other approach proposes the Hellinger distance 8 as a mea-
sure for feature selection. The first approach divides the majority class into subclus-
ters using K-means and assigns pseudo-labels to them. The number of subclusters
is manually preset to obtain fairly balanced subsets (pseudo-classes), however this
does not guarantee achieving the targeted balance. After decomposing the dataset,
correlation, mutual information and Fisher score criteria are used to quantify the
relevance of each feature with respect to the output pseudo-class label. In this ap-
proach, correlation and mutual information calculate the relation of the features to
the artificially constructed pseudo classes only. Fisher score determines the discrimi-
nation ability of a feature, where the numerator indicates the discrimination between
classes and the denominator indicates the scatter within each class. The larger the
value of Fisher score, the higher the importance of the feature. The algorithm returns
the top n features, where n is a user-defined threshold.

The second approach proposed by Yin et al. is based on Hellinger distance to
assess the importance of the features. The Hellinger distance between two sample
groups is calculated using a given feature. If the calculated distance is small then this
feature is considered of low importance. It is proposed as a feature selection measure
because it is insensitive to classes skewness. Five datasets from different application
domains were used applying SVM, C4.5 and Bayesian learning. The measures used
were F − measure and AUC. The experiments were carried out in two folds, the
first fold determined the effect of the class decomposition approach and the second
fold compared the proposed Hellinger distance to the other measures (correlation,
mutual information and Fisher).

The results of the approaches were inconsistent across the datasets, implying that
the performance of the proposed approaches is data dependent. The approaches
have two shortcomings when considered with our data. First, the clustering scheme
using a pre-defined threshold may lead to inconsistent pseudo classes. Also, the
idea of dividing the majority class into multiple pseudo classes of similar size to the
minority class is not applicable with extremely small minority classes as it will lead
to over-segmentation. As a result, the dependability of the selected features would

8Hellinger distance [41] is the probabilistic analog to euclidean distance between two probability
distributions.
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be degraded. Secondly, the Hellinger distance measure can not readily be applied to
datasets with small sized classes as it is hard to estimate a probability distribution
from small samples. On the whole, both methods proposed by Yin at al. achieve
only the requirement of classifier independence.

4.5.3 Reviewed Feature Selection Methods Evaluation

Table 4.4 summarises the properties of the reviewed feature selection methods in
relation to our criteria of subsection 4.2.3. There are no clear winners if we simply
count the number of criteria satisfied, 10 methods satisfy two criteria each. How-
ever, an important criterion for the feature selection method is to be independent
of the classifier. This criterion leads to the selection of informative relevant fea-
tures that well describe the target concept, which can enhance the existing medical
knowledge, rather than features that optimise the performance of a specific classifier.
Based on the importance of this criterion, we consider the candidate feature selec-
tion methods to be: ReliefF, CorrCoeff, mRMR, FCBF, DRJMIM, PCA-entropy and
DBFS. However, mRMR, FCBF and DRJMIM all basically rely on MI for redundancy
and relevance computation, MI is declared to be sensitive to noise and outliers [13,
106]. This limits the possible candidate methods to ReliefF, CorrCoeff, PCA-entropy
and DBFS. Despite that the four methods satisfy the same criteria, PCA-entropy was
shown by Rao et al. to provide lower performance than ReliefF. In addition, DBFS
was also previously evaluated (in DBFS review) as inappropriate for our RVA data
due to the small number of samples in our minority classes.

Hence, we consider ReliefF and CorrCoeff as candidate solutions because they
satisfy the two requirements of classifier independence and production of a ranked
list. Both methods are well established and widely used, with readily available
implementations, thus would allow comparison with other methods in the future.
However, as these methods fulfill our set suitability criteria only in part, we pro-
pose a different feature ranking approach that satisfies all the criteria. The proposed
method is based on Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) previously described in
subsection 4.3.4. RBMs have not been previously used for the purpose of feature
selection, hence they can not be compared here against the reviewed methods for
feature selection such as ReliefF and CorrCoeff.

We propose RBMs for feature selection because they are high performing pre-
diction methods capable of detecting features synergy (interaction and interdepen-
dence) and modeling the co-occurrences of the features and the output class. Thus,
they can be used to select predictive features with high correlation to the target
concept. Hence, RBMs-based feature ranking can account for both predictive and
heuristic relevance of the features irrespective of the classifier used for actual pre-
diction. Additionally, they have the intrinsic advantages of handling missing data
[123] and accommodating large data sets [86], when data become available. The
proposed new method will be described in detail in Chapter 7, together with a full
evaluation of its performance compared to the two feature ranking methods from
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the literature, ReliefF and CorrCoeff, that are most suitable according to our defined
criteria.

TABLE 4.4: Reviewed Feature Selection Methods Properties with re-
spect to the defined Design Requirements and Suitability Criteria

Method (a) Predictive (b) Feature (c) Independent (d) Ranked
+ Heuristic Interdependence of classifier List

ReliefF [96] X X
CorrCoeff [204] X X

IG [128] X
mRMR [150] X X
FCBF [216] X X

DRJMIM [93] X X
PCA-entropy [160] X X

GAFSS [217]
PSOFSS

GAFSS+mRMR [217] X X
PSOFSS+mRMR X X

DBFS [7] X X
SYMON [143] X X

DF and DRF [27] X
Decomposed Approach [213] X

Hellinger Distance [213] X

XPresent property

4.6 Hybrid Approaches

Traditionally, imbalance and high dimensionality have been addressed separately
[25]. A recently emerging approach is to adopt hybrid solutions that simultaneously
use oversampling and feature selection to tackle the compound effect of imbalance
and high dimensionality [70, 129, 161].

A combination of wrapper feature selection techniques and sampling methods
together with k-nearest neighbour (kNN) classifier was investigated with the aim to
assess different biomarkers combinations for the classification of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease [161]. Rodrigues et al. [161] found that kNN with oversampling and forward
feature selection resulted in higher precision than Support Vector Machines (SVM)
and weighted kNN classifier.

Another hybrid approach is described by Gourdeau et al [70]. The authors used
mutual information feature selection and SMOTE oversampling for the analysis of
clinical data from extremely preterm infants, in order to determine if they are ready
to be removed from endotracheal mechanical ventilation. The results show im-
proved AUC and lowered False Positive Rate.

A further example of how feature selection and sampling methods can be paired
successfully is the work of Lian et al [129]. Working on cancer treatment outcome
prediction, the authors proposed a feature selection method based on Dempster-
Shafer theory (also known as Evidence-based theory) that incorporates the prior
knowledge of must-include features. For feature selection, a loss function is con-
structed and optimised by genetic algorithms. The loss function searches for an
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informative feature subset according to three requirements: high classification ac-
curacy, small overlaps between different classes in the reduced feature space and
sparsity to reduce risk of overfitting. Mean squared error is used to account for
the classification accuracy. While the overlap is measured relying on a mass func-
tion of 1 − exp−γqd2

ij , where γ = [γ1...γc] are set as the inverse of the mean dis-
tance between instances of the same class, c is the number of classes and dij is the
weighted Euclidean distance between sample i and its neighbour j. Also, based on
prior knowledge, some features are predetermined to be included as fixed elements
in the selected subset. The study found that feature selection applied on rebalanced
data outperforms feature selection alone when considering OA, AUC and robust-
ness (measured as the relative weighted consistency of the selected subsets).

These hybrid approaches are more successful compared to approaches only han-
dling imbalance or high dimensionality alone. In our study, the application of hybrid
approaches is expected to have advantageous effects, as our RVA data manifest both
class imbalance and relative high dimensionality.

Based on the requirements driven by data characteristics together with the pointed
out inadequacies of the available methods and the favourable effect of hybrid ap-
proaches, we establish that a purpose-built machine learning framework is needed.
The framework should be suitable for the characteristics of the RVA data and ad-
dress the requirements stated in section 4.2 to produce reliable risk predictions.

In the next Chapter, a preliminary set of experiments applying standard machine
learning approaches to our collected RVA data and their results are summarised to
clarify the practical need for a purpose-built solution. The foundations for the envis-
aged OFSET_mine framework are illustrated. A description of the other benchmark
datasets used to illustrate the generalisation of the proposed framework is given.
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Chapter 5

Proposed Solution Framework for
Cardiovascular Risk Prediction

Traditional markers used for identification of CVD risk, such as the FRS [49] and
QRisk [87] markers exhibit limitations in terms of individual stratification, although
they are good for measuring risk within a population [46, 34, 12, 89].

In this study, we address this problem by exploring RVA [147] as a CVD risk
predictor. In contrast to FRS and QRisk measures, the acquisition of RVA measures
is non-invasive, therefore RVA can be readily incorporated in primary care venues.

We develop novel computation methods for RVA data to successfully predict car-
diovascular risk level on individual basis and fulfill the suitability criteria specified
in section 4.2. The devised methods are integrated in a framework called Oversam-
pling Feature SElecTion to mine data (OFSET_mine).

The collected RVA data are used to construct a vascular profile for each subject.
Based on several risk factors and FRS scoring, the risk group (low, medium and
high) is determined. Existing data mining techniques are applied on the available
data and a brief evaluation of their effectiveness is presented.

To illustrate the potential of the proposed methods as candidate solutions to a
range of problems, additional medical benchmark data sets from the UCI ML repos-
itory [130] are used. The details of the datasets are briefly outlined within this Chap-
ter.

5.1 Standard ML Solution for CVD Risk Prediction

5.1.1 Data Description

In the current study, the collected data include 236 subjects records with 104 RVA-
based measurements (features) for each subject (as described in Chapter 3). Other
measures were collected namely: systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol and hdl-
cholesterol. Also, several other parameters were recorded such as age, gender, eth-
nicity, whether smoker or not and family history of cardiovascular disease. The
subjects are categorised into three risk groups low, medium and high of sizes 212,
14 and 10 respectively according to their FRS (as described in Chapter 3 subsection
3.2.3).
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The recorded measures are the ones used for calculating FRS and QRisk score.
These measures are collected to allow assessing the prediction quality of RVA based
features in comparison to FRS measures and QRisk measures. FRS is chosen for com-
parison as it is a long established risk score calculator based on an extensive cohort
multi-ethnic study, while QRisk presents a risk score derived from UK population
similar to the subjects who volunteered in our study. The FRS comparison set con-
tains the factors used in FRS score calculation : age, gender, total cholesterol (Chol),
HDL cholesterol, systolic blood pressure (SBP) and SBP treatment (yes or no), DM
(yes or no) and Current smoking (yes or no) status. The QRisk factors comparison set
includes age, gender, FH of CVD, Chol/HDL,Smoker, DM, SBP, BMI and Ethnicity.

As discussed earlier, the study’s data exhibit small sample size with imbalanced
class sizes and relative high dimensionality, which justified the need for intervention
using ML techniques. Oversampling and feature selection were found as appropri-
ate methods to compensate for small sample size and reduce dimensionality as pre-
viously discussed in Chapter 4. Another characteristic is that for a given RVA-based
feature, no clear demarcation can be drawn across the risk groups, which means the
presence of risk groups overlap. Instance-based learning can handle such charac-
teristic as it builds the classification decision on the similarity between individual
subjects using all features, rather than using a global abstraction model.

Existing oversampling, feature selection and prediction methods are applied,
here, to provide additional practical foundation for the need of developing novel
methods.

5.1.2 ML Methods

With the aim of establishing the suitability of ML techniques and the need for new
devised methods for cardiovascular risk prediction using RVA, a set of preliminary
experiments are conducted. The experiments utilise some existing well recognised
machine learning methods to address the challenges of high dimensionality and im-
balance met with RVA data. The obtained results are shown in this section.

Quadratic regression, similar in concept to Cox Hazard regression, is first applied
on FRS measures to elucidate its performance using the available data in a prelim-
inary experiment. Quadratic regression is applied only on the FRS measures. This
is done to emphasise the limitations imposed by the available data and investigate
whether a similar regression technique to Cox Hazard would be capable to derive a
representative model from the available dataset.

Afterwards, a set of three established classification algorithms, namely NB, MLP
and RF, are used to generate the risk class prediction models using the assigned
labels (labeling procedure described in Chapter 3). A smaller set of experiments
were conducted using a range of classifiers by Fathalla et al [60], where RF, MLP
and NB presented the best performance. Hence, they were selected for the current
experiments. Also, RF and MLP are utilised due to their known effectiveness and
robustness, while NB offers low computation complexity. The chosen classifiers are
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used throughout all the experiments. A range of established classifiers with differ-
ent underlying principles were used, where NB represents probabilistic learning,
RF presents ensemble learning with decision trees and MLP is a frequently used
model of ANNs. Classifiers of various principles are chosen to eliminate the effect
of incompatibility of a single classifier on our findings. This is to avoid bias in the
subsequent observations which would be induced by the selection of a wrong classi-
fier. Hence, the achieved results would mainly reveal the characteristics of the data
and the limitations they impose on the classification performance.

The detailed experiments are conducted applying classification algorithms rather
than regression techniques for several reasons: 1) The objective of this study is to
show whether RVA measures can separate participants into risk groups, which is a
classification task; 2) The classification into risk groups more closely resembles the
approach of a medical expert when determining risk category rather than generating
a risk score; 3) The FRS score was originally calculated using Cox Hazard Regression
and thus it would be biased towards the FRS measure to use a similar technique of
regression (to the one that generated the score) for determining risk. The aim is
to compare the performance of the measures using a different classification (risk
stratifying) technique than the one used for FRS generation, creating unbiased and
uniform conditions.

ADASYN is applied for the purpose of data balancing and sample size increase.
In addition, ReliefF and CorrCoeff are used for feature selection. The default Weka
[75] implementation of RF, MLP, NB, ReliefF and CorrCoeff is utilised in the experi-
ments, while ADASYN [80] Matlab implementation and the default matlab settings
for quadratic regression is used.

The performance measures used are : OA, AUC, Sn for high risk (SnH) and Fscore.
OA is commonly reported and hence allow cross comparison with other solutions,
while AUC and Fscore are more suitable for imbalance data evaluation. SnH is re-
ported in this study as a misclassification in high risk group could be detrimental
(i.e. not capturing the level of risk may lead to missing out on treatment and subse-
quently deteriorating health). Also, Sensitivity for Medium Risk Group is reported
for RVA data only (SnM). Other measures that are frequently reported are area un-
der precision-recall curve and G−mean measure. Since area under precision-recall
curve was used as a part of the proposed feature selection criteria in DD_Rank to be
reported in Chapter 7, it was not reported to avoid bias and maintain the consistency
of results across the reported methods. Also, G − mean had negligible differences
compared to Fscore hence its values were not stated to avoid redundancy. Precision P
was not reported to avoid redundancy as it had similar results to Sn. Also, precision
in included in Fscore calculation so it is indirectly reported.
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5.1.3 Experiments and Results

FRS Measures and Regression for Risk Prediction

The default MATLABR2016b implementation of quadratic regression is used. Re-
gression is applied, here only on the FRS measures, to explore whether the perfor-
mance of FRS measures with quadratic regression can lead to a 100% accuracy or the
characteristics of the data would hinder such attainment. Thus, enable focusing on
the impact of the inherent challenges of the data set itself.

After generating a score using quadratic regression, subjects are mapped to the
predicted classes using the same procedure described earlier where subjects with
quadratic regression score < 10% are predicted as low risk, medium risk with score
> = 10% and < 20% and high risk with score > = 20. Then, the resultant predicted
class using quadratic regression is compared against the actual risk class.

The obtained confusion matrix is illustrated in Table 5.1. FRS measures and
quadratic regression fail to attain a 100% accuracy and do not meet the requirements
of high performance and transparency . This can be due to differences between Cox
regression and quadratic regression models. These differences [164] conclude that
Cox regression better accommodate right censored data, easily accommodate time
varying data that may change over the course of time and does not require a spe-
cific probability model for estimating survival time. More importantly, due to the
highly imbalanced dataset with the very small minority class it was impossible to
reproduce a 100% correct predictive model from the available data set.

TABLE 5.1: Sample Confusion Matrix from applying Quadratic Re-
gression on Framingham Risk Measures

Classified
low medium high

low 206 6 0
Labeled medium 3 9 2

high 1 6 3

RVA, FRS and QRisk Measures for Risk Prediction

After illustrating the impact of the data characteristics on the performance of FRS
measures with regression, we need to examine the relative performance of RVA,
FRS and QRisk measures using the selected range of classifiers. The classification
methods are applied directly to the labeled data without preprocessing and the re-
sults are illustrated in Table 5.2. It shows the OA and SnH across the three sets. The
results demonstrate the existence of imbalanced classes problem with high OA and
low SnH. The low SnH (zero in six out of nine experiments) indicate that the clas-
sifiers treated the minority samples as noise and failed to construct a representative
model. This is attributed to the high skewness in class distribution and extremely
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small sample size, which justifies the adoption of oversampling as class imbalance
solution.

TABLE 5.2: Classification Overall Accuracy and High Risk Group
Sensitivity on Original(non-oversampled all feature) Dataset

FRS QRisk RVA_data

OA SnH OA SnH OA SnH
RF 92.01 0.0 92.43 0.0 90.25 0.0

MLP 95.79 0.0 92.01 0.0 82.20 0.0
NB 92.01 0.1 84.06 0.1 49.57 0.1

A sample confusion matrix of FRS with Naive Bayes is given in Table 5.3 to show
the distribution of the predicted classes and better illustrate the results. It is to be
noted that FRS measures with regression (Table 5.1) showed better results in terms
of medium and high risk stratification compared to FRS with NB. Nevertheless, both
results are unsatisfactory and there is no significant performance gap, which clarifies
the challenges imposed by the data characteristics regardless of the applied learning
model.

TABLE 5.3: Sample Confusion Matrix from applying Naive Bayes on
Framingham Risk Measures

Classified
low medium high

low 209 2 1
Labeled medium 3 7 4

high 3 6 1

ADASYN oversampling [80] is applied to generate synthetic instances from the
available sets for data balancing and increasing sample size. A preliminary setting
of dth = 0.9 and β = 1 is used to obtain a fully balanced data set. A uniform class
distribution is sought to explore the potential of RVA measures in absolute terms,
while eradicating the adverse effect of class skewness. The POST-ADASYN datasets
containing real and synthesised samples include 212 low risk, 211 medium risk and
208 high risk samples. The generated sets are not of equal size due to rounding.
After oversampling, two feature selection approaches are adopted: Correlation and
ReliefF. Feature set size is chosen to be in the range 7 to 10 to have similar size to
FRS and QRisk sets, to limit the differences in the comparison in this preliminary
experiment. The subset that scores the highest accuracy is selected and its number
of features #F is recorded.

The results of the various classifiers on these datasets are shown in Table 5.4.
Four recognised classification performance measures are recorded: OA, AUC, SnH

and Fscore. QRisk Measures exhibit the highest OA, Fscore with MLP, while RVA mea-
sures and RF manifest the highest SnH of 0.99 and the second best for OA.

The results demonstrate considerable performance improvement and that the
classification performance of RVA-based features is comparable to the well-known
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TABLE 5.4: Various Classifiers Performance using ADASYN over-
sampled FRS, QRisk and RVA measures

FRS Measures QRisk Measures RVA Measures

OA AUC SnH Fscore OA AUC SnH Fscore OA AUC SnH Fscore #F
RF 91.82 0.98 0.89 0.92 93.7 0.99 0.94 0.94 95.42 0.99 0.99 0.95 10

MLP 94.49 0.97 0.95 0.95 97.33 0.99 0.98 0.97 92.58 0.96 0.99 0.93 10
NB 65.09 0.89 0.22 0.65 77.83 0.90 0.77 0.71 77.60 0.90 0.89 0.78 9

measures of FRS and QRisk scores. The results also show the potential superiority
of RVA-based measures at detecting high risk (Higher SnH) when compared to FRS
measures in particular.

Despite that the FRS measures were the ones used in score calculation using Cox
hazard regression, they don’t attain a 100% accuracy in classification and show lower
performance compared to QRisk and RVA measures in some cases. The repeated
finding with different classifiers suggest that the reason lies within the data. Possible
reasons behind this can be:

a) The difference in representation of some FRS measures when used for risk
score calculation (log form) and for classification (scalar form).

b) The difference in the underlying principles, techniques and handling of the
measures for the model construction between classification and regression. Each
technique attempts to relate the input variables to the target outcome using a differ-
ent technique.

c) The mapping from a continuous risk score (FRS score) to discrete class labels
(low, medium and high) leads to confusion at border samples especially because of
the presence of four categorical variables within FRS measures.

On the other hand, all RVA measures are continuous values that directly con-
vey the vessels status. Overall, the obtained results not only elucidate the positive
impact of oversampling and feature selection on the overall performance, but also
illustrate the potential for further improvement if machine learning techniques that
best exploit the available RVA data are used.

5.2 OFSET_mine: The Proposed Framework

The presented characteristics of the collected RVA data in Chapter 3 and the speci-
fied methods requirements at section 4.2 in Chapter 4 together with the preliminary
results of RVA-based measures in the previous section, all highlight the potential
usefulness of a tailored solution. The existing standard solutions manifest some
limitations according to our criteria. We do not only seek a higher predictive ac-
curacy than the ones obtained using the existing methods, but we aim for fulfilling
the set criteria specified in section 4.2. Therefore, we propose OFSET_mine frame-
work, which integrates three novel approaches for oversampling, feature selection
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and lazy learning. The target of the proposed framework is to predict cardiovas-
cular risk group with the highest attainable accuracy and attain the requirements
recommended for our study.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the framework stages and its incorporation within the car-
diovascular risk prediction solution. The stages are described in brief, as follows,
to highlight the main contributions of the presented study. First, we describe the
proposed oversampling method, followed by the feature selection method. Then, a
description of the developed classification technique is given. For each method, the
motivation for applying the proposed method is shown, an outline of the method
and its associated performance are portrayed.

5.2.1 FiltADASYN oversampling

The relative risk groups of the available data is highly imbalanced (highest imbal-
ance ratio 21.2), which demands a solution for imbalance learning. Since the size of
the dataset is small, the computation of synthetically increasing the number of sam-
ples will not be high. In addition, learning-based imbalanced class solutions such as
cost sensitive learning are unsuitable to apply as the misclassification costs are hard
to be assumed in such context. Hence, oversampling is selected as the solution for
imbalance learning.

FiltADASYN oversampling is proposed to generate well-representative synthetic
samples from all of the available minority samples, that would enhance the consis-
tency and the separability of the original data set. The proposed method aims at
preserving the scatter of the original data and ensuring the reliability and usabil-
ity of the created samples. In FiltADASYN, synthetic samples are generated us-
ing ADASYN method which interpolates feature vectors to maintain feature depen-
dence. Then, a post processing step depending on nearest neighbours is applied to
perform post synthesis validation and filter the generated samples that are suscepti-
ble to be noise and/or outliers.

The performance of FiltADASYN is evaluated individually and as a component
of hybrid solutions. Its applicability compared to ADASYN is shown to be depen-
dent on the dataset under study with constant improvement over baseline (non-
oversampled) results. The details of FiltADASYN method and the associated evalu-
ation are described in Chapter 6.

5.2.2 DD_Rank and Linear Search Feature Selection

The derived features from the collected RVA data are expected to include redundant
or irrelevant features which would hinder the risk group labeling process. Also,
reducing the feature set size promotes computational efficiency and provides a bet-
ter understandable model for medical professionals. Therefore, feature selection is
applied to handle the characteristic of high dimensionality.
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FIGURE 5.1: Proposed OFSET_mine Framework Solution for Cardio-
vascular Risk Prediction

An explicit feature ranking approach is proposed based on an existing deep dis-
junct architecture of Restricted Boltzmann Machines. RBMs are known to detect
latent relations between the input features and create higher order representations.
Thus, the proposed approach would be capable of discovering the features inter-
relations. The ranking approach seeks to rank stable and predictive features high.
The values of Area under precision-recall curve and reconstruction errors are used
per feature to combine measures on predictive performance and theoretic heuristics
for ranking features. A ranked feature list is output that determines the relative im-
portance of the features according to DD_Rank. After ranking the features, a linear
search is followed to select the feature subset that marks the highest accuracy.

The impact of the proposed feature selection approach is assessed independently
and collaboratively with oversampling. The performance of the proposed feature
ranking technique is highly competitive with two well established ranking algo-
rithms, namely ReliefF and Corrcoeff. The results reveal that DD_Rank alone can
help combat the problems of high dimensionality and imbalance in some applica-
tions. Also, when combined with oversampling a statistically significant improve-
ment is attained. Chapter 7 provides a full explanation of the proposed feature se-
lection approach along with the related experiments.

5.2.3 GCO_mine Prediction

The pathological and normal ranges of physiological features values are known to
overlap, hence a single decision value that can separate groups does not exist. As a
result, eager classification methods that tend to create global approximation models
based the features values may not be best suited to our problem. This motivates
the development of learning algorithms that perform classification decisions on in-
stance (individual) basis as it was shown by Xiong et al. [209] to be well suited for
the overlap problem. Also, although the available dataset is currently small, data is
expected to remain to be collected for further verification of the success of RVA data
in cardiovascular risk prediction. Therefore, the developed learning method should
accommodate future expansion of the dataset. Such factors direct our adopted learn-
ing approach to instance-based lazy learning.
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A partially lazy learning technique is developed based on the established tech-
nique of Graph Cut Optimisation (GCO) [30, 118]. The classification decision is
based on the global structure of the resultant output classes, while considering the
local neighbourhood of each sample in classification cost calculation. GCO_mine of-
fers a balance between purely local traditional lazy approaches and over generalised
eager approaches, aiming for high performance predictions. The classification de-
cision taken by GCO_mine is transparent to the user as it can be explained by its
vicinity to specific samples and class representatives.

The developed learning method is applied directly on the selected datasets and
within the OFSET_mine framework. The developed technique saves model con-
struction time and better accommodate new instances, when they become available,
compared to established eager approaches. It also improves the performance rela-
tive to purely local lazy approaches. The algorithm is depicted in depth in Chapter
8 with its performance assessment.

In Chapter 9, DD_Rank and FiltADASYN are brought together as Oversampling
Feature SElecTion (OFSET) solution, then combined with GCO_mine as OFSET_mine
integrated framework. Both solutions OFSET and OFSET_mine are discussed . The
proposed techniques are validated, as stand alone methods and as part of the OF-
SET_ mine framework. The results show the methods to be competitive to estab-
lished approaches.

5.3 The Applicability of OFSET_mine to Medical Problems

Despite that OFSET_mine is designed for cardiovascular risk prediction using RVA,
similar characteristics to that of RVA-based measures can be found in other medical
problems. Thus, the appropriateness of OFSET_mine on a chosen set of additional
benchmark medical datasets is to be shown.

The general applicability of the methods is demonstrated using 13 medical bench-
mark datasets from the UCI ML Repository. The datasets depict various medical
conditions, which are critical to accurately predict. The provision of accurate predic-
tions for these problems would support effective health care.

The datasets are selected here on the basis of similar characteristics to our RVA-
based dataset in terms of size and/or imbalance ratio and/or number of target
classes. The sizes of the datasets range from 106 to 768 records, while the imbal-
ance ratio (ratio between the size of the largest and smallest class) from 1.68 to 71.5.
Imbalanced datasets are selected to determine the effectiveness of the proposed al-
gorithms in case of skewed as well as balanced datasets.

The details of the utilised datasets are described in Table 5.5 in terms of number
of features (#F), number of classes (#C), Imbalance ratio (Ir), number of samples in
each class (# Samples/Class) and a brief description of the studies objectives. The
related methods are applied when similar characteristics to our RVA data exist.
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Chapter 6

Filtered ADASYN Oversampling
Method

A common drawback in existing oversampling techniques (such as: Random Over-
sampling, SMOTE and ADASYN) is overgeneralisation, where the synthesised mi-
nority class instances overlap erroneously with majority samples. When applying
oversampling to medical data, handling this legitimate concern of over generaliza-
tion becomes more critical as the synthesised samples turn into false representatives
of the minority class (risk group).

In this chapter, we propose Filtered ADASYN (FiltADASYN) a technique that
allows for the conservative expansion of the minority class and restricts the degree
of over generalization. At the same time, it focuses on difficult to learn samples at
the borders. A filtering phase is added to ADASYN oversampling to improve the
dependability of the data and reduce inconsistency within the resultant classes. The
filtering stage ensures that the nearest neighbours of the produced samples are of
the same class and eliminates any samples that violate this condition.

6.1 The Proposed Approach

FiltADASYN, similar to ADASYN relies on density distribution r̂i to determine the
number of synthetic samples that need to be generated for each minority data exam-
ple. The detailed procedure is outlined in Algorithm 2. Instances xi ∈ X with class
labels of a single minority class Cmn and the majority class Cmj where both ∈ C are
input to the algorithm and nmn and nmj are the number of minority class and major-
ity class instances, respectively. The maximum allowed imbalance threshold dth and
the desired balance level after generating the synthetic data β are preset and input
to the FiltADASYN procedure. The density distribution r̂i (line 10) depends on 4i,
the number of majority class samples in the set of k-nearest neighbours of xi. Thus,
the minority class samples that are surrounded by more majority class samples, and
are hence more difficult to learn, are used to generate a proportionally greater num-
ber of synthetic samples gi (line 11). This would enable the classification model to
correctly identify higher risk samples despite their apparent similarity to low risk
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Algorithm 2 Filtered ADASYN Oversampling Algorithm

1: procedure FILTADASYN(X, C, nmn, nmj, dth, β, k, l)

2: d← nmn

nmj
3: if d >= dth then
4: return
5: end if
6: GAcc ← Cmn
7: G ← β(nmj − nmn)
8: for all xi ∈ Cmn do
9: Find k-nearest neighbours for xi

10: r̂i ←
4i

k
11: gi ← r̂iG
12: j← 0
13: repeat
14: Randomly choose one minority sample xzi
15: from k-nearest neighbours of xi
16: Generate Sample sj ← xi + λ(xzi − xi)
17: Check l-nearest neighbours nn of sj in GAcc ∪ Cmj
18: if ∃ nn ∈ Cmj then
19: Reject sj
20: else
21: GAcc ← GAcc ∪ sj
22: j← j + 1
23: end if
24: until j > gi
25: end for
26: end procedure

instances. On the other hand, these samples are likely to lead to generation of sam-
ples that have majority samples in their neighbourhood which would increase the
difficulty. Thus, the use of small l avoids over rejection and at the same time filters
the generated samples and pushes them within the minority class boundary. This
is achieved through allowing the generation of synthetic boundary samples, while
confining them within the generating minority cloud. The synthetic sample sj is at
a random distance λ between xi and another randomly chosen minority sample xzi

(as shown in lines 14-16). The l nearest neighbours nn of the generated sample are
determined within GAcc and Cmj. GAcc is defined as the set of accepted minority
samples (original and synthesised). It is initialised as the minority class samples
Cmn. GAcc is chosen instead of Cmn to allow for natural expansion and avoid over
clustering of the resultant oversampled minority class. If a majority sample is found
within the l nearest neighbours of sj, sj is rejected and the sample generation pro-
cedure is repeated with another random minority sample xzi and random factor λ.
Otherwise, sj is accepted and added to GAcc (line 21). The value of l for the near-
est neighbours is preferably kept small to avoid over rejection. The low value for
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l and the employment of GAcc instead of Cmn allow for boundary extension as we
keep the rejection rate low and consider new synthetic samples as safe to expand
on. Another sample xi is drawn for the oversampling procedure until the number
of accepted generated samples j exceeds the designated number gi (line 24), where
gi is calculated based on the targeted balance and the density distribution. The algo-
rithm terminates when all the minority samples are used to generate other synthetic
instances. Failure to generate a valid synthetic sample from existing minority sam-
ples is unlikely as there are two random parameters, which are λ and xzi that can
be changed to fulfill the condition. The added filtering step (outlined at lines 18 to
23) aims at preserving the original structure of the generated minority class through
ensuring that the generated samples are within the boundaries of the minority class
and limiting the overlap between synthesised samples and the majority class. This
is achieved as it only accepts samples that do not have majority class samples within
their neighbourhood.

Figure 6.1 illustrates an example of a generated sample sj that would be (A) ac-
cepted by ADASYN as a legitimate synthetic sample and (B) rejected by FiltADASYN
in the post validation filtering step. In Figure 6.1, we assume the presence of a ma-
jority class (indicated by black dots) and two clusters of a minority class (given as
red triangles) at the borders of the majority class. Sample xzi would be considered as
a neighbour of xi if, for example, number of neighbours k is set to four. As a result,
sj will be generated within the majority class. FiltADASYN treats such shortcoming
in ASDASYN as it rejects sample sj and selects another neighbour for oversampling.
In addition, in case of the presence of minority class disjunct subclusters surround-
ing the majority class, FiltADASYN implicitly directs the synthesised samples to be
within the clusters of the minority class.

The proposed FiltADASYN procedure is originally designed for two class imbal-
anced problem but can be readily extended for our three class problem. Given that
we have one majority class (Low Risk) and two minority classes (Medium and High
Risk), we apply the oversampling procedure twice following a simple policy of ’one
versus all’, where FiltADASYN is applied once for each pair of (minority, majority)
samples, i.e. (High,{Low ∪Medium}) and (Medium,{Low ∪ High}).

6.2 Results and Evaluation

In this section, the usefulness of the proposed FiltADASYN is validated through a set
of experiments. The general applicability of the proposed method is verified using
standard benchmark datasets, and its performance is shown to be competitive with
ADASYN oversampling. The experiments were done using Weka [75] and MATLAB
R2016b.
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(A) ADASYN

xi 

xzi 

Rejected  sj 

(B) FiltADASYN

FIGURE 6.1: Illustration of an accepted synthesised sample by (A)
ADASYN vs a rejected synthesised sample by (B) FiltADASYN in two

dimensional space

6.2.1 Experimental Study

In the following we briefly present the experiments objectives, the data, the tools,
the implemented experimental design and the evaluation metrics used.

Experiments Objectives: The objective of experiments described in this section is
to elucidate the impact of FiltADASYN oversampling on RVA-based measures and
compare it to ADASYN. Also, FiltADASYN competitive performance is to be illus-
trated when applied to benchmark datasets.

Experimental data: The performance of the proposed method needs to be vali-
dated on the specific data it was designed to handle and on available benchmark
datasets; to show its range of applicability. Therefore, FiltADASYN is applied on
RVA-based measures dataset to jointly evaluate their capability in cardiovascular
risk prediction. Also, the method is applied on a set of benchmark medical datasets
from UCI ML Repository [130] previously outlined in Table 5.5 section 5.3.

Methods implementation: FiltADASYN relies on the MATLAB implementation of
AD-ASYN [79].

Experimental tools: In order to verify the performance of the proposed framework,
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three well established classifiers are used: Random Forest (RF), Multilayer Percep-
tron (MLP) and Naive Bayes (NB). The default Weka implementation of RF, MLP
and NB is utilised in the experiments. The chosen classifiers are used throughout
all the experiments. Other classification algorithms can be readily applied as there
are no restrictions imposed by our proposed approaches. The settings of the classi-
fiers are described in Table 6.1. Same settings are used throughout all the conducted
experiments.

TABLE 6.1: Classifiers Settings in Weka

Classifier Default Settings

Given any classifier, uniform misclassification costs are assigned for all risk groups.*
RF Random Number Seed = 1

Number of trees = 100
Number of threads = 1
Calculate Out of Bag Error
Unlimited Depth (No Pruning)
Number of Randomly Chosen Attributes = log2(Numbero f Features) + 1

MLP Momentum = 0.2
Learning Rate = 0.3
Normalise Attributes
Number of training Epochs = 500
Number of Hidden Layers = Numbero f Features+Numbero f classes

2
NB Apply Normal Distribution Assumption

No Discretisation for Numeric Attributes

*This is to avoid any possible harmful effects of having false positives from Low risk [190, 158].These harmful
effects include but are not limited to: Health Implication from over treating healthy subjects and Failure in
prioritising subjects for re-assessment/follow up

Experimental procedure: For RVA-based measures, several balance levels β are in-
vestigated. First, the effect of maintaining the base rate with oversampling is shown.
Then, the performance on partially balanced datasets with variable balance levels
reaching fully balanced oversampling dataset is presented.

For the described benchmark medical datasets(Table 5.5), the conducted exper-
iments investigate the independent effect of oversampling. To clarify the effect of
the proposed techniques on overall performance, experiments are conducted on the
original datasets (non-oversampled full features set) to provide reference baseline
performance. FiltADASYN is compared to ADASYN oversampling on the bench-
mark medical datasets with their parameters set as dth = 0.9, β = 1 (for fully bal-
anced data) and k set to 5. The value of l for FiltADASYN is chosen to be 3.

The values of k and l are chosen based on experimental trials on the RVA data.
First, the best value of k for ADASYN is chosen and set, then l is allowed to vary
for the benefit of FiltADASYN performance. The same value of k was used for both
ADASYN and FiltADASYN for comparability and to limit the interacting effect of
several parameters and highlight the effect of the added parameter l.

The reported results are the average of five 10-fold cross validation runs on the
available datasets. The statistical significance of the achieved results is evaluated
using Friedman test [90]. It is a non-parametric multiple comparison test that can
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be used with continuous data to determine if any statistical difference exist between
the results.

Evaluation metrics: The utilised performance indicators are OA, AUC, Fscore and
SnH when it is clearly marked as High Risk. These metrics are used for the evalua-
tion of all the methods performance.

6.2.2 Cardiovascular Risk Prediction Results based on RVA Measurements

Initially, the results of classification methods on the original non-oversampled full
feature set of RVA-based measures are reported to serve as reference baseline per-
formance and to help identify the requirements for designing a specialised solution
for this problem.

Table 6.2 shows these results, which are typical for imbalanced datasets: high
OA (with RF and MLP) is observed with low Sn of minority classes. Thus, a method
specifically designed to account for class imbalance is needed. The effect of the pro-
posed method (FiltADASYN) is examined separately to determine its individual in-
fluence on the performance and its corresponding significance.

TABLE 6.2: Evaluation of Models Performance on non-oversampled
full feature set (Baseline) RVA data

All Features Non-Oversampled set

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore
RF 90.25 0.40 0.0 0.0 0.86

MLP 82.20 0.46 0.0 0.0 0.82
NB 49.57 0.52 0.1 0.57 0.62

Oversampling: ADASYN and FiltADASYN

Oversampling is commonly applied to compensate for classes skewness and per-
form data balancing. Nevertheless, it is to be argued that enlarging the sample size
while maintaining the original classes distribution of the condition under study is
preferable. Therefore, we investigate both effects of (a) increasing the sample size
while keeping the base rate (original class priors) and (b) performing class balanc-
ing (partial and full) with oversampling.

(a) Base Rate Oversampling

We start with applying ADASYN and FiltADASYN in three fold manner to main-
tain the original imbalance ratio (base rate) of the dataset. First, the minority classes
(medium and high risk) are oversampled with β = 0.25 resulting in a total of (66, 60)
instances respectively. Then, the majority class (low risk) is randomly partitioned
to smaller subsets and oversampled against the merged syntheic minority classes
keeping the original base rate with a total of 1321 low risk samples.
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The corresponding results of ADASYN and FiltADASYN are shown in Table 6.3.
The results show considerable improvement in SnM and SnH but the overall per-
formance is below the targeted performance level, especially the true positive rate
Sn with RF and MLP , as well as the overall accuracy OA with NB. Another note
is that FiltADASYN presents slightly better results with RF and MLP so the further
investigations are performed applying FiltADASYN.

(b) Class Balancing Oversampling

(b.1) Partial Balance Oversampling

Since the available data is highly skewed with imbalance ratio (low to high risk
groups) of 21.2, this per se would disrupt the performance of the classifiers [137]
even if the sample size of the minority class is increased. Hence, we apply Fil-
tADASYN to partially balance the dataset creating only medium and high synthetic
samples.

The same β value of 0.25 as the previous experiment of base rate oversampling
is chosen to have the same number of samples and to vary a single factor for com-
parison, which is reducing the imbalance ratio. The results are shown in Table 6.4.
Although the achieved OA is lower than the base rate scenario with RF and MLP, the
SnM and SnH are higher indicating that partial balancing lead to better stratification
of critical risk groups, which encourages further balancing using FiltADASYN.

FiltADASYN is applied on RVA data with varying β values, to elucidate the effect
of increasing sample size together with partial re-balancing of the data. The resulting
(synthetic + original) risk groups sizes for {Medium,High} risk groups using β values
of (0.25, 0.5 and 0.75) is {66, 60}, {118, 114} and {160, 160} respectively.

The achieved sensitivity values for the resulting Medium and High risk sets are
shown in Figure 6.2. The results show that increasing the targeted balance level,
leads to higher sensitivity of both Medium and High risk groups approaching one.
Clearly, it is desirable to attain a sensitivity of one especially when the set contains
real and synthetic samples to ensure the real samples are correctly classified. Also,
the original distribution of the classes of the collected dataset does not necessarily
represent the actual natural distribution of risk groups within a population.

According to a WHO report [155], the natural imbalance ratio (low to high risk)
vary dramatically depending on the population, gender and ages group. etc. Hence,
when new data is collected or when applied on other samples populations, the un-
derlying distribution might be different. This directed the following experiments
towards a fully balanced dataset to completely eliminate the adverse effects of im-
balance applying ADASYN and FiltADASYN to allow further comparison.

(b.2) Full Balance Oversampling

FiltADASYN and ADASYN are then applied on the original dataset to generate
synthetic instances so that the risk categories contain similar numbers of samples.
The resultant oversampled datasets then contain both real and synthesised samples,
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TABLE 6.3: Oversampling Performance on RVA data (All Features
set) keeping the classes base rate

Post ADASYN Measures Post FiltADASYN Measures

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore
RF 96.23 0.98 0.68 0.42 0.96 96.40 0.99 0.76 0.53 0.96

MLP 98.62 0.98 0.81 0.79 0.97 98.76 0.98 0.81 0.80 0.98
NB 58.29 0.87 0.83 0.80 0.68 53.49 0.82 0.83 0.78 0.64

TABLE 6.4: Evaluation of Models Performance on Partially Balanced
with FiltADASYN oversampling (β = 0.25) full feature RVA dataset

All Features Base Rate Set

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore
RF 92.33 0.97 0.82 0.74 0.92

MLP 88.79 0.96 0.84 0.84 0.89
NB 67.55 0.89 0.85 0.82 0.70

as follows: 212 low risk, 211 medium risk and 208 high risk samples. The generated
sets are not of equal size due to rounding.

RF, MLP and NB are applied on the oversampled fully balanced datasets and
the classification results are reported in Table 6.5. The results also show higher ac-
curacies achieved by PostFiltADASYN data with RF and MLP. Therefore, any fol-
lowing results are reported using PostFiltADASYN data. The results depict the im-
mense performance improvement attained through oversampling. The remarkable
increase in SnH and SnM can be attributed to the oversampling methods capabil-
ity of generating representative samples, successfully presenting the corresponding
classes. However, these results are possibly optimistic due to the imposed similarity
between the samples in the training and testing phases. Although, SnH reaches one
meaning that all the original high risk samples are correctly classified, with SnM a
chance still exists that the original medium risk samples are misclassified as their
true positive rate doesn’t reach one. Such finding motivate further improvement
attempts to provide correct classifications for all real samples. Therefore, a further
solution is needed to promote the performance and dependability of the results; fea-
ture selection will be applied for this purpose and for the other targeted benefits for
feature selection.

In order to quantify the quality of the resultant classes after oversampling, three

TABLE 6.5: Oversampling Performance on RVA data (All Features
set) creating fully balanced datasets

Post ADASYN Measures Post FiltADASYN Measures

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore
RF 98.42 0.99 1 0.98 0.98 99.52 0.996 1 0.99 0.995

MLP 93.84 0.97 1 0.90 0.94 94.19 0.97 1 0.92 0.95
NB 85.80 0.96 1 0.93 0.87 79.59 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.80
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(A) Medium Risk Group Sensitivity

(B) High Risk Group Sensitivity

FIGURE 6.2: Sensitivity for (A) Medium and (B) High Risk Groups in
relation to Different Balancing Levels (β).

partition quality measures are used. Silhouette index (S), Davies Bouldin (DB) index
and Calinski-Harabasz (CH) criterion [135] are utilised to assess the compactness
and separability of the produced synthetic classes by ADASYN and FiltADASYN.
The obtained mean values are summarised in Table 6.6. Based on the shown results,
we claim that both ADASYN and FiltADASYN generate similar class partitions al-
though FiltADASYN outperform ADASYN given DB and CH with about 2% and
3% respectively. Moreover, the oversampling enhances the labels consistency and
builds better structured classes. This can be observed from the improvement in S,
DB and CH indexes values when compared to the original dataset (shown in sub-
section) 3.2 : Table 3.3).

Figure 6.3 shows the samples spatial distribution of two features namely MDAF1
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TABLE 6.6: Classes Partitions Quality Evaluation after Oversampling

ADASYN FiltADASYN

Silhouette 0.15 0.14
DaviesBouldin 5.30 5.20

Calinski− Harabasz 21.81 22.54

and MCV F1 for original, POST ADASYN and POST FiltADASYN datasets. Despite
the apparent similarity, it illustrates some differences in samples scatter pattern be-
tween the resultant synthetic sets (FiltADASYN Figure 6.3 (c) vs ADASYN Figure
6.3 (b)) when compared against the original set. Given the Original, POST ADASYN
and POST FiltADASYN chosen features scatter plots, it is evident that FiltADASYN
better handles instances that may be outliers as shown at Figure 6.3. At Figure 6.3(c)
no synthetic samples are created at the vicinity of the marked (circled) Medium Risk
instance producing a more compact synthetic medium risk group which better mim-
ics the original dataset. While ADASYN Figure 6.3 (b) portrays several medium risk
synthetic instances created near the marked instance. Also, it is observable that some
of the generated medium risk samples in Figure 6.3 (b) and some of the synthetic
high risk samples in Figure 6.3(c) protrude away from the samples bulk in a similar
pattern. By visual inspection, we can say that the high risk samples in Figure6.3(c)
conform better with the original distribution, as no samples were protruding from
the medium risk bulk in Figure 6.3 (a).

FIGURE 6.3: The distribution of sample features MCV F1 (x-axis)
which is the minimum constriction for Venular respsonse Flicker 1
vs MDAF1 (y-axis) which is the maximum dilation for Arterial resp-
sonse Flicker 1 in (a) Original Dataset (b) Post ADASYN Oversam-

pling dataset (c) Post FiltADASYN Oversampling dataset
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6.2.3 FiltADASYN General Applicability on Benchmark Medical Datasets

The performance of the proposed oversampling method is demonstrated on 7 out
of 13 medical benchmark datasets from the UCI ML Repository. The sets are chosen
such that they have a maximum of four classes where two or three classes would
be oversampled, to allow for the direct application of the oversampling algorithms
and avoid significant overfitting. Highly skewed datasets with an imbalance ratio
of over 1.8 are chosen to ensure a need for intervention.

Baseline results of the classifiers RF, MLP, and NB on all the 13 benchmark datasets
are presented in Table 6.7. Baseline results are the results for the imbalanced dataset
with full list of features without preprocessing. All baseline results are reported for
future reference, when processing solutions other than oversampling are applied.

Oversampling: ADASYN and FiltADASYN

Oversampling methods ADASYN and FiltADASYN are applied on the selected datasets
using fixed settings of β = 1 creating fully balanced datasets. This is done to draw a
rough picture for their general performance.

The results achieved on the seven datasets are outlined in Table 6.8. We note that
the two methods manifest comparable performance on these benchmark datasets
with minute differences. Both methods provide an OA improvement with most
datasets. In some cases, an improvement of more than 10% over baseline (Origi-
nal non-oversampled data) accuracy is achieved as in the case of Colic (outcome)
dataset with RF. On the other hand, both methods worsens NB baseline accuracy
with three sets: Pima Diabetes, HeartCleveland 2C and VertebColumn 3C. This may
indicate the incompatibility of these two oversampling techniques with NB.

Based on the results in Tables 6.5 and 6.8, it is noticeable that the success rate of
FiltADASYN is higher with RVA measures (2/3) against the other medical datasets
(7/21). This is because the parameter setting was first tuned based on the RVA mea-
sures and then directly applied on the remaining data sets.

6.2.4 Statistical Significance Analysis of Performance

In order to establish whether the performance of proposed method FiltADASYN, is
significantly different from that of existing ADASYN method, we apply the Fried-
man test for continuous data [90]. The significance of the difference is checked only
for the fully balanced sets, as this is the only case applied on both RVA and bench-
mark medical datasets, hence would enable significance analysis. The results are
presented in Table 6.9. For each of the measures OA, AUC, SnH and Fscore, the ac-
tual values of the measures are input to the Friedman test. The significance val-
ues (p − values), together with the rankings of the baseline (Bl) and the compared
methods are output by the test. A higher attained ranking score manifest better per-
formance. In each case, first, an overview of the overall performance is presented,
by collating the results across all three classifiers. Then, the performance of each
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TABLE 6.7: Baseline Performance on Benchmark Datasets. Datasets
1-7 are candidates for oversampling, with no more than four classes
and imbalance ratio larger than 1.8. Datasets 8-13 will not be over-
sampled, as they either have more than four classes or smaller imbal-

ance ratio.

ID# Dataset Performance Measures

OA AUC SnH Fscore
Candidates for Oversampling

1 Pima RF 75.26 0.81 0.60 0.75
Diabetes MLP 75.13 0.79 0.61 0.75

NB 76.30 0.81 0.61 0.76
2 Colic RF 69.94 0.83 0.67

(outcome) MLP 69.39 0.77 0.69
NB 68.30 0.83 0.69

3 Lymph RF 83.11 0.93 0.83
MLP 89.96 0.93 0.90
NB 85.13 0.89 0.85

4 Parkinson RF 91.28 0.96 0.75 0.91
MLP 91.28 0.96 0.83 0.91
NB 69.23 0.86 0.61 0.75

5 Heart RF 77.62 0.78 0.38 0.77
Cleveland MLP 76.71 0.80 0.56 0.77

2C NB 78.89 0.80 0.51 0.79
6 Verteb RF 84.19 0.93 0.76 0.84

Column MLP 84.51 0.93 0.70 0.85
2C NB 77.74 0.88 0.87 0.80

7 Verteb RF 83.54 0.96 0.84
Column MLP 85.48 0.96 0.86

3C NB 83.23 0.95 0.83
No Oversampling

8 Ecoli RF 86.09 0.96 0.86
MLP 85.71 0.95 0.86
NB 85.41 0.96 0.86

9 Colic RF 85.32 0.89 0.77 0.85
(Surg_Lesion) MLP 81.25 0.87 0.74 0.82

NB 77.1 0.82 0.74 0.78
10 Dermatology RF 96.44 1.00 0.97

MLP 97.54 1.00 0.98
NB 97.54 1.00 0.98

11 Heart RF 58.41 0.81 0.55
Cleveland MLP 54.78 0.75 0.54
All Classes NB 56.43 0.81 0.56

12 Wisconsin RF 95.78 0.99 0.98 0.96
Breast MLP 96.66 0.99 0.95 0.97

Diagnostic NB 92.97 0.98 0.94 0.93
13 Breast RF 71.69 0.93 0.72

Tissue MLP 64.15 0.88 0.65
NB 70.75 0.93 0.71
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TABLE 6.8: Oversampling Performance using Random Forest (RF),
Multilayer Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Naive Bayes (NB) on Selected

Benchmark Data Sets

ID# Dataset Post ADASYN Data Post FiltADASYN Data

OA AUC SnH Fscore OA AUC SnH Fscore
1 Pima Diabetes RF 80.89 0.89 0.84 0.81 80.69 0.89 0.85 0.81

MLP 75.89 0.81 0.79 0.76 75.18 0.81 0.78 0.75
NB 70.58 0.79 0.63 0.71 70.58 0.79 0.65 0.71

2 Colic RF 81.34 0.95 0.82 82.78 0.95 0.84
(Outcome) MLP 78.62 0.89 0.79 75.17 0.88 0.75

NB 71.73 0.86 0.72 72.59 0.87 0.73
3 Lymph RF 92.72 0.98 0.93 92.72 0.98 0.93

MLP 92.71 0.97 0.93 91.26 0.97 0.91
NB 87.38 0.94 0.88 87.86 0.95 0.88

4 Parkinson RF 95.30 0.99 0.92 0.95 95.63 0.99 0.94 0.96
MLP 96.30 0.98 0.93 0.97 96.64 0.98 0.95 0.97
NB 77.18 0.85 0.60 0.78 76.84 0.84 0.59 0.79

5 HeartCleveland2C RF 88.81 0.96 0.96 0.90 87.88 0.95 0.91 0.88
MLP 86.64 0.90 0.94 0.87 84.16 0.88 0.90 0.85
NB 75.46 0.80 0.73 0.76 70.81 0.80 0.63 0.71

6 VertebColumn2C RF 87.76 0.96 0.93 0.88 89.15 0.96 0.94 0.89
MLP 86.14 0.91 0.94 0.87 85.45 0.92 0.92 0.86
NB 79.2 0.87 0.87 0.80 79.20 0.87 0.87 0.80

7 VertebColumn3C RF 88.61 0.98 0.88 89.50 0.98 0.89
MLP 86.83 0.95 0.87 85.49 0.94 0.85
NB 80.58 0.93 0.80 79.24 0.93 0.79

TABLE 6.9: Friedman Test Significance Results when applied on ac-
tual Baseline and Oversampling Performance Measures collectively

(All) and per classifier

p− value Algorithms Rankings
Bl ADASYN FiltADASYN

OA All 2.1× 10−5 1.19 2.45 2.36
RF 3.7× 10−3 1 2.35 2.64

MLP 3.8× 10−5 1 2.71 2.29
NB > 0.05 – – –

AUC All 1.19× 10−3 1.43 2.31 2.26
RF 1.7× 10−3 1 2.5 2.5

MLP 4.2× 10−2 1.29 2.43 2.29
NB > 0.05 – – –

SnH All 3.1× 10−4 1.2 2.46 2.33
RF 1.6× 10−2 1 2.3 2.7

MLP 1.6× 10−2 1 2.3 2.7
NB > 0.05 – – –

Fscore All 1.2× 10−4 1.26 2.40 2.33
RF 2.5× 10−3 1 2.29 2.71

MLP 5.8× 10−3 1.07 2.71 2.21
NB > 0.05 – – –
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method with each classifier is detailed separately. The significance threshold θ for
the p− value is set to 0.05.

Table 6.9 shows the comparison for oversampling methods ADASYN and Fil-
tADASYN on both RVA and benchmark data. A statistical difference exists for all
considered performance measures using the collated classifiers results. The perfor-
mance of FiltADASYN is particularly good with RF for all measures and it also has
higher SnH ranking with MLP. It can be noted that the performance of NB shows
negligible improvement with oversampling as its p− value > θ. Although both Fil-
tADASYN and ADASYN presents comparable results, FiltADASYN is used in the
following chapters experiments as it presented better results on our RVA data.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter, an improved version of ADASYN oversampling called FiltADASYN
is proposed to handle the characteristic of classes imbalance. It satisfies all of the
identified criteria in subsection 4.2.2.

The impact of FiltADASYN is compared against ADASYN oversampling and
the baseline classifiers performance on our RVA data. The general applicability of
the suggested technique is additionally verified, where FiltADASYN is applied on
selected benchmark medical datasets, using the same parameters settings used for
RVA data.

FiltADASYN exhibits similar performance to ADASYN, while it provides signif-
icant improvement over the baseline. FiltADASYN offers a minimum of 9.27% ac-
curacy improvement (100% improvement in SnH) over Baseline with RVA data. In
addition, FiltADASYN with RF and MLP succeed in scoring the highest OA across
all classifiers in five out of seven datasets.
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Chapter 7

DD_Rank Feature Selection
Method

In this Chapter, we propose a feature selection algorithm that ranks features accord-
ing to their predictive performance and the ability to correctly reconstruct the fea-
tures. Correct feature reconstruction relative to the input class labels indicates the
presence of informative co-occurrence of the features and the class labels. We call
this informative co-occurrence as the stability of the feature. A Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (RBM) Architecture is used for classification and subsequent feature rank-
ing. Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) are extensively applied in the field of
computer vision and image segmentation to attain high accuracy levels [59, 81, 220].
RBMs are known to create higher order representation of the input features and to
capture the interactions between the given features in the hidden layers. The created
higher order representation and the captured interactions aid creating high perfor-
mance models. On the other hand, the process lacks transparency as the significance
of the features and their interactions are not explicitly output.

We use an existing Deep Disjunct Boltzmann machine to Rank features creat-
ing DD_Rank. In DD_Rank approach, a feature scoring and ranking approach is
proposed that uses the properties of RBMs to decide on the predictive features and
produce a ranked feature list that would aid the understandability of the model. To
our knowledge, limited research was directed to their use for explicit feature selec-
tion in data mining domain. The proposed approach is presented in detail in section
7.1 and the related evaluation is discussed in section 7.2.

7.1 The Proposed Approach

The basis of RBMs [86, 21] can be presented as follows: an RBM is a two-layer
stochastic neural network consisting of m visible units denoted with v, and n hidden
units denoted with h. The two layers are fully connected. In contrast to Boltzmann
Machines, connections are not available between units of the same type. The visi-
ble nodes often correspond to input measurements while hidden nodes are condi-
tionally dependent on the measurements. RBMs have been originally developed to
model binary inputs where values of (v, h) ∈ {0, 1}m+n. The joint probability of (v, h)
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can be expressed as:

p (v, h) =
1
Z

exp (−E (v, h)) (7.1)

where Z is the normalising constant

Z = ∑
v

∑
h

exp (−E (v, h)) (7.2)

and E is the joint energy function that is minimised through the learned weights and
biases:

E (v, h) = −
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

wijvihj −
m

∑
i=1

bivi −
n

∑
j=1

cjhj (7.3)

wij is a real valued weight between nodes vi and hj. bi and cj are real valued bias
terms related to the i-th visible and j-th hidden variables, respectively. As shown
in Equations (7.4) and (7.5), the probability of the hidden units is dependent on the
visible units and vice versa.

p (v | h) =
m

∏
i=1

p (vi | h) (7.4)

p (h | v) =
n

∏
j=1

p
(
hj | v

)
(7.5)

To estimate the conditional probability at the hidden and visible nodes given binary
input, neural network propagation rules are applied using Equations (7.6) and (7.7):

p (vi = 1 | h) = f

(
bi +

n

∑
j=1

hjwij

)
(7.6)

p
(
hj = 1 | v

)
= f

(
cj +

m

∑
i=1

viwij

)
(7.7)

The most commonly used algorithm for learning model’s parameters is con-
trastive divergence [211]. The contrastive divergence algorithm approximates the
gradient of the log likelihood and performs gradient descent to minimise the en-
ergy function in the parameter space. The gradient is estimated using the difference
between the actual values and the reconstructed ones on the visible nodes. The re-
constructions are basically the sum of products of the values resulting on the hidden
nodes and the learned machine parameters (weights wij and the biases bi and cj).

RBMs have been adapted to classification problems [125], as they could learn the
association between the features and the classes. The reconstructions on the visible
layer are used to signal how likely it is the feature vector belongs to a certain class.

RBMs were initially built to handle binary input data at visible units. Changes in
the energy function formulation were applied in the literature to extend the use of
RBMs to real-valued Gaussian input at visible nodes. Despite this, training Gaussian
visible units remains a challenging task with Gaussian distributions at input visible
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units [197]. The difficulty in training Gaussian RBMs and tuning their parameters
can be attributed to several factors [40]. One of these factors can be the addition of
a quadratic term to the energy function with a variance parameter to estimate [196].
The energy function formulation becomes as shown in equation 7.8.

E (v, h) =
m

∑
i=1

(vi − bi)
2

2σ2
i
−

m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

wij
vi

σi
hj −

n

∑
j=1

cjhj (7.8)

where wij is a real valued weight between nodes vi and hj. bi and cj are real
valued bias terms related to the i-th visible and j-th hidden variables, respectively.
σi is the variance parameter. Other factors are (1) despite that the conditional inde-
pendence (restriction) assumption for nodes simplifies several computations such
as with probability and gradient calculation, it hinders the use of covariance in-
formation useful in reducing the input space complexity and better modeling the
distribution and (2) the lack of upper bound on components size in reconstruction,
both leading to unstable dynamics in the activity and weight update of the machine.
Therefore, binary visible units are used, in this study, instead of the continuous ex-
tensions due to the known learning stability of binary-binary nets and the reported
failures with Gaussian units [86]. Another reason that encouraged the use of binary-
binary nets is that results in favor of data discretisation prior to classification have
been recently reported [105, 140].

Based on the aforementioned reasons, an Equal Width (EW) binning procedure
is adopted for discretisation of the input features into nb bins. The same nb is chosen
for all features such that all the features have similar contribution (weights) within
the machine to avoid any imposed bias in estimating the predictive value of each
feature. A binarisation step follows where each feature is encoded as nb bits and the
bin value is indicated as 1 at the corresponding bit location and 0 at the remaining
bits. Missing values are not omitted but considered as bin nb+1. The bit values are
assigned accordingly to maintain all the information the data may provide. Figure
7.1 illustrates the binarisation of a given value vj within a feature vector fi. The class
labels are also binarised resulting in nc bits corresponding to the number of classes
per record.

Although single layer RBMs can approximate any binary distribution, their use
is often impractical as it may require high number of hidden units and large amounts
of training data [59]. Stacked RBMs (Deep Boltzmann Machine DBM, Figure 7.2(b))
offer a solution to this issue [59] since additional layers of latent variables are in-
troduced that can capture high order dependencies between the hidden variables of
previous layers, providing a rich model of complex structures using relatively few
hidden units.

The RBM architecture used to perform explicit feature selection is shown concep-
tually in Figure 7.2(c)). The used architecture contains n f separate RBMs in layer1,
where n f corresponds to the number of features. Each RBM block represents a bi-
narised feature B fi and binarised class label BCi that are input at visible layer v of
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FIGURE 7.1: Binarisation of a sample value vj of feature fi, through
calculating minimum feature value mn, maximum feature value mx

and bw to determine the asserted bit index bij.
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FIGURE 7.2: Restricted Boltzmann Machines Architectures

layer1. At layers v and h1, each RBM block comprises (nb + nc + 1) visible and hid-
den nodes that are fully connected per block, where nb is number of bins for feature
binarisation and nc is the number of classes. The hidden nodes h1 of layer1 are aggre-
gated by a second continuous stacked RBM layer2 of size n f × (nb + nc + 1), creating
the targeted Deep Boltzmann Machine structure. Every node at h1 is connected to all
nodes of h2. The resultant architecture is called Deep Disjunct Boltzmann Machine
(DDBM) architecture. The links between v and h1 capture the dependencies between
the features and the classes, while the links between h1 and h2 capture the synergy
between the input features. The Disjunct RBM structure in layer1 is selected such
that the obtained classifications can be localised and attributed to a specific feature.

The proposed DD_Rank feature ranking procedure is outlined in Algorithm 3.
Between lines 2 and 8 of the algorithm, the features and their respective classes are
binarised and aggregated by the stacked RBM structure. Using the described ar-
chitecture, input Bi which is the concatenation of B fi and BCi to RBMi of layer1 is
reconstructed using contrastive divergence, resulting in reconstructed value RBi cor-
responding to input Bi. RBi comprises the reconstructed binarised feature RB fi and
reconstructed binarised classes RBCi (line 9). For each feature fi, a selection score
sci is calculated (line 16) given the reconstruction results. The score depends on two
measures, the normalised reconstruction error and weighted value of area under
precision-recall curve (AUPRC). The reconstruction error reij is calculated as in line
12, where rbij is the index of the set bit of the reconstructed RB fi for record j, bij is
the index of the asserted bit in the original B fi for record j and nr is the number of
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Algorithm 3 DD_Rank Algorithm: Explicit Feature Ranking using DDBM

1: procedure DD_RANK(F, C)
2: Binarise C into BC with nc bits
3: for all fi ∈ F do
4: Binarise fi into B fi with nb + 1 bits
5: Concatenate B fi and BC into Bi
6: Feed Bi into RBMi of layer1
7: end for
8: Aggregate the n f RBMs of layer1 using RBMn f +1 of layer2
9: Reconstruct inputs of layer1 onto RBi with RB fi and RBCi

10: Given 1 ≤ i ≤ n f
11: Compute reconstruction error rei as:
12: rei ←∑

j
|rbij − bij|, where 1 ≤ j ≤ nr

13: Normalise rei as nrei ←
rei

nrnb
14: Compute the area under precision-recall curve AUPRCi per fi
15: Compute feature selection score sci as:
16: sci ← AUPRCi + (1− nrei)
17: Rank fi based on sci descending
18: end procedure

records.
In line 13, rei is normalised by dividing rei by nr and maximum possible error

nb. Also, the area under precision-recall curve AUPRCi is calculated per feature
based on RBCi (line 14). The reconstruction error estimates how the learned weights
and biases given this feature approximate the input and how they model the co-
occurence (joint distribution) of the inputs and outputs. The precision-recall curve
is used as a measure of performance suitable for balanced and imbalanced datasets.
The objective of combining these performance measures is to determine the most
stable (low re) and discriminative (high AUPRC) [198] features.

Following the ranking procedure, an exhaustive linear (incremental) search is
carried out to establish the selected feature subset. In the incremental search, the
selected feature subset is initialised as an empty set and the features are added lin-
early (one by one) by the same order of the ranking starting from the highest rank.
The cut-off point for the subset size is chosen to be the point with the highest overall
accuracy.

We argue that the DD_Rank feature selection procedure combines the advan-
tages of wrapper and filter feature selection methods. This is achieved through
ranking the features according to their classification performance based on DDBM
reconstruction output, at a separate preprocessing step, where the produced rank-
ing is independent of the actual classifier used for risk group prediction. In addition,
upper hidden layer (h2) capture the interaction between the features by the modeled
weights, biases and subsequent reconstructions.
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7.2 Results and Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of DD_Rank feature selection when
applied on RVA data and standard benchmark datasets. The experiments were done
using Weka [75] and MATLAB R2016b.

7.2.1 Experimental Study

In the following we briefly present the experiments objectives, the data, the tools,
the implemented experimental design and the evaluation metrics used.

Experiments Objectives: The experiments objective is to clarify the impact of the
proposed feature selection method (DD_Rank) on cardiovascular risk prediction us-
ing RVA data and on other benchmark datasets.

Experimental data: DD_Rank is applied on RVA-based measures dataset to eval-
uate its capability in cardiovascular risk prediction. Also, the method is applied on
a set of benchmark medical datasets from UCI ML Repository. The details of the
selected datasets were described in Table 5.5 in section 5.3.

Methods implementation: DD_Rank is implemented using MATLAB R2016b. The
DeeBNet V3.0 Toolbox [112] for stacked RBMs implementation is employed for DD_
Rank development.

Experimental tools: In order to verify the performance of the proposed method,
three well established classifiers are used: RF, MLP and NB. Other classification al-
gorithms can be readily applied as there are no restrictions imposed by our proposed
approach. Same settings as depicted in Table 6.1 are applied.

Experimental procedure: The experiments are organised to evaluate the individ-
ual competence of the proposed method on RVA-based dataset and the described
benchmark datasets 5.5.
DD_Rank is compared against well recognised methods to elucidate its effective-
ness at handling the addressed problems. DD_Rank is evaluated against ReliefF
and correlation coefficient (CorrCoef) feature ranking methods using Weka default
implementation. The reported results are the average of five 10-fold cross validation
runs on the available datasets. The statistical significance of the achieved results is
evaluated using Friedman test [90].

Evaluation metrics: The utilised performance indicators are overall Accuracy (OA),
Area under the ROC curve (AUC), Fscore, and Sensitivity for High Risk Group when
it is clearly marked as High Risk (SnH). Also, Sensitivity for Medium Risk Group is
reported for RVA data only (SnM).

7.2.2 Cardiovascular Risk Prediction Results based on RVA Measurements

The effect of the proposed method DD_Rank is examined separately to determine
the individual influence of feature selection on the performance and its correspond-
ing significance. The results of classification methods on the original non-oversampled
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full feature set of RVA-based measures are previously reported in Table 6.2 subsec-
tion 6.2.2 to serve as reference baseline performance and to help identify the require-
ments for designing the specialised solution for this problem.

Feature Selection: DD_Rank, ReliefF and CorrCoeff

DD_Rank using arbitrarily set nb = 10, ReliefF and CorrCoeff are applied on the
original dataset and the results are shown in Table 7.1. These results were selected
based on highest SnH to point out whether feature selection can improve SnH in
specific. Negligible SnH increase is achieved while the results show considerable
OA improvement with MLP and NB using ReliefF and DD_Rank features (mini-
mum improvement 6%) with average reduction of 56.7% in feature set size. This
denotes the difficulty of classifying high risk samples from the original data as the
OA increase is accounted for by slight increase in Sn of medium risk (especially with
MLP using ReliefF and DD_Rank selected features) and increase in Sn of low risk.
Another observation is that ReliefF, DD_Rank and CorrCoeff produce comparable
results to baseline performance given single features namely RTAF3, tMDMCAF2
and MCV F1 respectively which gives an indication of the importance of these mea-
sures.

Although the achieved results applying FiltADASYN and DD_Rank separately
show improvement, the results do not meet the requirements of risk prediction.
Hence, the impact of applying hybrid solution (OFSET) that addresses both charac-
teristics of imbalance and high dimensionality is investigated. The composite effect
of applying DD_Rank feature selection on POST FiltADASYN dataset to rank RVA
measures will be presented in Chapter 9.

TABLE 7.1: Feature Selection Performance using Random Forest
(RF), MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) and Naive Bayes (NB) on Non-

oversampled RVA data

ReliefF Features CorrCoeff Features

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F
RF 90.25 0.40 0.0 0.0 0.86 7 86.44 0.60 0.3 0.07 0.86 1

MLP 90.68 0.62 0.0 0.42 0.86 1 82.62 0.51 0.1 0.0 0.83 55
NB 58.89 0.55 0.1 0.5 0.69 97 60.17 0.55 0.4 0.57 0.71 26

DD_Rank Features

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F
RF 90.25 0.40 0.0 0.0 0.86 1

MLP 88.13 0.59 0.1 0.35 0.86 13
NB 56.81 0.54 0.3 0.42 0.68 67

7.2.3 DD_Rank General Applicability on Benchmark Medical Datasets

The performance of DD_Rank is demonstrated on 13 medical benchmark datasets
from the UCI ML Repository. Baseline results of the classifiers RF, MLP, and NB
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are reported in Table 6.7 subsection 6.2.3. Additionally, the OA of known recent
solutions for these benchmark datasets are shown in Table 7.2. The methods in Table
7.2 can be grouped into methods that employ novel classification techniques [114,
167, 186] and approaches that develop new feature selection algorithms [3, 58, 121,
134, 145].

TABLE 7.2: Recent Methods Accuracy on Benchmark Datasets

Dataset Method Source OA(%)

Pima Diabetes Seera et al.[167] 78.39
Ecoli Kumar et al.[121] 77.00

Colic(SurgLesion) Abe et al. [3] 85.33
Lymph Emary et al.[58] 87.5

Dermatology Liu et al.[134] 95.91
Parkinson Khan et al. [114] 92.93

Heart Cleveland AllC Kumar et al.[121] 55.00
Heart Cleveland 2C Moradi et al. [145] 80.06
WBreast Diagnostic Moradi et al. [145] 95.84

Breast Tissue Kumar et al.[121] 56.00
Verteb Column 2C Unal et al.[186] (raw data) 81.93
Verteb Column 3C Unal et al.[186] (raw data) 83.23

*No results were reported in the literature for Colic (Outcome) Dataset

Feature Selection: DD_Rank, ReliefF and CorrCoeff

To illustrate and compare the impact of different feature selection methods on these
benchmark datasets, ReliefF, DD_Rank and CorrCoeff feature selection algorithms
are applied on the original datasets.

The results are reported in Table 7.3 where we mark as Baseline Performance
(green shaded cells) the lack of performance improvement by the various feature se-
lection methods over baseline performance. DD_Rank achieves the highest accuracy
in 15 out of 39 of the experiments (39%) and comes second in 10 out of 39 of the cases
(25%). ReliefF leads to the best overall accuracy in 14 out of 39 of the cases (36%).
CorrCoeff is best in 28% of the cases (11 out of 39), thus ranking third. For the cases
of Breast Tissue dataset with MLP learning and Lymph dataset with NB learning, all
feature selection methods perform equally in terms of OA. DD_Rank improves OA
over the baseline in all but three cases. At the same time, ReliefF fails to improve
over baseline in 5 and CorrCoeff in 6 out of the 39 cases, respectively. In terms of
AUC, SnH and Fscore, ReliefF and DD_Rank achieve similar performance, and Cor-
rCoeff slightly worse. Statistical significance analysis of the differences is detailed in
subsection 7.2.4.

To compare the selection methods in terms of the number of features selected, we
define the selected feature set proportion ϕ as the number of features selected over
the number of features in the full feature set. Figure 7.3 shows a 3D scatter plot of the
ϕ values for all methods and datasets. Each dimension represents the selected fea-
ture proportion (ratio) for a single classifier and the different colors represent the 13
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FIGURE 7.3: The Selected Features Proportions (Ratios) ϕ by each
Feature Selection Method per Dataset where each dataset is indicated

by a different colour

datasets. It can be observed that DD_Rank tends to select higher proportions of the
feature set, especially with RF and MLP, as indicated by the clustering of DD_Rank
points near the upper part of the z-plane where ϕ for RF and MLP approaches 1 (in-
dicating no selection). In contrast, ReliefF and CorrCoeff points are more scattered,
with lower ϕ in some cases, indicating selectiveness.

Next, we compare DD_Rank against the performance of existing known meth-
ods . We compare to DD_Rank performance on non-oversampled datasets only (see
Table 7.3), to ensure a fair comparison given that none of the known methods apply
oversampling. DD_Rank in combination with different classifiers achieves higher
OA in 9 out of 12 benchmark datasets with the improvement ranging from 1.08%
to 13.8%. This proves the capability of DD_Rank to better identify the key fea-
tures of these datasets. For the three datasets Pima Diabetes, Lymph and Parkinson,
DD_Rank produces lower OA, with differences of 1.83%, 1.02% and 0.11%, respec-
tively. For Pima Diabetes [167] and Parkinson [114], the reported solutions are novel
classification techniques. In Seera et al. work[167], a computation intensive multi-
stage classifier is constructed from fuzzy min-max Neural Network, classification
and regression tree and Random Forest. The multi-stage classifier is expected to
give better results than a single classifier, especially for Pima Diabetes, which has
a small feature set and hence is not likely to benefit significantly from feature set
reduction. We consider the difference of 0.11% for Parkinson negligible, in partic-
ular, given that the solution offered in Khan et al. study [114] is specifically devel-
oped and adapted to the Parkinson dataset. In the case of Lymph, Emary et al. [58]
propose three variants of a bio-inspired algorithm that uses Binary Ant Lion Opti-
misation (BALO) for feature selection and test it with three different initialisation
methods, creating nine possible combinations. Only one combination is better than
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DD_Rank (with fixed settings), while DD_Rank produces higher OA than seven of
the remaining combinations, with a difference between 0.04% - 8.88% and a tie with
the eighth combination. This indicates the potential of improving DD_Rank’s OA
through dataset specific customised settings.

7.2.4 Statistical Significance Analysis of Performance

In order to establish whether the performance of the proposed approach DD_Rank
is significantly different from that of existing methods, we apply the Friedman test
for continuous data [90].

For each of the measures OA, AUC, SnH and Fscore, the actual values were used
as input to the Friedman test. The significance values (p − values), together with
the rankings of the baseline performance (classifiers performance on non-processed
original dataset) (Bl) and the compared methods are provided are output by Fried-
man test. In each case, first, an overview of the overall performance is presented,
by collating the results across all three classifiers. Then, the performance of each
method with each classifier is detailed separately. The significance threshold θ for
the p− value is set to 0.05.

Table 7.4 compares the significance results of the feature selection methods Re-
liefF, DD_Rank (DD_R) and CorrCoef (Corr). In the collective case of all classifiers
together, a significant difference is detected with all measures. Despite the fact that
DD_Rank improved the OA in a larger number of cases, DD_Rank scores second
after ReliefF using the Friedman test. This is attributed to its considerable incompat-
ibility with NB, which degraded its overall ranking. An explanation for this incom-
patibility can be found as NB relies on the naive assumption of feature independence
which does not conform with the DD_Rank assumptions.

Based on the significance results and the associated rankings, it can be concluded
that DD_Rank is best suited to the MLP classifier, with which it achieved the best
position for all measures.
To sum up, DD_Rank presents considerable improvement to baseline performance
and provide a competitive performance when compared to state of the art methods.

7.3 Summary

In this Chapter, a feature selection technique dependent on Disjunct Deep Boltz-
mann Machine namely DD_Rank is proposed. The presented method demonstrates
overall performance on par with well-established methods in feature selection (Reli-
efF and CorrCoeff). At the same time, DD_Rank provides better classifications with
MLP as shown by the statistical significance results.

The general applicability of DD_Rank on benchmark medical datasets is addi-
tionally verified, where it outperforms previously reported solutions with 9 out of 12
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TABLE 7.4: Friedman Test Significance Results when applied on ac-
tual Baseline and Feature Selection Performance Measures collec-
tively (All) and per classifier using significance threshold θ for pvalue

p− value Algorithms Rankings
Bl Relie f F DD_R Corr

OA All 1.9× 10−13 1.3 3.04 2.93 2.71
RF 8.8× 10−5 1.3 3.20 2.93 2.57

MLP 1.1× 10−5 1.23 2.73 3.3 2.73
NB 2× 10−3 1.4 3.2 2.57 2.83

AUC All 1.1× 10−2 2.13 2.74 2.70 2.4
RF > 0.05 – – – –

MLP 3.84× 10−4 1.7 2.67 3.27 2.37
NB > 0.05 – – –

SnH All 1.0× 10−2 1.83 2.6 2.85 2.7
RF > 0.05 – – – –

MLP 7.4× 10−3 1.81 2.18 3.13 2.88
NB > 0.05 – – –

Fscore All 2.38× 10−11 1.51 2.94 2.97 2.56
RF 2.1× 10−5 1.5 3.2 3.13 2.17

MLP 1.7× 10−4 1.47 2.67 3.2 2.67
NB 9.9× 10−4 1.57 2.97 2.57 2.9

Best ranking is bolded

benchmark datasets with the improvement ranging from 1.08% to 13.8%. DD_Rank
outperforms ReliefF and CorrCoeff in terms of accuracy in 15 out of 39 of the per-
formed experiments and combines statistical relevance and actual predictive power
for feature ranking.

The proposed method DD_Rank proves suitable to small and medium sized
problems, while maintaining the capability to accommodate large amounts of data
since this is an established advantage of deep Boltzmann machines [177]. The OF-
SET hybrid approach of FiltADASYN oversampling and DD_Rank feature selection,
proposed to handle the imbalanced high dimensional RVA-based measures, will be
discussed in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 8

GCO_mine Classification Method

Graph Cut Optimisation GCO [30], which is a combinatorial optimisation technique,
relies on max flow/ min cut principle to minimise a formulated problem.

GCO has been used as a solution to clustering problems [109, 55, 54]. Dhillon
et al. [54] employed kernel k-means to optimise weighted graph cuts and overcome
the equal-sized cluster restriction of Karypis and Kumar [109]. Despite the success
of GCO in clustering problems, its use for classification problems in the data mining
domain remains limited.

Extensive application of GCO can be found in image segmentation and object
classification: GCO has been widely used with hyperspectral images [14, 50], retinal
images, where GCO produces bi-labels (artery/vein) from segmented images [52,
103, 162] and flower segmentation from colour images [218].

Even though GCO has been included within a broad set of learning models, not
all the presented models use GCO as a stand alone classifier. The described ap-
proaches either utilise pre-classifiers (e.g. SVM and K-means) [14, 50] or apply GCO
on presegmented images [52, 103, 162] or apply significant image-specific prepro-
cessing before GCO [218].

We consider that further development of GCO-based generic classification meth-
ods is a promising avenue as (1) GCO has lead to high accuracy classification for a
range of problems and (2) it is a low cost method with guaranteed optimality bounds
as shown by Boykov et al [29, 30]. Also, utilising its formulation to modify the typical
purely local instance-based learning approach would achieve better generalisation
of the learning decision.

The main objective is to propose a classification method that can correctly iden-
tify subjects from different cardiovascular risk groups based solely on RVA data,
while providing an understandable model to the user. We propose a partially lazy
mining (classification) algorithm based on Graph Cut Optimisation GCO_mine that
aggregates local connectivities into a globally connected graph, on which a global
classification decision is taken. In addition, GCO_mine introduces the concept of
a sample’s direct membership (distance) to the given classes, which does not exist
in traditional lazy approaches such as kNN. Figure 8.1 depict the impact of adding
class membership to the formulation, where two class labels exist (Class 1 and Class
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FIGURE 8.1: A two dimensional graph segment illustrating adding
class representatives to Lazy Approaches

2) and a test sample (denoted by a square) is to be labeled and its ground truth la-
bel is Class 2. In the neighbourhood of the test sample, the majority instances come
from class 1. Thus, if we apply simple kNN classification (for k = 3 for example), the
test sample will be labeled as Class 1. The addition of class representatives (l1 and
l2) will direct the classification towards class 2 as the distance between the test sam-
ple and the representatives overrides the majority vote. The GCO_mine approach
strikes a favourable balance between merely local instance-based lazy methods and
eager techniques, which build global latent models of the training data in a separate
phase.

The novel classification algorithm GCO_mine can produce reliable risk predic-
tion and can handle the specifics of the data. The collected RVA data, similar to
medical data, have fuzzy overlapping boundaries between risk groups where the
limits are not crisply defined and various interactions exist between the features.
Despite that currently the data set size is small and extremely imbalanced and that
oversampling was used to rectify this problem, data is expected to remain to be
collected. Therefore, a method that can adapt to newly arriving data when they be-
come available is needed. Thus, instead of a global abstraction classification model
using eager methods, an instance-based approach is proposed here. Our GCO_mine
method (similar to other instance-based lazy methods) is particularly suitable, be-
cause it respects the individual variation within one risk group and manages the
overlapping pre-morbid and normal ranges of features, with the aptitude to accom-
modate expanding datasets. GCO_mine is devised to better handle border samples
than existing lazy methods as discussed earlier on Figure 8.1
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FIGURE 8.2: Graph Formulation of Classification Problem

8.1 The Proposed Approach

In this section, we introduce GCO_mine, a partially lazy classification method that
employs multi-label graph cut optimisation (GCO). GCO_mine formulates the clas-
sification model as a graph cut minimisation problem. GCO_mine reaches a solu-
tion by incorporating a smoothness function, which employs similarity information
from both training and test instances. The graph formulation introduces connectivity
among the local neighbourhoods, thus allowing for the study of the global structure
of the classes. We consider GCO_mine as a partially lazy classifier as it includes
caching intermediate results for parameter settings [4].

8.1.1 Graph Cut Formulation of GCO_mine

Using graph cut optimisation [30, 118], we formulate our classification problem as an
undirected graph. In an undirected graph, there exists a set of vertices v and edges e
that connect these vertices. Each edge ei is assigned a non-negative cost (weight) ci

denoting the penalty of cutting the edge ei between two vertices. There is a special
type of vertices called the terminals. Each terminal of the graph represents a class
label creating l-vertices for l class problems. The other vertices correspond to the
data points (records). Given a dataset, its data points are represented by d-vertices.
In our formulation, there exist dl-vertices which belong to the set of labeled data
points Dl and du-vertices for unlabeled data points Du. Each d-vertex is connected to
all the terminals (l-vertices) through t-links of different costs. Also, the neighbouring
data points have weighted links called n-links. The neighbouring data points are
defined as the nearest m data points to a sample in terms of Euclidean distance.

The described graph cut formulation structure is outlined in Figure 8.2. The
energy of a cut per iteration depends on the costs of the severed t-links and n-links in
a single α-expansion move. In α-expansion, random labeling f is initially performed.
Then, for each label α a new labeling f̂ is generated within one α-expansion, where
the data points labeled as α increases while considering all other labels as ᾱ. The α-
expansion is guided by the principle of minimum flow between source and sink. The
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new labeling is approved and adopted when the energy of f̂ is lower than energy
of f . The relabeling process through α-expansion is repeated until no improvement
in energy is achieved. (see [30] for details). Only the expansion move is utilised
for optimisation due to its guaranteed proven optimality properties within a factor
of the global minimum. The factor depends on the pairwise interaction between
neighbouring data points [30]. The objective is to find the cut with minimum energy
ETotal , that partitions the data points d-vertices such that each d-vertex is associated
with a single l-vertex corresponding to its label. When the designated cut is reached,
a suboptimal labeling Classlabels is realised.

8.1.2 Proposed Energy Function Definition for GCO_mine

The energy of a cut ETotal is defined as the sum of the costs of the edges it severs
when the cut is formulated as will be shown in this section. ETotal is based on the
data energy Edata and smoothness energy Esmth:

ETotal = Edata + δEsmth (8.1)

where Edata measures the conformity of the data points with each label repre-
sented by a l-vertex (class representative), δ determines the contribution weight of
Esmth, and Esmth quantifies the interaction penalty of the neighbouring data points
(represented by the dl and du vertices) with each other. For each candidate cut, Edata

and Esmth are computed corresponding to the costs of the t-links and n-links, respec-
tively. Both energy components are calculated using the standardised Euclidean dis-
tance ξ between data points (equations 8.3 and 8.7). A standardised distance metric
is chosen to balance the contribution of each feature to the cost, as all features are
converted to the same scale.

The data energy Edata (equation 8.2) comprises two cost functions: Cu and Cl ,
where Cu computes the cost of assigning an unlabeled data point di to a class li,
where di ∈ Du (equation 8.3) and Cl sets the cost of classifying a labeled training
data point di to class li, where di ∈ T and T ⊂ Dl (equation 8.4). In order to
avoid the use of noise or outliers in the classification and energy calculations (guided
sampling), only a good representative subset T of the labeled samples Dl can be
chosen through guided sampling and used for establishing the neighbourhoods and
cost calculation. Another possible aim for using a subset of labeled samples can be to
reduce computational cost, which can be achieved through random sampling. The
remaining (not sampled) data points are left out by the method. The sampling rate
is allowed to reach 1 using all the set of labeled samples depending on performance.
Edata, Cu and Cl are defined as:

Edata = ∑
di∈Du

Cu(li| di) + ∑
di∈T

Cl(li| di) (8.2)
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Cu(li| di) = ξ(di, η) (8.3)

Cl(li| di) =

0, if li = C

∞, otherwise.
(8.4)

Cu is measured as the distance between di and the representative η of class li. η

is selected from the training subset T . For a labeled data point di, the cost Cl is set to
zero when li is the ’ground truth’ target class C and to ∞ (practically the largest in-
teger) in all other cases, to direct the chosen cut and guide the classification process.
This extremely large distance acts as a high penalty imposed for misclassification.

Esmth is calculated as the sum of the normalised costs of assigning two neigh-
bours di and dj to different classes (cutting their n-link), ω(di, dj) (equation 8.5). This
cost is calculated as the difference between the local maximum distance and the
pairwise distance normalised to the local maximum distance (equation 8.7). The lo-
cal maximum distance maxp∈ℵ(ξ(di, dp)) is the largest pairwise distance among the
calculated distances between di and a number m of its nearest neighbours ℵ, where
ℵ ⊂ {Du ∪ T }. Traditional lazy learning methods include only labeled samples for
establishing neighbourhoods. Unlike these methods, in GCO_mine both labeled and
unlabeled data can contribute to the classification decision of a point di, to achieve
better structured classes.

Esmth = ∑
di

∑
dj∈ℵ

V(li, lj| di, dj). ω(di, dj) (8.5)

V(li, lj| di, dj) =

0, if li = lj

1, otherwise
(8.6)

ω(di, dj) =
maxp∈ℵ(ξ(di, dp))− ξ(di, dj)

maxp∈ℵ(ξ(di, dp))
(8.7)

After proposing these energy definitions, it can be seen that two aspects would affect
the classification process: the choice of the class representative η and the selection
of the training samples subset T . Firstly, the choice of a class representative signif-
icantly influences the Cu contributing to Edata, therefore it is important to investi-
gate the impact of the representative choice. Two class representatives are studied,
namely:

• Centroid (Cent): η is the data point with minimum overall (sum) distance to
all C members

• Closest-point (Close): η is a data point from C with minimum distance to point
di.
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Secondly, the selection (sampling) method for the labeled subset (T ) and the
number of selected instances need to be considered. The commonly used sampling
strategies are random and guided. In random selection (r), the training samples
are drawn arbitrarily from the training set. This sampling process is fast, simple
and easy to apply, but may lead to the selection of clustered samples or outliers.
A guided selection (g) method is proposed, here, to address this issue and select a
well representative subset. The aim of the developed guided method is to sample
labeled data points of each class that are uniformly distributed in the feature space,
while avoiding outliers. For this purpose, the centroid of each class is determined
and the angle space around the centroid is partitioned into ns slices, where ns is the
number of samples to be drawn. The angle between the class training samples and
the centroid is calculated to locate each training instance within an angle partition.
Then for each angle partition, the training instance closest to the median is selected
to ensure that it is an appropriate representative (i.e. not an outlier). The number of
selected instances ns by both random and guided sampling depends on a predefined
sampling rate Sr and the number of training samples per class ntc such that ns =

Sr × ntc.
The main steps of the GCO_mine method are outlined in Algorithm 4. The differ-

ences in subset selection of the training samples and the class representative choices
lead to variations in Sample_Training(Dl , Sr) (line 2) and Compute_EData(Du, T )
(line 3), respectively. Thus, there are four variants of GCO_mine: GCO_miner,Cent,
GCO_mineg,Cent, GCO_miner,close and GCO_mineg,close.

Algorithm 4 GCO_mine: Non-Parametric Classification via GCO
1: procedure GCO_mine(Dl , Du, δ, m, Sr)
2: T = Sample_Training(Dl , Sr)

3: Edata = Compute_EData(Du, T )
4: Esmth = Compute_ESmooth(Du, T , m)

5: Classlabels = GCO(Du, Edata, Esmth, δ)

6: end procedure

8.1.3 Parameter Setting for GCO_mine variants

The performance of GCO_mine is controlled by hyper parameters: the contribution
weight of Esmth (δ), the number of nearest neighbours to establish the neighbour-
hoods m and sampling rate Sr. The optimisation of these parameters can be done
by search methods such as grid or heuristic search. Despite its simplicity, blind grid
search becomes inefficient as the number of parameters increases and is not practi-
cal for searching continuous spaces. In contrast, genetic algorithms (GA) scale well
with the increase in parameter numbers. Since the parameter space of GCO_mine
variants is limited, both blind search and genetic algorithms can be applied in con-
junction with the proposed variants to reach a near optimal setting. We employ
both search techniques and compare them. The performance with each setting is
evaluated using cross validation. In blind search, the parameter space is uniformly
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TABLE 8.1: Medical Datasets Partitions Quality Characteristics: Sil-
houette (S), Davies Bouldin (DB) and Calinski Harabasz (CH) to-

gether with each dataset number of classes (#C)

Dataset #C S DB CH

Oversampled RVA-based Measures 3 0.15 5.30 21.81
Pima Diabetes 2 0.16 4.42 24.29
Ecoli 8 0.35 1.57 81.17
Parkinson 2 0.25 2.85 13.05
Wisc.Breast Diagnostic 2 0.61 0.72 633.63
Breast Tissue 6 -0.36 3.69 6.73
VertebColumn 2C 2 0.09 1.56 55.65
VertebColumn 3C 3 0.08 2.09 97.71
Colic#1 (Surg_lesion) 2 -0.10 5.1 4.78
Colic#2 (Outcome) 3 0.04 2.94 26.13
Lymph 4 0.15 1.86 11.50
Dermatology 6 -0.13 5.82 2.07
HeartCleveland 2C 2 -0.05 6.30 2.77
HeartCleveland AllC 5 -0.11 10.30 3.30

partitioned and the accuracy of the variants of GCO_mine with each setting is con-
sidered. With GAs, each chromosome encodes a possible set of values for δ, m and
Sr and the fitness of the solution is defined as the overall accuracy.

8.2 Results and Evaluation

We first introduce our experimental study and then discuss the results on both our
RVA data and UCI ML Repository datasets, using blind search and genetic algo-
rithms for parameter setting.

8.2.1 Experimental Study

The experiments employ the Weka [75] and MATLAB environments. Experiments
Objectives: An extensive set of experiments are conducted to validate the effective-
ness and suitability of GCO_mine on our RVA dataset. Additionally, the general
applicability of the proposed method is demonstrated using 13 benchmark datasets.

Experimental data: GCO_mine is applied on both the original and the oversam-
pled RVA-based measures. In addition, it is applied on the original 13 benchmark
medical datasets that are selected from UCI ML Repository outlined in Table 5.5
section 5.3.

Methods Implementation and Settings: Variants of GCO_mine are implemented us-
ing MATLAB R2016b. They rely on the MATLAB implementation of GCO Toolbox
v3.0 [30, 29, 118]. For setting the parameters of GCO_mine variants, the allowed
ranges are: [0.1, 20] for δ, {1, 2, . . . , 10} for m and [0.1, 0.9] for Sr. These ranges are
selected to offer a balance between performance and computation complexity.

Experimental Tools: We compare the results of the proposed algorithm with those
of four well established classifiers: RF, MLP, NB (same settings as depicted in Table
6.1 are applied) and K-nearest neighbours (kNN). Standardised Euclidean metric is
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used for distance calculation in kNN and k us allowed the same range of values of m
in GCO_mine. kNN is used for the current experiments only, as it is a popular lazy
classifier, to which the proposed method is similar, because it bases the classification
decision on the neighbourhood of the instance. Therefore, we report its results to
show the influence of the proposed modification on the traditional lazy formulation,
rather than the difference between lazy and eager method that would be illustrated
by RF, MLP and NB. The Weka implementation of RF, MLP, NB and kNN is utilised
in the experiments.

Experimental Procedure: The proposed algorithm variants are first applied on the
original non-oversampled RVA data to confirm the need for imbalanced data solu-
tion using different classifiers and to decide on the winning variant to continue the
experiments with. Then, the performance of the winning variant when applied on
the oversampled RVA dataset keeping its original imbalance (β = 0.25) is reported
to be able to compare its performance against the other classifiers in all of the studied
cases. Also, it is applied on the fully balanced oversampled RVA data including 212
low, 211 medium and 208 high risk samples of 104 features. In addition, the vari-
ant with the best accuracy is used to compare the performance of FRS, QRisk and
RVA measures. Moreover, the best performing variant is applied on the benchmark
datasets and its performance is compared to the selected well-established classifiers.

In order to study how the proposed method handles the differences in the struc-
ture of feature spaces, the cohesion and separation properties of the classes in each
dataset are depicted as shown in Table 8.1. Three recognised evaluation measures are
reported: Silhouette index (S), Davies Bouldin index (DB) and Calinski-Harabasz
criterion (CH) [135].
The reported results are the average of five 10-fold cross validation runs on the avail-
able datasets.

Evaluation metrics: The utilised performance indicators are OA, AUC, Fscore, and
SnH when the class is clearly marked as High risk. Also, SnM is reported for RVA
data only.

For RVA data, the total computation time tc needed for parameter space search
and training subset selection for the winning GCO_mine variant is recorded. Also,
the execution times of a single run tsr for all classifiers when applied on the fully
balanced RVA data are compared.

8.2.2 Cardiovascular Risk Prediction based on RVA measurements

GCO_mine Variants Comparison on RVA Data

The GCO_mine variants are applied on the original RVA-based measures in order
to both examine whether it could provide a sound cardiovascular risk prediction,
relative to established methods, from the available data and to uncover the need for
a composite solution that handles the characteristics of RVA data. The OA and SnH

results are shown in Table 8.2. The results further illustrate the imbalance problem
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TABLE 8.2: GCO_mine Variants Performance (Overall accuracy and
High Risk group Sensitivity) on Original RVA data

Blind Search (b) Genetic Algorithm (i)
Variant OA SnH OA SnH

GCO_miner,Cent 82.04 0 83.21 0
GCO_mineg,Cent 83.46 0 85.89 0
GCO_miner,close 84.72 0 88.69 0.1
GCO_mineg,close 88.89 0 90.11 0.1

TABLE 8.3: Classifiers Performance using the selected performance
mtrics on Oversampled RVA measures while keeping the initial im-

balance ratio

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore

RF 96.40 0.99 0.76 0.53 0.96
MLP 98.76 0.98 0.81 0.80 0.98
NB 53.49 0.82 0.83 0.78 0.64

kNN 95.64 0.92 0.86 0.87 0.96
hGCO_mine 99.58 0.99 0.98 0.95

TABLE 8.4: Classifiers Performance using the selected performance
measures and time of a single run on fully balanced Oversampled

RVA data β = 1

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore tsr

RF 99.52 0.99 1 0.99 0.99 4.98
MLP 93.84 0.97 1 0.92 0.95 235.76
NB 79.59 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.80 1.26

kNN 84.45 0.89 0.84 0.85 0.83 0.98
hGCO_mine 99.52 0.996 1 0.99 0.992 2.13
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as previously shown in subsection 6.2.2: Table 6.2, where RF and MLP manifested
the same pattern of high OA and negligible SnH . Also, the GCO_mine variants
present superior performance compared to NB and MLP when applied to original
(non-oversampled full feature set) RVA data (Table 6.2).

Moreover, when comparing the performance of the GCO_mine variants shown
in Table 8.2, it can be observed that close variants outperform their counterpart cent
variants with an improvement of OA ranging from 2.68% to 5.48%. This can be
explained by the fact that cent fails to represent scattered and partially coinciding
classes, characteristic to our RVA dataset due to the presence of subjects at the bor-
derline between two risk groups. Also, guided sampling contributes to better clas-
sification accuracy, at the expense of computation time. Thus, the selection of the
sampling method becomes a design decision between high accuracy (g) and low
computation time (r). For CVD risk prediction, high accuracy is essential to avoid
consequences of misclassification, which can be detrimental for missed high and
medium risk patients or costly for allocation of low risk patients onto unnecessary
treatment plans. Therefore, the highest accuracy (GCO_mineg,close with GA parame-
ter setting) denoted as (hGCO_mine) is chosen for further investigation and compar-
ison to RF, MLP, NB and kNN.

The winning GCO_mine variant comparison to RF, MLP, NB and kNN

The RVA-based measures are oversampled such that the original base rate (Imbal-
ance Ration IR) is maintained. The winning variant of GCO_mine with heuristic
genetic algorithms denoted as hGCO_mine together with the set of classifiers RF,
MLP, NB and kNN are applied on the base rate post-oversampling resultant data
set. The result of these experiments are shown in Table 8.3. The results portray the
superiority of hGCO_mine over its counterparts considering all the evaluation met-
rics except when compared to the AUC of RF. Despite the high results presented by
hGCO_mine, it fails to attain SnM and SnH of 1 leading to possible misclassifications
of real subjects critically at risk. In addition, the performance of all the other clas-
sifiers shows the same limitation. Hence, we will apply hGCO_mine on the fully
balanced dataset aiming for higher sensitivities.

Oversampling is applied on the minority classes only creating three fully bal-
anced classes. The results of hGCO_mine and the set of classifiers RF, MLP, NB and
kNN on the fully balanced data set are shown in Table 8.4. The results portray the
superiority of hGCO_mine over its counterparts (except RF) considering the OA,
AUC and Fscore evaluation metrics, while a SnH of 1 is achieved by all algorithms
except kNN and NB. On the other hand, the least execution time tsr is offered by
kNN, while GCO_mineg,close presents an average OA improvement of 14% over the
accuracies of the faster kNN and NB alternatives. Compared to RF, GhGCO_mine
improves AUC, Fscore and reduces tsr to 43%. It is to be noted that the total time
for parameter setting and representative subset selection is 2056.42 sec which is a
considerable overhead.
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FRS, QRisk and RVA Measures Comparison

The proposed hGCO_mine and the used classifiers are applied on to the fully bal-
anced FiltADASYN oversampled FRS measures [49] and QRisk measures [87] for
the same samples. The results are shown in Table 8.5 then compared to that of RVA
measures, to clarify the prospect of RVA-based features in predicting cardiovascu-
lar risk. The FRS measures set contains the traditional factors of age, gender, total
cholesterol (Chol), HDL cholesterol, systolic blood pressure (SBP) and SBP treatment
(yes or no), Diabetes Mellitus (DM) (yes or no) and Current smoking (yes or no) sta-
tus. The QRisk factors comparison set includes age, gender, FH of CVD, Chol/HDL,
Smoker, DM, SBP, BMI and Ethnicity. The results re-affirm the superiority of RVA
measures in risk stratification (as illustrated in Table 8.4 in contrast to 8.5 and as
previously shown in Table 5.4). Also, hGCO_mine maintains its lead over kNN and
NB.

TABLE 8.5: Various Classifiers Performance using FiltADASYN over-
sampling on FRS and QRisk measures producing fully balanced

datasets

FRS Measures QRisk Measures

OA AuC SnH SnM Fscore OA AuC SnH SnM Fscore
RF 90.89 .98 0.89 0.97 0.90 94.50 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.95

MLP 93.56 0.98 0.93 0.99 0.94 97.95 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.98
NB 64.69 0.88 0.24 0.88 0.61 78.96 0.90 0.69 0.995 0.79

kNN 72.68 0.80 0.18 1.0 0.67 76.76 0.82 0.30 1.0 0.73
hGCO_mine 85.87 0.96 0.86 0.9 0.80 93.17 0.98 0.91 0.95 0.90

The relative accuracies of the FRS, QRisk and RVA-based measures with the ap-
plied classifiers are shown in Figure 8.3. The illustrated accuracies convey the ad-
vantage of RVA-based measures over the known risk measures (FRS and QRisk) as
it surpasses FRS and QRisk measures with hGCO_mine, kNN, RF and NB, while it is
slightly worse than QRisk with MLP. On the whole, the shown results demonstrate
the high potential of RVA-based measures in cardiovascular risk prediction.

8.2.3 GCO_mine General Applicability on Benchmark Medical Data

GCO_mineg,close, RF, MLP, NB and kNN are applied on the benchmark datasets pre-
viously outlined in Table 8.1. Blind search and heuristic search using genetic algo-
rithms denoted by b and h respectively are employed for parameter setting with
GCO_mineg,close. Table 8.6 and Table 8.7 depict the performance evaluation results.
Table 8.6 illustrates the results of the datasets with features having real continuous
values, while Table 8.7 present results on the datasets that include categorical vari-
ables. As shown, GCO_mineg,close is particularly effective on datasets of continu-
ous real features and it presents a competitive performance on categorical datasets.
This can be attributed to the utilisation of standardised Euclidean distance metric
in data cost calculation, since this metric is designed for real valued samples. An
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FIGURE 8.3: Classifiers Accuracy using Various Oversampled Risk
Measures

improvement could be achieved for categorical data through the future adoption of
a specially designed distance function.

Overall, GCO_mineg,close has higher OA on 8 out of 13 datasets with differences
ranging from 0.13 % to 2.56 % to the second highest accuracy value. In some cases,
GCO_mineg,close shows a remarkable accuracy increase such as when applied on
the Parkinson dataset, a 25 % increase is recorded when compared to NB. In com-
parison to kNN (a nonparametric classifier of similar principle), GCO_mineg,close is
superior in 10 out of 13 datasets; the improvement reaches 16.12 %. Even though
GCO_mine and kNN rely on a similar concept for data cost determination, the in-
clusion of unlabeled samples in smoothing energy Esmth together with adding direct
class membership through Edata and the adoption of graph cut optimisation lead to
better classification on the overall compared to kNN. However, the performance of
GCO_mineg,close is lower for datasets of low partitions quality: Colic# 1, Dermatol-
ogy and HeartClevel2C. Their low partition quality is indicated by negative silhou-
ette index values, relatively high values of Davies Bouldin index and low Calinski-
Harabasz criterion values.

For continuous variables (Table 8.6) GA performs better than blind search on all
datasets with the exception of Verteb Column 2C, while in the case of categorical
variables (Table 8.7) the difference between the results of the two methods is not
consistent, i.e., equal in two cases, in one case blind search is better, in two cases GA
is better. In order to understand the reasons for these, in Figure 8.4 we plot the error
(z-axis) against the two parameters δ ∈ [0.1, 20] (y-axis) and Sr ∈ [0.1, 0.9] (x-axis),
for the number of neighbours m chosen by the two methods, blind search (left) and
GA (right), respectively. The two datasets chosen for comparison are Breast Tissue,
as a representative with difference in accuracy and Colic#1, as representative for
equal performance. The resulting phenotype fitness landscape in Figure 8.4 (a) is
more rugged and more complex, with several local optima, whereas the landscape
in Figure 8.4 (b) is smoother and simpler, with less local optima. Thus, it can be seen
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TABLE 8.6: Classifiers Models Performance using the selected perfor-
mance measures on Continuous Datasets

OA AUC SnH Fscore

Pima RF 75.26 0.81 0.60 0.75
Diabetes MLP 75.13 0.79 0.61 0.75

NB 76.30 0.81 0.61 0.76
kNN 72.52 0.79 0.58 0.72

bGCO_mine 76.32 0.80 0.59 0.76
hGCO_mine 77.24 0.83 0.65 0.77

Ecoli RF 86.09 0.96 0.86
MLP 85.71 0.95 0.86
NB 85.41 0.96 0.86

kNN 86.90 0.95 0.86
bGCO_mine 88.48 0.97 0.87
hGCO_mine 89.39 0.98 0.89

Parkinson RF 91.28 0.96 0.75 0.91
MLP 91.28 0.96 0.83 0.91
NB 69.23 0.86 0.61 0.75

kNN 93.84 0.98 0.81 0.94
bGCO_mine 93.16 0.98 0.77 0.93
hGCO_mine 94.21 0.98 0.81 0.94

Wisconsin RF 95.78 0.99 0.98 0.96
Breast MLP 96.66 0.99 0.95 0.97

Diagnostic NB 92.97 0.98 0.94 0.93
kNN 95.95 0.95 0.97 0.96

bGCO_mine 96.25 0.99 0.96 0.97
hGCO_mine 96.79 0.99 0.98 0.97

Breast RF 71.69 0.93 0.72
Tissue MLP 64.15 0.88 0.65

NB 70.75 0.93 0.71
kNN 71.69 0.83 0.72

bGCO_mine 69.00 0.83 0.70
hGCO_mine 72.00 0.93 0.73

Verteb RF 84.19 0.93 0.76 0.84
Column MLP 84.51 0.93 0.70 0.85

2C NB 77.74 0.88 0.87 0.80
kNN 80.00 0.86 0.68 0.80

bGCO_mine 87.00 0.93 0.78 0.86
hGCO_mine 86.67 0.94 0.78 0.86

Verteb RF 83.54 0.96 0.84
Column MLP 85.48 0.96 0.86

3C NB 83.23 0.95 0.83
kNN 77.42 0.91 0.78

bGCO_mine 86.33 0.98 0.86
hGCO_mine 87.00 0.98 0.86

*Highest overall accuracy per dataset is in bold

that the GA performs better than blind search on the more complex landscape and
both methods perform similarly on the simpler landscape.

Moreover, we compare the performance of GCO_mine to existing recent solu-
tions (reported in Table 7.2.3 subsection 7.2.3) on the described benchmark datasets
to further establish its relative performance. GCO_mine presents lower performance
with four datasets, namely Pima Diabetes, Colic (SurgLesion), Lymph and Derma-
tology, out of 13, where the difference in OA range from 1.15% to 11.6%. The fea-
tures of three of these datasets (Colic (SurgLesion), Lymph and Dermatology) are
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TABLE 8.7: Classifiers Models Performance using the selected perfor-
mance measures on Categorical Datasets

OA AUC SnH Fscore

Colic #1 RF 85.32 0.89 0.77 0.85
(Surg_Lesion) MLP 81.25 0.87 0.74 0.82

NB 77.1 0.82 0.74 0.78
kNN 84.23 0.88 0.73 0.84

bGCO_mine 73.61 0.81 0.72 0.74
hGCO_mine 73.61 0.81 0.72 0.74

Colic #2 RF 69.94 0.83 0.67
(outcome) MLP 69.39 0.77 0.69

NB 68.30 0.83 0.69
kNN 69.12 0.82 0.66

bGCO_mine 72.50 0.79 0.66
hGCO_mine 71.39 0.78 0.65

Lymph RF 83.11 0.93 0.83
MLP 89.96 0.93 0.90
NB 85.13 0.89 0.85

kNN 69.59 0.84 0.69
bGCO_mine 85.71 0.88 0.84
hGCO_mine 85.71 0.88 0.84

Dermatology RF 96.44 1.00 0.97
MLP 97.54 1.00 0.98
NB 97.54 1.00 0.98

kNN 95.62 0.99 0.95
bGCO_mine 91.39 0.94 0.90
hGCO_mine 91.67 0.94 0.91

Heart RF 77.62 0.78 0.38 0.77
Cleveland MLP 76.71 0.80 0.56 0.77

2C NB 78.89 0.80 0.51 0.79
kNN 81.74 0.77 0.44 0.80

bGCO_mine 77.14 0.77 0.35 0.79
hGCO_mine 80.48 0.79 0.44 0.80

Heart RF 58.41 0.81 0.55
Cleveland MLP 54.78 0.75 0.54
All Classes NB 56.43 0.81 0.56

kNN 54.45 0.78 0.50
bGCO_mine 54.22 0.77 0.50
hGCO_mine 55.00 0.79 0.51

*Highest overall accuracy per dataset is in bold

categorical, which explains the lagging performance. For Pima Diabetes, GCO_mine
achieves lower accuracy by 1.15% in OA. As previously explained, Seera et al. [167]
developed a multistage classifier which is expected to perform better than a sin-
gle classifier as the case with GCO_mine. For Heart Cleveland All Cases, there is a
tie with Kumar et al’s method [121]. For the eight remaining datasets, GCO_mine
presents higher classification accuracy with OA differences ranging from 0.42% to
16%.

8.2.4 Statistical Significance Analysis

Friedman test is applied to assess whether there is significant statistical difference
between the classifiers performance. The continuous results of all the experiments
are input to the Friedman test. The significance results are shown in Table 8.8. For
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(A) Breast Tissue dataset

(B) Colic #1 dataset

FIGURE 8.4: Error surface plots against δ and Sr for the number of
neighbours given by blind search (left) and GA (right)

each of the measures OA, AUC, TPH and Fscore, the actual values are input to the
Friedman test. The significance values (p − values), together with the rankings of
the compared methods are provided as output of the Friedman test. The significance
threshold θ for the p− value is set to 0.05.

For OA and AUC, the p− value shows significant difference with the illustrated
mean ranks, where hGCO_mine presents the highest rank in terms of OA and the
second best for AUC. On the other hand, SnH and Fscore manifest no significant
difference given Friedman test results.

TABLE 8.8: Friedman Test Significance Results on Classification Al-
gorithms Performance

p− value Algorithms Rankings
RF MLP NB kNN bGCO_mine hGCO_mine

OA 1.4× 10−2 3.57 3.21 2.60 2.82 3.86 4.93
AUC 1.3× 10−2 4.46 3.25 3.61 2.21 3.21 4.25
SnH > 0.05 – – – – – –
Fscore > 0.05 – – – – – –
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8.3 Summary

In this Chapter, a partially lazy classification method has been proposed to accu-
rately predict cardiovascular risk level from RVA-based measures and provide an
understandable model. GCO_mine has been created to accommodate continuous
data collection and produce accurate instance based classification, as needed in this
context.

GCO_mine merges the concepts of decision locality and global optimisation and
adds the effect of direct class membership to the traditional lazy formulation. Thus,
it handles the presence of boundary cases and noise better than the traditional lazy
alternative kNN. It also presents a transparent model that can be understood by
medical experts. Indeed, compared to the kNN lazy classifier and the RF, MLP
and NB well established eager classifiers, GCO_mine together with heuristic param-
eter setting (hGCO_mine) presents the highest accuracy on RVA data. Furthermore,
GCO_mine’s general utility is demonstrated on 13 benchmark medical datasets from
the UCI ML Repository. GCO_mine manifests superior performance relative to NB
on 9 out of 13 datasets, while showing similar results to MLP and RF.

GCO_mine not only accurately predicts cardiovascular risk level based on RVA
data, it also offers a competitive solution to a broad range of medical classification
problems, with the additional intrinsic advantage of applicability to newly collected
samples.
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Chapter 9

Bringing it all together: The
OFSET_mine Integrated
Framework

In chapters 6, 7 and 8, the proposed methods were presented and evaluated as in-
dividual independent algorithms, with their associated impact on classification as-
sessed. In this Chapter, the proposed integrated framework is described, first as an
integration of FiltADASYN and DD_Rank into OFSET, then followed by the addi-
tion of GCO_mine into the complete OFSET_mine. We focus on OFSET, the hybrid
solution of oversampling and feature selection, in particular, before the addition of
GCO_mine as the characteristics of high dimensionality and imbalance often coex-
ist in many real life problems. Hence, the compound effect of OFSET needs to be
evaluated separately to establish its potential applicability as a stand alone solution.

The frameworks’ performance on RVA data and selected medical benchmark
datasets is demonstrated. OFSET and OFSET_mine are compared to other devel-
oped composite machine learning solutions which include oversampling and fea-
ture selection stages. The comparison is conducted as such, to avoid any bias in
comparing two solutions with different processing stages. All the composite solu-
tions rely on FiltADASYN as the oversampling method and the variability is in the
feature selection methods.

9.1 On RVA data

For RVA-based measures, detailed experiments are conducted to reveal the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approaches (OFSET and OFSET_mine) with RVA data com-
pared to existing techniques. The performance of OFSET and OFSET_mine is evalu-
ated in two cases. The first (a) when producing synthetic samples for all the classes
to maintain the original imbalance ratio (base rate), while the second case (b) is when
the oversampling is applied only on the minority classes producing fully balanced
classes. Further verification of the methods performance is done by applying the
resultant models on the original data.
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TABLE 9.1: Comparison of OFSET Hybrid solution (FiltADASYN
Oversampling and DD_Rank Feature SElecTion) Performance to

other Hybrid Solutions on Base Rate Oversampled RVA data

ReliefF Features + FiltADASYN CorrCoeff Features + FiltADASYN

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F
RF 96.54 0.99 0.51 0.73 0.96 84 96.61 0.98 0.59 0.67 0.97 72

MLP 99.17 0.97 0.89 0.95 0.99 41 98.96 0.98 0.88 0.97 0.99 80
NB 91.98 0.83 0.37 0.41 0.92 22 91.22 0.80 0.36 0.53 0.91 12

DD_Rank Features + FiltADASYN

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F
RF 96.61 0.98 0.54 0.71 0.97 98

MLP 99.03 0.97 0.88 0.95 0.99 83
NB 91.63 0.64 0.12 0.26 0.89 5

*Highest overall accuracy per classifier is in bold

9.1.1 OFSET

The compound effect of OFSET on the RVA-based measures is first investigated us-
ing the oversampling case where the base rate is maintained. Table 9.1 compares
various hybrid solutions performance to OFSET , when applied on the base rate
post-oversampling RVA-based measures. The results show high classification ac-
curacy, with potential of further improvement in terms of sensitivity Sn, especially
with RF and NB. The highest recorded SnH and SnM with RF are 0.59 and 0.73 re-
spectively. As for NB the highest value of SnH is 0.37 and SnM is 0.53. This obser-
vation further illustrates that increasing the sample size alone, may not resolve the
problem of the minority classes due to high skewness. Therefore, we continue our
detailed experiments on OFSET performance with the fully balanced option.

Detailed experiments on different aspects using the fully balanced dataset are
conducted: the effect of bin number nb used at the binarisation step (Algorithm 3 in
section 7.1) on DD_Rank performance, the features ranking relative to the bin dis-
tribution. Also, the significance analysis in case of fully balanced dataset. However,
when verifying the constructed models with the aid of OFSET on the original (real)
data, we reapply the models from both the fully balanced and the base rate over-
sampled reduced feature set. This is done as it is critical to verify whether keeping
the base rate would lead to better results when applying the resultant models on the
original data.

In DD_Rank feature selection, the number of bins nb is an important parameter.
Therefore, before proceeding with our experiments, the effect of nb on DD_Rank
performance needs to be investigated. For this purpose, the overall accuracy with
varying number of bins applying RF, MLP and NB on the POST FiltADASYN RVA
measures is illustrated in Figure 9.1. DD_Rank shows a relatively stable performance
with limited fluctuations with MLP and NB, while it depicts constant performance
with RF. The highest accuracies are attained with MLP at nb= 10. Hence, nb is set to
10 with all classifiers as it provides a reasonable compromise between performance
and complexity.
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FIGURE 9.1: The Effect of the Number of Bins nb on Performance
(Overall Accuracy) for RVA data

Using Post FiltADASYN RVA data and DD_Rank with nb set to 10, the RVA data
measures are discretised and binned accordingly as was shown in Figure 7.1, result-
ing in a different bin distribution for each feature. Then, a ranked list of the measures
is produced by DD_Rank. In an attempt to picture the effect of the ranking criteria on
the produced list, the bins frequency distribution of three sample features: MCA Avg
ranked first, tMDMCV F3 ranked second and DownSlopeV Avg ranked 104th is illus-
trated in Figure 9.2. Their relative distributions and rankings clarify an aspect of the
produced order. The produced ranking indicates the interacting effect of reconstruc-
tion error (re) and precision-recall value (prc) on the calculated selection score (sc)
(Algorithm 3 in section 7.1). Although, DownSlopeV Avg Figure 9.2(c) is expected to
have low re, it is ranked last due to its poor differentiating power between classes.
On the other hand, MCA Avg and tMDMCV F3 which are high ranked manifest rel-
atively variable bin distribution per class (differentiating features) while all classes
co-exist with comparable counts in most bins (relatively stable). In fact, the distribu-
tions shown in Figure 9.2 can not alone account for the produced rankings, which is
attributed to the features synergy captured by the stacked RBMs.

After ranking the given measures using ReliefF, CorrCoeff and DD_Rank meth-
ods, the ranked lists are input into a linear search procedure. The feature subset
that marks the highest classification accuracy is selected. Table 9.2 demonstrates
the performance of the feature subsets of ReliefF, CorrCoeff and DD_Rank meth-
ods. DD_Rank when applied on POST FiltADASYN RVA-based measures exhibits
the best performance with RF and MLP, while comes second with NB. An overall
accuracy of 99.68% with SnH of 1.0 using 75 features is reached. Also, the addition
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(A) Ranked First: "MCA Avg" Feature

(B) Ranked Second: "tMDMCV F3" Feature

(C) Ranked 104th: "DownslopeV Avg" Feature

FIGURE 9.2: The Bin Distribution per Class of Sample Features that
are fully balanced and ranked by DD_Rank
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TABLE 9.2: Comparison of OFSET Hybrid solution (FiltADASYN
Oversampling and DD_Rank Feature SElecTion) Performance to

other Hybrid Solutions on fully balanced RVA data

ReliefF Features CorrCoeff Features

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F
RF 99.52 0.996 1.0 0.99 0.996 58 99.52 0.996 1.0 0.99 0.995 93

MLP 95.76 0.98 1.0 0.94 0.96 12 96.86 0.98 1.0 0.95 0.97 39
NB 85.40 0.95 0.91 0.95 0.85 67 79.90 0.93 0.82 0.93 0.80 66

DD_Rank Features

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F
RF 99.68 0.996 1.0 0.995 0.997 75

MLP 97.02 0.996 0.995 0.97 0.97 19
NB 81.94 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.82 64

*Highest overall accuracy per classifier is in bold

of DD_Rank after FiltADASYN oversampling helped improve SnM, small percent-
ages increase of 0.007%, 0.05% and 0.03% is achieved with RF, MLP and NB respec-
tively. Although, the percentages increase seem negligible, they show reasonable
improvement when expressed in absolute terms as 1.48, 10.55 and 6.3 participants.
It is to be argued that DD_Rank tend to produce larger sized feature subsets than its
counterparts specifically ReliefF. To examine this point, the overall accuracy with the
utilised classifiers is plotted against subset sizes in Figure 9.3. In order to attain the
same accuracy of 99.52% with Random Forest as ReliefF and Corrcoeff, 60 features
are needed with DD_Rank (two features more than ReliefF and 33 features less than
CorrCoeff). As for MLP, a 1.26% accuracy improvement is attained at the expense of
a moderate (7 features; 6.7% of total features count) increase in subset size. Also, to
be noted that RF scores a SnH of 1.0 and OA of 98.59% at 29 features which is a mod-
erate subset size. Hence, it can be debated that the choice of the method and subset
size cutoff point depends on the application requirement; whether a discriminative
(higher accuracy) or a simple (low feature number) model is needed. In cardiovas-
cular risk estimation, higher prediction accuracy is required given that a tractable
model is constructed.

To clarify the prospect of RVA measures in CVD risk prediction, the classifi-
cations based on RVA measures (applying OFSET) are compared to those based
on the well-known QRisk and FRS Measures oversampled by FiltADASYN pre-
viously reported in Table 8.5 (Chapter 8). RVA measures score higher accuracies
with RF+OFSET and NB+OFSET, namely 99.68% and 81.94%, while QRisk measures
lead to a higher accuracy of 97.95% compared to RVA measures accuracy of 97.02%
with MLP. The results indicate the potential of RVA measures in discriminating risk
groups and the effectiveness of the hybrid approach in predicting cardiovascular
risk with high accuracy when applied to RVA data.
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FIGURE 9.3: Classifiers Accuracies obtained with different number of
features given by DD_Rank

9.1.2 OFSET_mine

The complete framework OFSET_mine is applied on (a) base rate oversampled and
(b) fully balanced RVA data to predict cardiovascular risk category. The results of
the two oversampling scenarios (a) and (b) are shown in Tables 9.3 and 9.4. The best
results attained by other solutions (previously reported in Tables 9.2 and 9.1) are also
summarised in the tables to allow for handy comparison. Also, the performance of
kNN as an example of a well established lazy learner is illustrated, to show the con-
siderable improvement achieved by hGCO_mine over a traditional instance-based
method.

In Table 9.3 where the performance with the base rate scenario is illustrated,
OFSET_mine achieves the best performance (highest OA and SnH) at 62 features.
This was achieved at the expense of higher low risk mis-classifications compared to
MLP. The results of OFSET_mine and MLP + ReliefF are relatively good and compa-
rable. However, no solution managed to achieve the targeted sensitivity values of
1.

As for Table 9.4, hGCO_mine with OFSET (OFSET_mine) scores the second best
accuracy after RF + OFSET with a minute difference of 0.16%, while it offers a 14.6%
reduction in feature set size. This is in addition to its advantages as an instance-
based lazy classifier. Moreover, OFSET_mine is shown to provide substantial perfor-
mance improvement over NB and kNN based solutions. Both solutions RF + OFSET
and OFSET_mine present the targeted sensitivity with SnH of 1 and SnM of 0.99. The
results, also, show the particular suitability of OFSET (DD_Rank +FiltADASYN) to
the RVA-based measures as it has the leading performance with all classifiers except
with Naive Bayes.
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In order to summarise the performance improvement attained by applying OF-
SET and OFSET_mine solutions to the fully balanced RVA data, the percentage im-
provement over the classifiers baseline performance is shown. The improvement
in terms of feature set size reduction and accuracy increase is illustrated in Figure
9.4. The positive effect of OFSET is demonstrated by an accuracy increase of at least
5.37% (obtained with kNN) and a set size reduction of at least 27.8% (obtained with
RF). OFSET_mine offers a 9.41% accuracy improvement reaching the second best
accuracy while reducing the feature set by 38.5%.

9.1.3 Generated Models Verification on Original Real Samples Only

After applying the OFSET and OFSET_mine solutions to our (a) base rate oversam-
pled and (b) fully balanced RVA data, the produced models are further verified
on the original dataset with real samples only. The produced models are gener-
ated using the DD_Rank selected features on the oversampled (real + synthetic)
RVA dataset. The saved RF, MLP and NB models are reapplied on the real non-
synthesised dataset with the reduced feature set. While kNN and GCO_mine clas-
sifiers are applied to generate new classifications on the reduced real dataset while
using the features previously selected by OFSET (DD_Rank and FiltADASYN).

Base Rate Oversampling

The OFSET based models constructed with RF, MLP and NB using 98, 83 and 5 fea-
tures respectively (as previously shown in Table 9.1) are reapplied on the original

TABLE 9.3: Briefing of the Best Performing Hybrid Solutions (full re-
sults previously reported in Table 9.1) on the base rate oversampled

RVA data compared to OFSET_mine Performance

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F

RF + Corr 96.61 0.98 0.59 0.67 0.97 72
MLP + ReliefF 99.17 0.97 0.89 0.95 0.99 41
NB + ReliefF 91.98 0.83 0.37 0.41 0.92 22

kNN + OFSET 97.58 0.92 0.85 0.85 0.98 43
OFSET_mine 99.58 0.99 0.98 0.95 0.99 62

*Highest overall accuracy is in bold

TABLE 9.4: Briefing of the Best Performing Hybrid Solutions (full re-
sults previously reported in Table 9.2) on the fully balanced RVA data

compared to OFSET_mine Performance

OA AUC SnH SnM Fscore #F

RF + OFSET 99.68 0.996 1.0 0.995 0.997 75
MLP + OFSET 97.02 0.996 0.995 0.97 0.97 19
NB + ReliefF 85.40 0.95 0.91 0.95 0.85 67

kNN + OFSET 90.11 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.90 20
OFSET_mine 99.52 0.996 1.0 0.99 0.996 64

*Highest overall accuracy is in bold
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FIGURE 9.4: Percentage Improvement achieved by OFSET and OF-
SET_mine over Baseline Performance of the classifiers

(real) samples. Sample results from Weka are shown in Figures 9.5, 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8.
On the overall, the sample results reveal a substantial improvement in performance
when applying the base rate OFSET-based models on the original real data. With
RF and MLP, the sensitivity values of SnH and SnM reaches (1 and 0.93) and (0.9
and 0.857) respectively. On the other hand, NB shows no significant improvement
in sensitivity with SnH = 0 and SnM = 0.1. Also, a negligible improvement in sensi-
tivity is attained using the OFSET-based selected features from the oversampled set
with kNN as shown in Figure 9.8 over Baseline.

The performance of GCO_mine when applied on the original real set using the
OFSET-based features selected from the base rate oversampled data set is better
compared to kNN and NB. The results obtained given our evaluation metrics: OA,
AUC, SnH, SnM and Fscore are 89.26, 0.78, 0.6, 0.5 and 0.89. The results show lower
improvement attained by GCO_mine and kNN compared to the other eager methods
over the Baseline. The lack of model construction on the generalised oversampled
datasets can explain this finding.

Full Balance Oversampling

Sample results obtained from Weka when reapplying the fully balanced models are
shown in Figures 9.9, 9.10, 9.11 and 9.12. The sample results reveal considerable
improvement in terms of SnH and SnM when applying the OFSET-based models on
the original real dataset. A minimum improvement in SnH and SnM is achieved
with NB, while with RF values of 1 and 0.93 values for SnH and SnM respectively
are scored. Despite that NB is a probability-based classifier, the performance of its
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FIGURE 9.5: Verification of the OFSET-based (base rate) RF model on
Original RVA data

FIGURE 9.6: Verification of the OFSET-based (base rate) MLP model
on Original RVA data
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FIGURE 9.7: Verification of the OFSET-based (base rate) NB model on
Original RVA data

FIGURE 9.8: Verification of the DD_Rank Selected Features from the
(base rate) oversampled data using kNN Classifier reapplied on Orig-

inal RVA data
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full balance model is noticeably better than its base rate model. Such controversial
finding may indicate that the better representativeness of the full balance data have
compensated for altering the priors. This shall be worth further investigation in
the future to determine the optimum balancing ratio for each classifier performance.
Also, a slightly higher improvement is attained using the OFSET-based selected fea-
tures from the fully balanced set with kNN as shown in Figure 9.12 over base rate
scenario.

GCO_mine is applied on the original real set using the OFSET-based features
derived from the full balance set. The results obtained given our evaluation met-
rics: OA, AUC, SnH, SnM and Fscore are 95.33, 0.94, 0.7, 0.71 and 0.96. In contrast
to the base rate selected features, with the fully balanced scenario higher sensitivity
values are scored which shows the positive impact of eliminating imbalance lead-
ing to better performance than NB and kNN. However, the same pattern of lower
improvement attained by GCO_mine and kNN compared to RF and MLP over the
Baseline exists. The increase in Sn is achieved by changing the balancing ratio in-
dicates the importance of this parameter and the need to investigate its effect in the
future as it may lead to improving the relative performance of GCO_mine. Also,
the hyper parameters of GCO_mine (δ, m and Sr previously described in Chapter
8) may need to be readjusted in the future on the original real dataset to enhance
its performance. These future attempts are supported by the previously reported
results where GCO_mine showed superior performance compared to RF and MLP.

Despite this deterioration in relative performance compared to RF and MLP,
GCO_mine offers other advantages over RF and MLP such as the ability to accom-
modate new data to be collected in addition to the transparency of the model.

9.2 On Benchmark Medical datasets

In this section, we demonstrate the competitive performance of the proposed solu-
tions (OFSET and OFSET_mine) when applied to benchmark datasets using the fully
balanced scenario only. This decision was taken as the full balance scenario attained
comparatively better results and due to the fact that only a rough picture on their
applicability on the benchmark datasets is needed.

9.2.1 OFSET

OFSET is applied on the benchmark datasets 1-7 previously shown in Table 6.7 in
subsection 6.2.3. Feature selection algorithms (ReliefF, DD_Rank and CorrCoeff) are
applied on the resulting FiltADASYN fully balanced datasets.

The results are shown in Table 9.5. The fields marked as "FiltADASYN perfor-
mance" indicate that the applied feature selection algorithms failed at reducing the
feature set size and improving performance over FiltADASYN. It can be noted that
the effectiveness of all the feature selection approaches degraded when increasing
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FIGURE 9.9: Verification of the OFSET-based (fully balanced) RF
model on Original RVA data

FIGURE 9.10: Verification of the OFSET-based (fully balanced) MLP
model on Original RVA data
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FIGURE 9.11: Verification of the OFSET-based (fully balanced) NB
model on Original RVA data

FIGURE 9.12: Verification of the performance of the DD_Rank Se-
lected Features from the (fully balanced) oversampled data using

kNN Classifier reapplied on Original RVA data
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the instances to features ratio (caused by oversampling). DD_Rank position with
FiltADASYN subsides to the hybrid solution of ReliefF and FiltADASYN where
ReliefF-based models outperform their counterparts in 10 out of 21 and achieve the
second rank in 6 out of 21. OFSET manifests superior performance in 8 out of 21
cases and comes second in 6 cases. CorrCoeff maintains the third rank with three
wins only. Overall, OFSET’s performance is competitive with the ReliefF hybrid
solution and better than the CorrCoeff-based solution.

To compare the selection methods in terms of the number of features selected
after oversampling, we illustrate the ϕ values (previously defined as the number of
features selected over the number of features in the full feature set) for all methods
and the seven oversampled datasets in a 3D scatter plot in Figure 9.13. A pattern
different from Figure 7.3 (illustrated in subsection 7.2.3) is observed, where most of
ϕ values for all methods are clustered in the upper inner corner of the space, which
means that they tend to choose high proportions of the feature set. This indicates
the prospective scalability of DD_Rank for larger sizes as it is maintaining the same
pattern, whereas its counterparts are not. It is also noticeable that with MLP, all
methods manifest high ϕ above 0.6 as shown by the limits of the x-axis.

FIGURE 9.13: Selected Features Proportions ϕ per dataset with
Hybrid Approaches (Different Feature Selection methods + Fil-

tADASYN)

9.2.2 OFSET_mine

To evaluate the applicability of OFSET_mine as a general purpose solution, its per-
formance on the same seven datasets (which were candidates for oversampling) is
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depicted in Table 9.6 together with a briefing on the best performing hybrid solu-
tions. The results demonstrate the competitive performance of OFSET_mine where
it surpasses NB solutions with all datasets and overcomes kNN solutions in 4 out
of 7 datasets at a minimum accuracy difference of 0.39%. It also manifests similar
performance to RF- and ML- based composite solutions in 5 out of 7 datasets.

On the other hand, there are cases such as Pima Diabetes and Heart Cleveland
2C where a considerable performance gap is present between OFSET_mine and its
counterparts. Since hGCO_mine adopts the simple approach of kNN median im-
putation for handling missing values, this may explain such performance gap for
oversampled Pima Diabetes dataset as it has high percentage of missing values (ap-
proximately 9.2%). Also, the use of standardised euclidean distance in energy com-
putation of hGCO_mine can account for the performance difference with categorical
Heart Cleveland 2C dataset.

9.3 Statistical Significance Analysis

The results attained with the fully balanced datasets only are used to determine
whether OFSET and OFSET_mine provide a recognisable improvement over the
other solutions, this is done as the majority of the experiments are done using the
full balance scenario. Friedman significance test is applied for this purpose. The
significance results for OFSET and OFSET_mine are presented in Tables 9.7 and 9.8
respectively.

9.3.1 OFSET

In Table 9.7, for each of the actual values of the evaluation metrics of OA, AUC,
SnH and Fscore, the significance values (p − values), together with the rankings of
the baseline (Bl) and the compared methods are provided. In each case, first, an
overview of the overall performance is presented, by collating the results across all
three classifiers. Then, the performance of each method with each classifier is de-
tailed separately. The significance threshold θ for the p− value is set to 0.05. While
negligible improvement is attained with NB in terms of OA and AUC, significant
improvement is achieved in the case of RF and MLP. In particular, OFSET with RF
scores the best mean rank using the OA, SnH and Fscore evaluation measures. On
the whole, the significance results show that OFSET provides a viable solution to the
problems of imbalance and relatively high dimensionality.

In summary, the Friedman test results confirm the existence of significant dif-
ference in performance between the baseline and the tested Hybrid solutions. The
proposed methods when applied with the classifiers RF, MLP and NB are compet-
itive with existing ReliefF-based and Corr-based hybrid solutions as shown by the
output rankings.

A notable finding is that when comparing the different integrated methods to
each other (omitting Baseline), no statistical significance is found except for OA
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TABLE 9.6: OFSET_mine Performance compared to the other Best Per-
forming Hybrid Solutions on Benchmark Datasets

OA AUC SnH Fscore #F

Pima RF + OFSET 81.76 0.89 0.86 0.82 7
Diabetes MLP FiltADASYN Performance

NB + CorrCoeff 71.39 0.81 0.67 0.73 3
kNN + ReliefF 82.32 0.83 0.78 0.83 7
OFSET_mine 74.61 0.81 0.69 0.83 7

Colic RF + CorrCoeff 82.92 0.95 0.83 20
(outcome) MLP + ReliefF 80.63 0.89 0.81 20

NB + ReliefF 73.31 0.87 0.73 17
kNN + ReliefF 67.28 0.77 0.68 6
OFSET_mine 80.58 0.88 0.73 20

Lymph RF + OFSET 94.17 0.98 0.94 17
MLP + OFSET 92.71 0.97 0.93 16
NB + OFSET 88.84 0.95 0.89 13

kNN + CorrCoeff 89.32 0.94 0.89 10
OFSET_mine 91.5 0.96 0.97 17

Parkinson RF + ReliefF 96.64 0.99 0.97 0.96 9
MLP + ReliefF 97.65 0.98 0.99 0.98 20

NB + CorrCoeff 83.22 0.90 0.93 0.84 4
kNN + CorrCoeff 98.32 0.98 0.96 0.98 19

OFSET_mine 95.86 0.96 0.95 0.98 18
Heart RF + OFSET 88.50 0.96 0.92 0.89 12

Cleveland MLP + ReliefF 86.38 0.89 0.94 0.87 12
2C NB + OFSET 74.53 0.80 0.72 0.75 12

kNN + CorrCoeff 87.57 0.88 0.91 0.89 11
OFSET_mine 80.31 0.84 0.86 0.81 12

Verteb RF + ReliefF 89.61 0.96 0.94 0.89 5
Column MLP + OFSET 87.29 0.92 0.94 0.87 5

2C NB + ReliefF 84.29 0.88 0.95 0.85 2
kNN + ReliefF 87.75 0.87 0.89 0.89 5
OFSET_mine 88.14 0.94 0.94 0.86 5

Verteb RF FiltADASYN
Column MLP + ReliefF 87.05 0.95 0.87 5

3C NB + OFSET 84.15 0.95 0.84 5
kNN + ReliefF 87.72 0.91 0.88 5
OFSET_mine 92.27 0.98 0.94 5

*Highest overall accuracy per dataset is in bold

across all classifiers. The p − value obtained is 0.047 and the relative ranking for
ReliefF-based, DD_Rank-based and Corr-based results are 2.23, 2.15 and 1.63 re-
spectively. Such finding shows that the hybrid solutions provide comparable per-
formance in general, where OFSET ranks second on the overall performance.

9.3.2 OFSET_mine

For OFSET_mine significance analysis, Table 9.8 shows the results. After the actual
values of OA, AUC, SnH and Fscore are input to the continuous Friedman signif-
icance test, the significance values (p − values), together with the rankings of the
integrated approaches are provided. The significance threshold θ for the p− value
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TABLE 9.7: Friedman test Significance Results on Baseline and Hy-
brid Solution Performance

p− value Algorithms Rankings
Bl FiltADASYN OFSET FiltADASYN

+Relie f F +Corr

OA
All 3.3× 10−8 1.20 3.14 3.10 2.54
RF 7.0× 10−4 1.00 3.06 3.25 2.69

MLP 1.1× 10−5 1.00 3.25 3.31 2.44
NB > 0.05 – – – –

AUC
All 6.0× 10−4 1.71 2.96 2.64 2.67
RF 8.9× 10−5 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

MLP > 0.05 – – – –
NB > 0.05 – – – –

SnH
All 1.4× 10−5 1.00 2.92 3.17 2.92
RF 2.0× 10−2 1.00 2.75 3.5 2.75

MLP 3.0× 10−2 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
NB = 0.05 – – – –

Fscore
All 7.54× 10−8 1.28 3.02 3.04 2.67
RF 1.0× 10−4 1.00 2.94 3.44 2.63

MLP 5.3× 10−3 1.31 3.06 3.12 2.50
NB > 0.05 – – – –

TABLE 9.8: Friedman Test Significance Results for OFSET_mine and
other Hybrid Solutions Performance

p− value Algorithms Rankings
RF Solution MLP Solution NB Solution kNN Solution OFSET_mine

OA 9.0× 10−4 4.50 3.13 1.13 3.13 3.13
AUC 4.0× 10−4 4.81 3.38 1.81 1.94 3.06
SnH > 0.05 – – – – –
Fscore 4.4× 10−3 4.00 3.00 1.25 3.13 3.63
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is set to 0.05. A significant difference exists between the solutions in terms of OA,
AUC and Fscore. For these measures, RF-based solutions present the highest ranking.
When considering OA, all the remaining solutions come at the following rank except
for NB solutions. While OFSET_mine scores the third ranking in terms of AUC, it
presents the second best position after RF-based solutions for Fscore. It is to be noted
that 8 out of 28 integrated solutions competing with OFSET_mine include OFSET as
part of their compound solution, which signifies the impact of GCO_mine against
RF, MLP, NB and kNN and the competitiveness of OFSET.

For cardiovascular risk prediction using RVA data, the presented findings reveal
that OFSET_mine is a high performing solution for this problem. Using base rate
oversampling, it achieves the highest performance on the real + synthesised sam-
ples. While with the fully balanced data (real+synthesised), OFSET_mine follows
RF+OFSET solution with a minute OA difference of 0.16%, while it surpasses all its
counterparts with a minimum OA difference of 2.5% to MLP. However, it is to be
noted that when applied on the original data it subsides to RF and MLP OFSET-
based solutions. In addition, OFSET_mine offers a good solution to a range of real
world problems, as it provides similar performance to well established methods and
a significant improvement over Baseline. In summary, OFSET and OFSET_mine pro-
vide solutions that are on par with established methods and surpass them in some
cases.
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Chapter 10

Summary, Conclusion and Future
Work

In this study, an integrated machine learning framework OFSET_mine was proposed
for cardiovascular risk prediction using Retinal Vessels Analysis (RVA) data. The
framework handled the characteristics of the available RVA data to overcome the
challenges they impose. In this chapter, a summary and conclusion of the developed
methods and the obtained results are given, followed by a brief discussion on the
clinical utility of the methods . Finally, the future work directions are suggested.

10.1 Summary of the Results

Following data collection and features generation, several existing machine learning
methods were applied on the RVA-based measures to produce cardiovascular risk
prediction. The results, previously reported in Chapter 5, of the preliminary set of
experiments conducted on the the available data suggested the potential of RVA data
for cardiovascular risk prediction. In addition, the results showed that there is still
room for improvement to produce more accurate predictions and better fulfill the
requirements of health care specialists. Consequently, a need has risen to develop a
customised solution to better handle the characteristics of RVA data.

The main properties that imposed difficulties on learning were skewed class dis-
tribution, relative high dimensionality and overlapping features ranges. Also, it
would be preferable to have a classification method that can easily adapt to new
samples once collected.

The RVA data characteristics together with critical nature of accurate cardiovas-
cular risk prediction imposes the set of requirements illustrated in Chapter 4 section
4.2. An integrated framework OFSET_mine is devised to satisfy these requirements
and effectively handles the RVA data to produce accurate cardiovascular risk pre-
dictions. OFSET_mine comprises two stages of preprocessing and data reduction
(FiltADASYN and DD_Rank) and the classification stage of GCO_mine.
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10.1.1 FiltADASYN oversampling

We tackle the problem of class imbalance by introducing FiltADASYN oversam-
pling. In FiltADASYN, A Filtering step is added to ADASYN oversampling. The
aim is to ensure the representativeness of the generated samples and improve the re-
liability of the resultant samples of the synthesised classes. The filtering step rejects
a generated sample with instances from the majority class within its neighbourhood
to increase the likelihood that the synthesised samples truly belong to the generating
minority class. The added step was shown to improve the consistency of the post
oversampling data and promote the performance of the applied classifiers on the
RVA data.

The developed FiltADASYN method performs oversampling independent of the
applied classifier, uses all of the available minority samples to conserve the informa-
tion provided by the available samples, preserves feature dependence and validate
the generated sample after synthesis. Thus, FiltADASYN oversampling complies
with the designated requirements specified in subsection 4.2.2.

10.1.2 DD_Rank Feature Selection

In order to select the most informative features and eliminate the curse of dimen-
sionality, DD_Rank feature selection method is proposed. An existing architecture
of Deep Disjunct Belief Network is used to capture the synergy between the features
and Rank the features to perform explicit feature selection.

The ranking is based on the features stability and predictive ability. The features
stability is considered as the ability to reconstruct/reproduce the same feature dis-
tribution and is measured by the reconstruction error resulting from the learning
(learned weights and biases) of the Deep Restricted Boltzmann machine. We aim
for low reconstruction error as this indicates that the RBMs constructed model well
approximates the co-occurrences between this feature and the outcome. A feature’s
predictive ability is estimated using the value of the area under precision-recall curve
for this feature. Some of the experiments reveal the favourable effect of DD_Rank,
as it managed alone to combat the compound effect of imbalance and high dimen-
sionality with a number of datasets. This was shown by the considerable accuracy
improvement it achieved with datasets that showed imbalance and high dimension.

DD_Rank is unbound to a given classifier and combines theoretic aspect of fea-
ture relevance, which is the ability to correctly reconstruct the features distribution
relative to the classes measured by the reconstruction error, with the actual predic-
tive value of the feature, which is measured by area under precision-recall curve. In
addition, it accounts for feature interaction in the hidden layers producing a ranked
list of features. Therefore, DD_Rank is shown to satisfy the specified suitability cri-
teria in subsection 4.2.3.
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10.1.3 GCO_mine

For the characteristic of expected data expansion and overlapping risk group ranges,
we develop an instance-based lazy learner that depends on the principles of local
neighbourhood mining and global graph cut optimisation.

GCO_mine introduces several amendments to existing lazy learners. It adds
global connectivity between samples, defines direct membership between an un-
labeled sample and a class representative and it construct neighbourhoods using
both labeled and unlabeled samples. The proposed GCO_mine presents higher per-
formance than the traditional lazy classifiers as depicted by its comparison to kNN
classifier.

GCO_mine shows high performance comparable to the performance achieved by
well established classifiers namely: RF, MLP and NB when applied to the RVA data
and the additional real benchmark datasets. Moreover, GCO_mine takes individual-
based decisions for classification, which is suitable for overlapping classes. Also, it
can accommodate expanding datasets and give an understandable reasoning for the
prediction decision. Hence, GCO_mine manages to realise the design requirements
previously defined in subsection 4.2.1.

10.1.4 OFSET_mine Performance

On RVA Data

The proposed integrated framework OFSET_mine has provided an effective solution
that both handles the characteristics of RVA data and produces an accurate cardio-
vascular risk prediction. When the developed framework methods are applied on
the RVA-based measures, satisfactory results are obtained in absolute terms and rel-
ative to the Baseline (No intervention). The OFSET_mine methods, FiltADASYN in
specific, are applied creating two resultant scenarios (a) base rate and (b) fully bal-
anced oversampling scenarios.

With the base rate scenario, OFSET_mine succeeded in achieving the highest OA
and SnH when applied on the real and synthesised samples while MLP + ReliefF
+ FiltADASYN comes next. However, when the derived models are applied on
the original real data only , the MLP + OFSET model attains the highest OA, SnH

and SnM, while OFSET_mine relative performance ranking deteriorates reaching the
third position.

When using our proposed methods with the fully balanced RVA measures, the
highest classification accuracy is achieved when employing RF + OFSET, while OFSET_mine
scores second with a minute accuracy difference. In addition, when applying the
OFSET-based models on the real RVA data, a considerable increase over Baseline
(direct application) in {OA,SnH and SnM} is attained by RF and MLP models. Also,
OFSET_mine (when applied on the original data) comes third showing better perfor-
mance compared to its performance in the base rate case.
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Overall, the lack of model construction in GCO_mine resulted in its relative per-
formance deterioration when applied on the original data. However, GCO_mine still
surpassed the performance of kNN and NB classifiers. In addition, the application
of OFSET (DD_Rank + FiltADASYN) succeeded in improving the performance of
the classifiers derived models when they are used with the original data. Also, it can
be observed that eliminating the class imbalance (full balance scenario) better aided
the learning algorithms in producing more accurate classifications as was shown by
the higher SnH and SnM obtained on the real data with GCO_mine, RF and NB.

Another aspect that was shown is the superiority of RVA measures over FRS
and QRisk measures in risk group prediction accuracy, with the exception of QRisk
Measures with MLP.

In conclusion, we have succeeded in proving the capability of RVA measures in
differentiating between cardiovascular risk groups by applying the newly proposed
OFSET hybrid approach and the OFSET_mine framework. According to Hlatky et
al. [88], differentiating between risk groups is the first step in establishing a risk
marker. Hence, this study verifies the initial proof of principle needed for establish-
ing a new risk marker through developing a tailored machine learning framework
that satisfies the requirements defined in section 4.2, which enabled the stratification
of risk groups.

On Additional Medical Benchmark Data

The applicability of the OFSET_mine methods as general purpose solutions was
demonstrated. The methods were applied on a range of medical benchmark datasets
from the UCI ML Repository exhibiting similar properties of imbalance and relative
high dimensionality to the collected RVA measures. The performance of the meth-
ods is illustrated individually in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 and as a compound framework
in Chapter 9.

The methods have shown on par performance (as individual components and
as composite solutions) to the established methods used in the comparison. There-
fore, the proposed methods can be considered as competitive solutions for a broad
spectrum of applications.

10.2 Evaluation of the Clinical Utility of OFSET_mine

OFSET_mine was developed for medical and clinical use for predicting cardiovas-
cular risk using RVA data. It was also tested on benchmark medical datasets. Here,
their potential clinical utility is discussed, including the merits and the limitations
of each element of OFSET_mine.
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10.2.1 The proposed GCO_mine Classification

GCO_mine, the classification method purpose-built for the suitability criteria de-
fined in section 4.2, has the following properties relevant to clinical use:

Merit 1: GCO_mine is considered a suitable classification method for clinical deci-
sion making as it mimics the way a health care specialist allocates a risk level to a
new participant [69].
Evidence: GCO_mine considers the degree of resemblance of a new participant to
other similar participants of known risk level, as well as assesses the differences be-
tween the new participant and a risk group representative (reference).

Merit 2: GCO_mine can be readily applied to other medical decision making prob-
lems, where a simple individual-based decision is needed.
Evidence: GCO_mine does not include any particular assumptions on the data and
does not incorporate domain specific (cardio-related) knowledge into its decision
making, which leads to a generic formulation.

Limitation 1: GCO_mine does not account for the varying importance of different
biological measures when it allocates a risk level to a participant. In real life, some
biological measures may have higher influence (importance) on the allocated risk
than others.
Evidence: GCO_mine computes similarity between participants using a distance met-
ric of uniform weights for all features (measures), treating all the measures with
equal importance. When the relative importance of features is known, this can be
incorporated by allocating weights accordingly.

10.2.2 The proposed FiltADASYN Oversampling

The applicability of the proposed FiltADASYN oversampling in the clinical field is
evaluated as follows:

Merit 1: FiltADASYN verifies the representativeness of the synthetic samples to
eliminate samples that were generated within the majority class region.
Evidence: FiltADASYN checks the validity of the sample after synthesis through a
simple filtering step, rejects the overgeneralised samples and removes them from
the resultant set.

Merit 2: FiltADASYN improves accuracy in exploratory studies, where recruiting
new subjects would be expensive or take a long time and the benefit of the study
outcome is not yet confirmed.
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Evidence: FiltADASYN synthetically generates new realistic samples and hence in-
crease the representativeness of the sample.

Limitation 1 FiltADASYN can not be considered as a substitute for further data col-
lection, in order to be able to produce final clinical judgments.
Evidence: FiltADASYN, similarly to other oversampling methods, has the tendency
to produce optimistic results in terms of sensitivity due to the imposed similarity
between the original and the generated samples and therefore induces bias as it ar-
tificially alters the prior probabilities.

10.2.3 The DD_Rank Feature Selection

The suitability of DD_Rank feature selection for clinical use is assessed below:
Merit 1: DD_Rank produces a ranking of the features, which aids the understand-
ability of the selected subset.
Evidence: DD_Rank outputs a ranked list, based on two plausible estimates of theo-
retic and practical relevance of a measure (feature), and with this it gives a compre-
hensible explanation for the assigned importance of the features.

Limitation 1: The underlying operation of DD_Rank is considered as a black box,
which could lower the willingness of clinicians to adopt such method.
Evidence: DD_Rank uses RBMs for feature selection, where a stochastic process takes
place within the RBMs layers.

10.3 Directions of Future Work

Since the objective of this study was two fold namely: 1) To investigate the prospect
of Retinal Vascular Function assessed by Retinal Vessel Analysis (RVA) for deter-
mining cardiovascular risk category for apparently healthy subjects; 2) To effectively
process the available data using machine learning techniques to produce a reliable
risk level prediction. The future work of this study shall adopt two similar direc-
tions. The first is to improve the performance of OFSET_mine methods, to provide a
reliable solution for prediction and to widen the range of applicability of the meth-
ods. The second direction is to continue with establishing RVA as an early cardio-
vascular risk marker through machine learning.

10.3.1 Enhancement of OFSET_mine methods Performance

In order to fulfill the first direction, the impact of several modifications to the pro-
posed approaches should be investigated in the future:

In FiltADASYN oversampling, a more sophisticated procedure instead of the
used ’one versus all’ policy is to be considered to extend the original two class ap-
proach. A procedure that preserves the distinction between classes and avoid class
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merging into a single class would be preferable. Also, the rejection process can be
modified such that each generated sample is assigned a rejection score weighted by
its distance to the other classes samples rather than a binary decision for inclusion
or rejection of the sample. Besides, a more adaptive approach shall be considered,
where the detailed structure of the classes (subclusters) can be used to guide the pa-
rameters setting using different parameters k (number of neighbours to randomly
select from for synthesis) and l (used to determine neighbours after oversampling to
decide whether a sample should be rejected) for each different subspace of a class. In
addition, a thorough investigation on the effect of different balance ratios and their
relation to the classifiers performance shall be carried out.

In DD_Rank feature selection, there is a set of variations that can be considered
to analyse the effect of different aspects on its performance. The performance of
deeper architectures of DDBM is worth examination, as it is expected to boost the
latent representation of the measures on the hidden nodes to even higher-level, more
abstract form that leads to better generalisation. But, the added time and complexity
should be adequately compensated with substantial accuracy increase. Moreover, in
the current formulation of the selection score, equal contribution for reconstruction
error or precision-recall curve were used in calculating the selection score, thus the
effect of formulations of variable weights can be investigated. Also, measures other
than reconstruction error or precision-recall curve can be experimented.

In GCO_mine classification, there are several points that are worth further ex-
amination. One of the points is the adoption of other approaches for missing values
handling. An approach that better preserves the structure of the data and avoid dis-
torting its variance is required instead of the median imputation approach adopted
[15]. This is required to improve its performance with datasets with high percentage
of missing values. In addition, distances functions that are better adapted to categor-
ical data can be utilised when needed to enhance its range of applicability. Hetero-
geneous Value Decomposition Metric [127] is an example of a proximity metric that
handles mixed data and can be applied for this purpose. Another point that is worth
consideration is the development of a GCO_mine variant specifically designed for
cardiovascular risk prediction through varying the importance of RVA-based mea-
sures (features) used in differences and similarity calculation. The incorporation of
domain knowledge regarding the relative importance of the measures (features) in
the weights for distance calculation would be useful.

10.3.2 Establishment of RVA as a Cardiovascular Risk Marker

All the measures generated from RVA to create a vascular profile are measures that
study the response parameters of each flicker independently. Other measures that
analyse the inter-relations, differences and similarities between different response
cycles might be more predictive. Examples of these measures are correlation and
mutual information between flicker responses, differences between two signals max-
ima and minima and rate of change in peak values of the three consecutive flicker
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signals (F1, F2, F3). The generation of these measures would be supported by the
findings of Heitmar et al. [82] (Chapter 2), where differences in flicker responses
was used to distinguish risk groups. In addition, experimentation with transform
domain features can reveal other aspects of the responses. Fourier transform [45] can
be utilised to illustrate a signal’s frequency components, while the signal’s localised
transient time and frequency characteristics is obtained through Wavelet analysis
[187, 193].

Moreover, thorough validation is further required to initiate the use of RVA as
a screening risk marker in medical care venues. After illustrating the capability of
RVA to distinguish cardiovascular risk groups, the potential of RVA to predict actual
disease development (hard outcomes) needs to be validated. This validation is a
necessary step for establishing RVA as a screening risk marker in medical venues. In
order to proceed with this step, prospective data needs to be collected for the current
subjects, to allow follow up and determine whether the classified high risk subjects
truly develop a cardiovascular related disease. In addition, new participants need
to be recruited to enlarge the sample size while preserving the natural distribution
of the data to allow reliable analysis of the data.

Machine learning methods have the capability to consider a greater number and
complexity of interacting variables than conventional statistical methods. Hence,
further application of machine learning methods customised to the data to be used
in the next steps of establishing RVA as a screening risk marker is anticipated to be
of high importance.
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Appendix A

Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [19] is an adaptive heuristic search technique suitable for
optimization problems. GAs are inspired by natural evolution and genetics of bio-
logical organisms. They rely on the principles of natural selection and survival of
the fittest. GAs mimic the natural behaviour of the organisms, where a population
of individuals exist and the survival of the best fit individual is promoted. The in-
dividuals of the population represent candidate solutions to a defined problem and
a fitness value is assigned to each candidate. The fitness score assesses the indi-
vidual’s capability of survival and his effectiveness in providing a solution to the
problem in hand. The highly fit individuals in a given generation of the popula-
tion are selected and let to reproduce and/or pass to the next generation. A new
offspring is produced which combine features taken from highly fit parents. Hence,
over many generations the good features of the individuals are allowed to evolve
and promising areas of the search space are explored. while the least fit members of
the population are left to die out and their associated search spaces ignored.

GAs may converge to an optimal solution if appropriately formulated and de-
signed, but no guarantees for global optimality are provided. On the other hand,
GAs are robust and provide a near optimal solution to a range of problems where
specialised solutions are hard to be designed. There are several important aspects of
GA design that are outlined below:

Individual Representation

For GA execution, each potential solution has to be encoded as a set of parameters.
These parameters (known as genes) constitute a single applicable solution (often
referred to as Chromosome). The encoding of the genes values (called alleles) can
follow several schemes such as binary encoding, real value encoding, permutation
encoding and tree encoding. Details of the encoding schemes can be found in [122].
For a given design problem, the set of parameters defining a solution is called the
genotype, while the performance of an individual based on its genotype is called
phenotype.
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Fitness Function

For each problem, an appropriate fitness function needs to be formulated to assign
a merit score to each chromosome and evaluate its ability in solving the problem.
Some design tasks have multiple objectives and hence the fitness function may be
required to combine several performance measures.

Selection and Reproduction

During the evolution process, the selection criteria of the highly fit individuals is
critical as it affects the convergence speed and the final offered solution. The adopted
selection methods include [174]:

• Proportionate Roulette Wheel Selection: The probability of selecting an indi-
vidual for the next generation is equal to its fitness value over the sum of all
chromosomes fitnesses.

• Ranking-based Selection: The individuals are sorted according to their fitness
values. Then, the selection probability is assigned either linearly related or
exponentially weighted depending on their ranks.

• Tournament Selection: It is one of the most popular techniques where a a num-
ber of individuals are randomly chosen from the entire population, then the
one with the best fitness is passed to the next generation.

After the selection of the fit chromosomes, a set of operators are applied to allow for
the evolution of the generations. The main operators are crossover and mutation. In
crossover, two chromosomes are split at a random cut point (or multiple points) and
their genes are swapped creating two new offspring. There is a crossover probability
that controls the portion of the population that is subjected to crossover. Mutation
is applied to each chromosome individually to alter single genes with a given prob-
ability providing a small amount of random search and ensuring the exploration of
search space.

Convergence and Search Termination

As the populations evolve over successive generations, the average fitness of the
population approaches the fitness of the best fit individual heading towards conver-
gence. Convergence can be defined as the progression towards increasing fitness
uniformity leading to the global optimum.
Termination of GA search procedure can be based on several criteria [91], which
include maximum number of generations, minimum improvement in the best pro-
vided fitness value over a number of generations and a minimum value for the sum
of deviations between individuals within a generation.
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